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Abstract

For most aeronautical applications skin friction drag is a significant issue for efficient operation. It is estimated that 49% of the total drag an aircraft experiences is due to skin friction drag and a small reduction of 5% would currently result in an annual saving of $3.3 billion US dollars. The large Reynolds number at which aerospace applications typically operate results in a turbulent boundary layer, which causes a large increase in shear stresses and a subsequent increase in skin friction drag. The key culprits for the large shear stresses are the turbulent boundary layer structures that form once the boundary layer transitions from the initial laminar state, the most influential of which are the coherent structures. These structures pump fluid into (sweep) and away (ejection) from the near wall region and generate the shear stresses. Hence the aim of this research is to manipulate the turbulent boundary layer to reduce the effect of the aforementioned coherent structures. Specific attention has been applied to the passive application of a micro-cavity array as a potential control technique to attenuate the coherent structures. The micro-cavity array consists of a cavity arranged flush with the surface, underneath of which is a backing cavity similar to the design of a Helmholtz resonator. As a passive control technique, this device aims to have the advantages of an easy implementation and the absence of an external power source, with targeted control of the coherent structures commonly achieved by active systems. The micro-cavity array aims to capture and dampen the sweep events, therefore reducing the strength of both the ejection and sweep events due to their high dependence on one another. As such the present work
assesses the ability of an array of micro-cavities to reduce the turbulent properties of a fully developed boundary layer.

Previous results from the flow excited Helmholtz resonator and a two-dimensional square cavity on a flat plate have confirmed the potential of the micro-cavity array. Both techniques achieved successful control of the boundary layer and attenuation of the coherent structures. However these applications had limitations at higher Reynolds numbers and as a result a smaller device such as the micro-cavity is proposed and forms the basis of this thesis. Being of smaller size, the shear layer is hypothesised not to break apart while traversing the small orifices of the micro-cavity, which occurs for the larger flow excited Helmholtz resonator and results in an adverse pressure gradient and an undesirable increase in the disturbances and viscous drag in the boundary layer.

To investigate the potential of the proposed micro-cavity array, the device has been thoroughly examined experimentally at a range of Reynolds numbers \((1195 < Re_v < 3771)\). Experiments were predominately focused on identifying the potential of the micro-cavity, whilst evaluating the impact of the orifice distribution along the cavity array and the effect of other geometric parameters, including the length of the cavity array and the backing volume. Measurements were made using a single hot-wire and a constant temperature hot-wire anemometry system downstream of the cavity arrays, with all results being compared against canonical boundary layer profiles to record the effect of the micro-cavity array. These experiments demonstrated the success of the micro-cavity array in controlling the turbulent boundary layer and identified the mechanism causing the recorded attenuation of the boundary layer.
The results showed that the optimal orifice diameter must be equal to a value of approximately 60 times the viscous length scale. This resulted in a maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities of 13% and 14%, respectively. The results demonstrated that for a cavity orifice diameter less than 20 times the viscous length scale, the sweep events are restricted and no events are captured by the array. Additionally, if the diameter of the orifice exceeds 145 times the viscous length scale, separation of the shear layer was observed, causing an increase in the turbulence energy production in the near wall region. The volume of the backing cavity was also shown to be a very important characteristic in the design of the micro-cavity array, while the orifice length of the cavity array had negligible effect in modifying the reduction of the turbulent energy by the cavity array. The maximum reduction in turbulence generation occurred when the backing volume was as large as possible, which reduced the reactive impedance of the micro-cavity device. However, the sweep intensity reduction reached a limiting value as the volume increased. The reduction in turbulent energy was also shown to occur irrespective of whether the individual cavity arrays shared a common backing volume or had individual backing volumes. Consequently a strongly supported finding is that the cavity array weakens the sweep intensity of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the cavity array and also in the large volume of the backing cavity. This results in a reduction in the strength of the bursting events responsible for the shear stresses in the near wall region.

The body of work presented here is only the beginning of the development of the knowledge required for this area of work. The results of this study demonstrate an improved understanding of the micro-cavity array as a potential flow control device for the turbulent boundary layer in the future and as such requires further investigation.
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Nomenclature

$B(\omega)$ = probability density function of streamwise velocity

$c_f$ = skin friction coefficient

$d$ = cavity diameter (mm)

$D$ = backing cavity depth (mm)

$f$ = frequency (Hz)

$f_b$ = bursting frequency (Hz)

$H$ = shape factor

$k$ = variable-interval time-averaging (VITA) threshold

$K_x$ = streamwise wavenumber

$Re_x$ = Reynolds number based on streamwise distance

$Re_{u*}$ = Reynolds number based on friction velocity

$Re_{\theta}$ = Reynolds number based on momentum thickness

$t$ = time (s)

$T_{av}$ = averaging duration (s)

$T_W$ = window length (s)
$Tu$ = turbulence intensity

$L$ = orifice length (mm)

$u$ = streamwise flow velocity (m/s)

$u_\tau$ = friction velocity (m/s)

$\bar{u}$ = local mean of the streamwise velocity (m/s)

$v$ = wall-normal flow velocity (m/s)

$w$ = spanwise flow velocity (m/s)

$V$ = volume of backing cavity (m$^3$)

$\text{Var}$ = variance

$x$ = indicates $x$-distance (streamwise) (m)

$y$ = indicates $y$-distance (wall-normal direction) (m)

$z$ = indicates $z$-distance (spanwise) (m)

**Symbols**

$\sigma$ = standard deviation

$\lambda_x$ = streamwise wavelength (m)

$\rho$ = density of air (kg/m$^3$)

$\delta$ = boundary layer thickness (mm)

$\delta^+$ = displacement thickness (mm)

$\theta$ = momentum thickness (mm)
$\Psi$ = pre-multiplied energy spectrum

$\nu$ = kinematic viscosity (m/s$^2$)

**Superscripts**

$+$ = denotes viscous time scale ($\frac{\nu}{u_T}$) or viscous length scale ($\nu/u_T$)
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Turbulent boundary layers consist of three-dimensional instabilities which interact with the wall resulting in an increase in the shear stresses and skin friction drag. As such skin friction drag is a significant problem for many applications, particularly in aerospace systems such as aircraft and helicopters, due to the large operational Reynolds number and the unavoidable transition into turbulence. It is estimated 49% of the total drag on an aircraft is due to skin friction and viscous drag (Gad-el-Hak, 1994; Marec, 2000; Abbas et al., 2017) as shown in Fig. 1.1. Consequently reducing the skin friction drag component of drag has become of utmost importance in recent times to mitigate the sharp rise in the cost of fossil fuels. The global fuel bill of the airline industry is estimated to be US$130 billion in 2017, and accounts for almost 20% of the total operating expenses of an aircraft (International Air Transport Association, 2017). This cost is expected to increase in the future with the rising price of crude oil and as such a 20% increase in the global cost of the air transport industry is expected in 2018 from the previous value in 2017 (International Air Transport Association, 2017). As such, a reduction in the amount of fuel
required is of utmost importance and would result in a tremendous annual saving. This can be achieved by a reduction in the skin friction drag an aircraft experiences. It is estimated a small reduction of 5% alone would result in an annual saving of US$3.3 billion (International Air Transport Association, 2017). Furthermore, the reduction of the skin friction drag component can also have significant advantages in other fields, including mixing in internal combustion engines and a reduction in pumping power for pipelines (Gad-el-Hak, 2000; Kasagi et al. 2009).

Fig 1.1 Outline of drag types for a typical aircraft based on data from Marec (2000).

The near wall coherent structures, consisting of streamwise longitudinal vortices, are considered by many to play an important role in the skin friction generated by the turbulent boundary layer (Guo et al., 2010; Whalley, 2011; Ghanadi, 2015). These vortices pump fluid into (sweep) and away (ejection) from the near wall region. At a pipe Reynolds number of approximately 11,000, ejection events generate approximately 70% of the total stresses in the inner wall region, while sweep events account for the remaining 30% (Kim et al., 1971; Offen and Kline, 1975, Whalley, 2011). Consequently these coherent
structures are very important during turbulence generation (Corino and Brodkey; 1969, Wallace et al., 1972; Guo et al., 2010). Furthermore these events have been shown to be highly dependent on one another and together are known as the bursting cycle. Consequently modifying one of these structures will have a significant effect on the other as well as the bursting cycle itself. Therefore, many researchers have attempted to target these structures to reduce turbulence generation within the boundary layer and reduce the shear stresses and the resulting skin friction drag.

One of the most successful passive turbulence reduction techniques is the streamwise riblet (Walsh, 1983; Choi, 1987, 1989; Greidanus et al., 2015; Benschop and Breugem, 2017). Streamwise riblets are small grooves spaced in the spanwise direction, approximately equal in size to the turbulent structures and aligned with the flow direction. It was shown that they can successfully reduce the skin friction drag by up to 8% (Walsh, 1983). Choi (1987) demonstrated that riblets act as small fences and restrict the streamwise vortices that form the legs of the hairpin vortical structure. By acting as a fence, the growth of the streamwise vortices in the spanwise direction can be prohibited. Furthermore, instead of using riblets Choi and Fujisawa (1993) demonstrated a similar effect could be achieved by using a two-dimensional square cavity on a flat plate. They showed a net drag reduction in the order of one percent could be achieved by using a single cavity.

Techniques other than riblets have been proposed for boundary layer control. A flow excited Helmholtz resonator was used by Ghanadi (2015) to provide a jet of suction and ejection to target the ejection and sweep events, respectively. This resulted in an 11% reduction in sweep intensity and a 5% reduction in the sweep duration within the
logarithmic region of the boundary layer ($y^+ > 35$). At higher flow velocities ($U > 15\text{m/s}$) it was found that the resonator did not significantly change the structure of the sweep events. This was attributed to the increased Reynolds number and its amplification of the generation of the turbulent events. The shear layer breaks up more violently across the orifice gap and essentially increases the viscous drag more than the reduction from the sweep events being attenuated.

Comparable to the absorption of sweep events, Maa (1998) utilised the idea of a submillimetre micro-perforated panel to absorb sound. He found the most important parameter in his investigation was the perforate constant, which was proportional to the ratio of the perforation radius to viscous boundary layer thickness. This technique has shown tremendous potential for wide-band absorption and it has since been hypothesised that a similar device could dampen and weaken the sweep events in the boundary layer. The potential of this device was first revealed by the Helmholtz resonator. The resonator was found to have a small impact on the sweep events reducing their intensity and duration by 5% and 8% respectively without the activation of the Helmholtz mode (Ghanadi, 2015). It was suggested that the reduction in the intensity and duration of the sweep events was achieved by allowing the sweep event to partially or completely enter the orifice of the resonator. Consequently, some of the energy associated with the high speed events was absorbed and dampened by the surface area of the neck of the Helmholtz resonator.

As an extension to Maa’s (1998) and Ghanadi’s (2015) work, a similar device is considered. Hence the objective for this research is the successful implementation of micro-cavities for the purpose of an alternative method for boundary layer control. It is hypothesised
that a micro-cavity targets the flow travelling at normal incidence towards the wall commonly associated with sweep events in a similar way micro-perforated panels absorb sound by dissipating flow through the orifice. During the inrush of the sweep events towards the wall the structure is broken up when it enters a single orifice in the cavity array as shown by Ghanadi’s (2015) work. This results in the next ejection event being delayed as no sweep event is present to push the slower moving fluid away from the wall (ejection event). It is hypothesised the cavity array will weaken the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the neck of the orifice and the large volume of the backing cavity below the array itself. In the present study the flow features of the turbulent boundary layer will be considered after the control of the boundary layer using the micro cavity. This will consequently be used to provide an insight into the performance of the cavity array in attenuating the turbulent structures.

1.2 Aim and objectives

The main aim of the research presented in this thesis is to investigate the potential of a cavity array to control the coherent structures in a turbulent boundary layer. Consequently the objectives of the research are defined as the following:

- **Characterise the turbulent boundary layer and experimentally investigate how the cavity manipulates the boundary layer.** This will be achieved by first developing a fully transitioned turbulent boundary layer using artificial tripping techniques. This will be coupled with the design and implementation of a constant temperature hot-wire anemometer system to accurately measure the flow features of the turbulent boundary with and without the cavity array present.
Experimentally Parameterise the configuration and distribution of orifices required to effectively control the boundary layer across the flat plate. This will be completed using the constant temperature hot-wire anemometer system to accurately measure the flow features of the turbulent boundary. The design, manufacture and implementation of a flat plate setup with an interchangeable micro-cavity array plate will be investigated to identify the key parameters for the control of the turbulent boundary layer.

Determine the optimal geometric arrangement for the micro-cavities as a boundary layer control device and the method in which the micro-cavities achieve boundary layer control. Upon identifying the key parameters for the micro-cavity array the parameters will be optimised to increase the effectiveness of the cavity array in controlling the turbulent boundary layer. This will be followed by analyses of the mechanism for the attenuation of captured sweep events, which will build upon the previous objectives.

1.3 Thesis outline

The sequence of chapters reflects the chronology of the knowledge gained throughout the timeline of the research. The current chapter provides the overview and introduction to the research. This is followed by Chapter 2 which provides an extensive literature review on established techniques and the fundamental knowledge which were used to commence the research into utilising the micro-cavity array as a potential boundary layer control technique. The main body of the thesis, Chapter 3 through to Chapter 6, contains the research that establishes the micro-cavity array as a successful turbulent boundary layer control technique. Four manuscripts which have come as a direct result of this work
are included in these chapters, all of which are published in peer reviewed journals. The final chapter of this thesis presents conclusions drawn from the research and future recommendations on where the research could further its findings. In the following pages the content, scope and influence of each chapter is further discussed.

Chapter 2 of this thesis is a literature review in which the structures of the turbulent boundary layer and their effect on increasing the skin friction drag in the near wall region is discussed and reviewed. This is coupled with an extensive literature review of previous control techniques where the advantages and disadvantages of such techniques have been critically analysed. This review has been used to identify the shortcomings of previous techniques to illustrate how the potential use of a micro-cavity array can overcome limitations experienced by other control techniques. The chapter identifies the research gaps and how they can be addressed by the current work.

The main body of the thesis begins in Chapter 3, which commences by investigating the turbulent boundary layer and the higher statistics for generating a naturally developed turbulent boundary layer are quantified. The chapter consists of the first of four journal papers and is used as an initial benchmark for the flat plate test section and constant temperature hot-wire anemometry system. The chapter provides an insight into the effect of the investigated trip techniques on the induced transition of a laminar boundary layer into turbulence. The results demonstrate that to produce a natural turbulent boundary layer using a 2D protuberance, the height of the trip must be less than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness.

Chapter 4 presents a detailed experimental evaluation of the micro-cavity array as a potential boundary layer control device. The key purpose of this chapter is to analyse the
effect of the micro-cavity array on the boundary layer. In this chapter the surface geometries of the array are modified to develop a relationship with boundary layer control and parameterise the number and distribution of devices required to effectively control the boundary layer across the flat plate. The work is significant as the cavity array is shown to have a substantial effect on the coherent structures. The cavity array is shown to reduce the intensity of the sweep events in the near wall region, where the geometry of the orifices is found to have a significant effect on the net reduction.

In Chapter 5 the cavity array for boundary layer control is further explored. Building upon the findings in the previous chapter, an additional experimental analysis is used to determine the optimal arrangement for the micro-cavities to achieve maximum boundary layer control. The sensitivity of the internal geometry of the cavity array is evaluated, specifically the volume of the backing cavity below the array itself, as well as the length of the orifice neck. The results suggest a larger reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and energy spectrum can be achieved with a larger backing volume. However changing the length of the orifice is shown to be negligible in modifying the boundary layer.

Chapter 6 analyses the mechanism by which the micro-cavity array achieves attenuation of captured sweep events and builds upon the previous two chapters. A single cavity array is analysed experimentally with two different backing cavity arrangements; one with a common backing cavity for all orifices and another utilising a cell-like design to prohibit the captured flows interacting. Results from this chapter reveal that the cavity array weakens captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the orifices of the cavity array and also in the large volume of the backing cavity.
below the array itself. From the experimental results this chapter achieves its intended objective of investigating the method by which the micro-cavities achieve boundary layer control, as well as providing additional data to solidify the relationship between the turbulence energy reduction and the backing volume of the cavity array.

The final chapter documents the conclusions made from the research in this thesis. While the research covered in this thesis has taken a significant step forward in developing the micro-cavity array as a potential boundary layer control device, subsequent work is required before the cavity array can be used in real life applications. Consequently additional research is required and key recommendations are made at the end of this chapter for the future of this area of research.

1.4 Publications arising from this thesis

Journal papers


Chapter 1: Introduction

**Refereed conference papers**


**1.5 Format**

This thesis has been submitted as a portfolio of publications arising from the research and is compliant with the formatting requirements of The University of Adelaide. The printed and online version of this thesis are identical, where the online version of this thesis is available as a PDF.

**1.6 References**


Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter an overview of fundamental research on turbulent boundary layers and previous attempts at controlling the boundary layer will be presented. The chapter begins by characterising and reviewing the turbulent boundary layer literature and the coherent structures which are responsible for the increased shear stresses in the near wall region. Following on from this, Section 2.2 investigates the techniques implemented for boundary layer control. This is subsequently followed by Section 2.3 in which the history of using micro-cavity arrays to control the instabilities in the turbulent boundary layer is discussed. Section 2.4 reviews experimental techniques that are commonly used to measure the statistics of the boundary layer, while the chapter concludes with Section 2.5, which provides a summary of the literature review and the overall objectives of this thesis.

2.1 Turbulent boundary layer

The turbulent boundary layer consists of coherent structures which dominate the events in the near wall region of the boundary layer. These events, which are usually subdivided into the categories of sweep and ejection events, amplify the generation of turbulent energy. These three dimensional instabilities have been shown to be responsible for the large shear stresses and skin friction drag in the turbulent boundary layer (Kline et al.,
Implementing a technique to control these events for boundary layer control has been considered by many researchers (Lockerby, 2001; Whalley, 2011; Ghanadi, 2015), however, a firm understanding of the turbulent boundary layer and its structure must be obtained before developing such a technique.

2.1.1 Near-wall region

Initial research into the near-wall region and the dominant structures was first undertaken by Kline et al. (1967). Using the hydrogen bubble technique to visualise the near-wall region of the boundary layer, Kline et al. (1967) showed a distinctive streaky structure shown in Fig. 2.1. From these findings Kline et al. (1967) were able to determine the structure of the boundary layer as three-dimensional, which had previously been believed to be two dimensional. Furthermore it was shown the streaky structure is capable of traversing 100 viscous units in the spanwise direction ($z^+ = 100$) and up to 50 viscous units away from the wall ($y^+ = 100$), after which the streak terminates violently by bursting into the outer region of the boundary layer, a process which dominates the energy transfer from the near-wall region to the outer boundary layer.

While Kline et al. (1967) were successful in portraying the ejection of low speed fluid away from the wall known as ejection events, they were not able to capture the sweep events that also form a critical part of the structures in the near-wall region of the boundary layer. This was later achieved by Corino and Brodkey (1969) who not only verified the findings of Kline et al. (1967) but also introduced the notion of sweep events in the turbulent boundary layer. Using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), Corino and Brodkey (1969) were able to show the near wall region itself had two distinct areas of high and low speed fluids, which is represented in Fig. 2.2. The high speed fluid was shown to move the
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decelerated region away from the wall, which causes the ejection of low speed fluid away from the wall. The streak then quickly becomes unstable and begins to break apart (Kim et al., 1971). This is followed by the inrush of high speed fluid as described by Corino and Brodkey (1969) which causes the next low speed streak ejection. The significance of these two events was instantly recognised and by using flow visualisation Corino and Brodkey (1969) reported that 70% of the total production of Reynolds stress in the near wall region comes from the ejection event, while the remainder is contributed to the sweep event. This three stage cycle was also shown to repeat and was subsequently termed ‘bursting’ (Kim et al., 1971). This was further confirmed by Offen and Kline (1975) and a definitive regenerative cycle of the sweep and ejection events and near-wall turbulence generation was conceived.

Fig. 2.1 Near-wall streaky structure of a turbulent boundary layer at $y^+ = 4.5$ visualised using hydrogen bubble technique. In this picture the wire is located parallel to the plate and normal to the direction of flow, which is moving from top of the image to bottom (Kline et al. 1967).
Fig. 2.2 Near-wall structure showing the low and high speed flow along with ejection events.

Continuing the research of Kline et al. (1967) and Corino and Brodkey (1969), Wallace et al. (1972) and Lu and Wilmarth (1973) showed there were two additional types of events that can take place in the near-wall regions. A four quadrant system was introduced to distinguish between the four possible events (Lu and Wilmarth, 1973) and given the notation Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 as shown in Table 2.1. Ejection and sweep events were labelled as Q2 and Q4 events, respectively, and were shown to generate approximately 70% of the total stresses each, equating to a total 140% of the total stresses in the near wall region at a pipe Reynolds number of approximately 11,000 (Corino and Brodkey, 1969; Kim et al., 1971; Wallace et al., 1972; Offen and Kline, 1975). Furthermore the size of the structures were shown to be highly dependent on the Reynolds number, where an increased Reynolds number would effectively reduce the size of the structure (Robinson, 1991). The newly discovered events (Q1 and Q3) were shown to account for the 40% discrepancy due to their negative contribution to the total Reynolds stresses.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadrant</th>
<th>Sign of $u$</th>
<th>Sign of $v$</th>
<th>Sign of $-uv$</th>
<th>Type of motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Outward Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Ejection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Inward Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Sweep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The techniques used to measure the properties of the coherent structures in the near-wall region are also of significant importance. When quantifying the coherent structures many techniques have been used, one of which is the Variable Interval Time Averaging (VITA) technique for detection of the changes in the turbulent boundary layer associated with coherent structures. The technique was initially applied by Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976) for studying the near wall region and detecting the sweep and ejection events. The events are monitored by calculating the VITA of the streamwise velocity fluctuations according to the definition

$$\hat{u}(t, T_W) = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{t} \int_0^t u^2(t) \, dt,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)$$

where $T_W$ is the interval used for the time averaging and is selected to be of the order of the time scale between bursts. This value ($T_W$) is used to assign small windows, which scan the fluctuating velocity at each point and within which the local variance of the signal is calculated using

$$\text{Var}(t, T_W) = \hat{u}^2(t, T_W) - [\hat{u}(t, T_W)]^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)
The variance of the entire signal is defined as

$$\text{Var}(t) = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{t} \int_0^t u^2(t) \, dt.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

If the value of the local variance, \(\text{Var}(t, T_W)\), is greater than the variance of the entire signal \(k\text{Var}(t)\), where \(k\) is a threshold value, a sweep or ejection event is considered to have occurred. Whalley (2011) defined the detection function, \(D(t)\), to distinguish between the different events, where

$$D(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k\text{Var}(t) \quad \frac{du}{dt} > 0 \text{ (sweep event)} \\
0 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) < k\text{Var}(t) \quad \text{no event} \\
-1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k\text{Var}(t) \quad \frac{du}{dt} < 0 \text{ (ejection event)}
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

The number of detected events is strongly dependent on the selected threshold value, \(k\). The averaged VITA events can reveal the intensity and duration of the coherent structures. These are important as they determine the characteristics of the coherent structures and their effect on the boundary layer. The intensity of the events is calculated based on the peak-to-peak value of the streamwise velocity of the events. The duration on the other hand is calculated from the time separation of the peaks in each VITA analysis as shown in Fig. 2.3. Increased duration or intensity of the events reveals an increase in the turbulence energy production.
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![Diagram showing sweep events with Sweep duration and Sweep intensity axes.

Fig. 2.3 Average VITA sweep events at $Re_\theta = 1927$ demonstrating the difference between sweep intensity and duration.

2.1.2 Outer region

The outer region of the turbulent boundary layer also has a part to play in the events seen close to the wall (Falco, 1977). The structure of the turbulent boundary layer in the outer region can be clearly seen using experimental techniques. One such example is presented in Fig. 2.4 using fluorescent dye in a water tunnel performed by Gad-el-Hak and Bandyopadhyay (1994). The visible bulges cause the boundary layer to be re-energised by continually entraining fluid from the free stream into the boundary layer. Falco (1977) initially hypothesised these turbulent bulges moving towards the wall could be responsible for the inrush of fluid towards the wall during a sweep event as part of a bursting cycle.
The vortical structures that exist in the outer region of the boundary layer also have an impact on the turbulent events observed in the near wall region. The most common of which is the hairpin vortex proposed by Theodorsen (1952). Head and Bandyopadhyay (1981) and Robinson (1991) identified the three main components of this vortex structure, which are the legs, neck and head. The legs of the hairpin vortex have been shown to be responsible for the generation of quasi-streamwise vortices. The legs of the hairpin vortex stay attached to the wall (Perry and Marusic 1995) as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Consequently the hairpin legs are elongated and as a result form quasi-streamwise vortices, which are closely linked to the near-wall low speed streaks which occur during ejection events (Robinson, 1991).

Robinson (1991) hypothesised the streamwise vortices move low speed fluid in the near wall region away from the wall on the upwash of the legs of the hairpin, giving the appearance of streaks documented in previous investigations (Kline et al., 1967; Corino and Brodkey, 1969). The sweep events that occur in the near wall region have also been proposed to be due to the downwash of the quasi-streamwise vortices. During the
downwash of the hairpin leg, flow from the free stream is entrained and pushed towards the wall causing the inrush of high speed fluid into the near wall region. Consequently targeting such structures can have significant effects on the sweep and ejection events.

**Fig. 2.5** Conceptual model of the relationship between quasi-streamwise vortices and hairpin vortex structures (horseshoe) (Adrian et al., 2000).

As the coherent events are responsible for the Reynolds stress and resultant shear stresses in the near-wall region many researchers have aimed to control these structures to reduce the skin friction drag. Consequently many drag reduction techniques have been implemented to achieve this via the manipulation of the bursting process by directly targeting the coherent structures or through the quasi-streamwise vortices. Such techniques are discussed in the next section of this chapter, where their shortcomings and advantages will be discussed.

### 2.2 Turbulent boundary layer control

Controlling the turbulent boundary layer has been a major focus for many researchers over the years. An extensive amount of time and resources has been devoted to
developing a successful technique to suppress the instabilities in the boundary layer responsible for skin friction drag. Generally these control techniques can be subdivided into two categories; passive and active control techniques. Active systems require an external power source and as a result have the advantage of greater drag reduction capability due to the potential implementation of feedback systems. However, this comes at a cost of complicated implementation which is undesirable in aerospace applications. Passive control techniques are generally more favourable for this reason as the absence of need of a power source means passive techniques are relatively easily implemented, at the expense of limited control. The following section summarises current turbulent boundary layer control techniques, whilst outlining the advantages and limitations associated with such techniques.

2.2.1 Riblets

One of the most successful passive techniques for control of the turbulent boundary layer is the streamwise riblet (Walsh, 1983; Choi, 1987, 1989, Greidanus et al., 2015; Benschop and Breugem, 2017). Streamwise riblets are small longitudinal grooves which are aligned in the flow direction (Fig. 2.6). They are passive devices and as such have an extremely simple implementation. Riblets act as small fences and restrict the quasi-streamwise vortices which form part of the legs of the hairpin vortical structure. The fencing of the streamwise vortices inhibits their growth in the spanwise direction which causes the downwash cycle to be reduced significantly and as a result the sweep events occur prematurely with a reduced duration and intensity (Choi et al., 1993; Tardu et al., 1993). The corresponding reduction was revealed to be a function of the height of the individual grooves (h) and the spacing between each of the grooves (s). Walsh (1983) demonstrated
that at an approximate height of $15l^+$ a maximum drag reduction of 8% could be achieved. Subsequent research by Garcia-Mayoral and Jimenez (2011) also revealed that when the spacing between each of the grooves became too large ($s^+ > 30$) a detrimental effect on the turbulent eddies would occur, resulting in an increased interaction of the high-speed flow and wetted surface with an increase in the skin friction drag, a finding further supported by Benschop and Breugem (2017).

![Schematic of riblets](image)

**Fig. 2.6** Schematic of riblets (Choi *et al.*, 1993).

In addition to fencing off the streamwise vortices, the riblets have also been shown to inhibit the fluctuations in the cross flow. Smaller fluctuations in the cross flow provide a more uniform flow and a decrease in momentum transfer from the boundary layer into the free stream (Luchini *et al.*, 1991; Bechert *et al.*, 1997). Bechert *et al.* (1997) investigated this method in further depth by using slits with longitudinal blade ribs (Fig. 2.7). While the slits in the surface did not contribute to the boundary layer control in their investigation, it was shown how perforated surfaces for boundary layer control could be implemented for minimal parasitic drag. Bechert *et al.* (1997) achieved a 9.9% reduction in skin friction drag, which was an improvement on the maximum drag reduction reported in other literature (Walsh, 1983; Walsh and Lindemann, 1984).
As successful as riblets are, there are still numerous potential drawbacks with their application. Firstly, the angle of the riblets is detrimental for their success, as due to boundary layer separation, riblets can increase the turbulence events when their yaw angle is greater than 30 degrees (Choi, 1989; Choi, 1993) or if the geometry is not selected correctly (Garcia-Mayoral and Jimenez, 2011; Benschop and Breugem, 2017). Furthermore the manufacture and maintenance of riblets over structures in real applications, such as an aircraft, is a major issue and consequently it is often an impractical choice to reduce the skin friction drag commercially.

2.2.2 Spanwise travelling wave

Utilising spanwise excitation to create travelling waves is another technique that has been investigated to modify the streamwise vortices and reduce the effect of skin friction drag. The spanwise travelling wave creates synthetic streamwise vorticity to modify the naturally occurring quasi-streamwise vortices to reduce the coherent structures and
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viscous drag in the near wall region (Du et al., 2002; Choi et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2015). This is illustrated in the flow visualisation by Choi et al. (2011) shown in Fig. 2.8. This wave is produced using an unsteady force in the viscous sublayer which is strongest at the surface and decays exponentially as it moves away from the wall (Du and Karniadakis, 2000).

Fig. 2.8 Flow visualisation of the application of the spanwise travelling wave technique, i) and iii) no control, ii) and iv) control through the use of forced plasma oscillation (Choi et al., 2011).

The unsteady force used to generate the artificial vortices can be achieved multiple ways, but most commonly by using electrodes (Whalley, 2011) or magnets (Weier et al., 2001). When the force is applied to the fluid it curls the flow to create artificial vortices which interact with the existing streamwise vortices (Du and Karniadakis, 2000). The generated vortices reorganise the near wall region by spacing the low speed streaks more evenly.
across the surface, which leads to a reduction in the skin friction drag, and as shown in Fig. 2.9 the high speed streaks are eliminated during the rearrangement process (Dhanak and Si, 1999; Du and Karniadakis, 2000; Du et al., 2002; Pan and Choi, 2004; Whalley, 2011).

![Instantaneous flow visualisation of the wall streaks](image)

Fig. 2.9 Instantaneous flow visualisation of the wall streaks; a) no control, b) travelling wave excitation, where red regions denote high speed and blue regions denote low speed (Du and Karniadakis, 2000).

Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma actuators have been successful in generating the travelling waves for turbulent boundary layer control as shown by Jukes et al. (2006), Choi et al. (2011), Whalley and Choi (2014) and Mahfoze and Laizet (2017). The plasma actuator is a completely electrical device and as such has no mechanical moving parts, which generates a Lorentz force by the movement of charged particles inside the electric
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field. For flow control purposes a plasma actuator is composed of two electrodes with a
dielectric layer between them. One of the electrodes is embedded below the dielectric
layer and surface, while the other is placed within the flow and boundary layer itself.
When a large AC voltage is applied to the electrodes, ionization of the surrounding air
occurs at the top electrode, which causes the appearance of plasma at the surface. This is
used to induce a jet of fluid and resulting artificial vortices at the surface. While this
technique has yet to be used in practical applications, the device has been shown to
reduce skin friction drag by 33%-45% (Whalley and Choi, 2014; Mahfoze and Laizet, 2017).
Furthermore, the intensity and duration of sweep events were shown to be reduced by
up to 10% and 50% respectively at low Reynolds numbers (Jukes et al., 2006; Choi et al.,
2011; Whalley and Choi, 2014), while Mahfoze and Laizet (2017) reported even larger
values.

The reduction in the duration and intensity of the sweep event is typically measured using
the Variable Interval Time Averaging (VITA) technique previously discussed in Section 2.1.
Fig. 2.10 clearly shows the reduction achieved using the DBD plasma actuator to create
the spanwise travelling wave, which is estimated to be a 20% and 35% reduction in the
intensity and duration, respectively.

While the spanwise travelling wave technique has shown significant impact on the
boundary layer, a substantial issue still surrounds the application of this technique in
practice. The external power required to induce the oscillation of the travelling wave is a
drawback for the technique. It was estimated by Quadrio and Ricco (2004) that the power
saved due to the reduction in skin friction drag was magnitudes lower than the power
required to run the spanwise oscillation technique, which has similar power requirements
to the spanwise travelling wave technique. Coupled with the fact that the device is extremely difficult to install on current aerospace applications at large Reynolds numbers, this technique remains infeasible to reduce skin friction drag on aircraft.

![Fig. 2.10 VITA-detected sweep events with spanwise travelling wave at a) $y^+ = 5$ and b) $y^+ = 20$. Dashed line is the canonical data, while the solid line is the spanwise oscillation (Choi et al., 2011).](image)

### 2.2.3 Selective suction/ blowing and the synthetic jet

While several techniques have been successful in controlling the coherent events by targeting the structures which influence the outer region, there are numerous techniques which have attempted to target the coherent events themselves. One such method is an active control technique which utilises blowing and suction on the sweep and ejection events respectively. This technique has been successful in reducing the skin friction drag as well as postponement of the transition of the boundary layer into turbulence (Gad-el-Hak, 2000; Lockerby, 2001, 2005; Atik et al., 2005; Segawa et al., 2007; Spinosa and Zhong, 2017). Small amounts of suction are applied to the low speed streaks to bring them closer to the wall, while the ejection of fluid is used to push the high speed events away from the near-wall region, as shown in Fig. 2.11. This causes the velocity difference between
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low and high speed regions to be reduced and as such reduces the intensity of the bursting events and delays the bursting process.

Fig. 2.11 Schematic of selective suction (z₁ and z₃) and injection (z₂) being applied at low and high speed fluid locations (Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder, 1989).

Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder (1989) first showed the successful implementation of this technique. They introduced artificial bursts upstream of their implemented control device using small suction holes and utilised selective suction to remove a portion of the low speed flow in the near wall region. This causes the velocity difference to be reduced drastically and a reduction in the bursting cycle occurs as shown in Fig. 2.12.

Fig. 2.12 The effect of selective suction on near-wall coherent structures: a) No control, b) Selective suction (Gad-el-Hak and Blackwelder, 1989).

Building upon the initial research into selective suction and ejection the synthetic jet was researched by Jacobs et al. (1993) and James et al. (1994). The design utilised a synthetic jet design at the micro scale ($l_{\text{orifice}} < 1\text{mm}$) in which a diaphragm is set in a cavity and
driven by a piezoelectric element at its resonance frequency. With an open neck and orifice, fluid is drawn in and out of the cavity during the oscillation of the diaphragm. During the outflow cycle, vortex rings are generated at the orifice and travel away from the synthetic jet (Smith and Glezer, 1998) causing the high speed sweep events to be pushed away from the wall. During the inflow cycle, fluid is drawn into the cavity of the synthetic jet, which does not affect the vortex ring produced during the outflow cycle, yet allows the low speed ejection events to be brought closer to the wall. The design is highly desirable in turbulent flow control due to its self-contained nature with no external fluid source since the grazing flow is used to drive the jet.

Synthetic jets have had significant success in reducing the drag in the turbulent boundary layer. Most noticeable is the work by Choi and Kim (1994), Lockerby (2001), Rathnasingham and Breuer (2003) and Kang et al. (2008) to name a few. Rathnasingham and Breuer (2003) used a series of synthetic jets to reduce the mean wall shear stress by 7% and reduce the bursting frequency by up to 23% as shown in Fig. 2.13. While extremely successful, Rathnasignham and Breuer (2003) reported one of the biggest difficulties with their work was implementing their control laws to determine which areas to target in the boundary layer, an issue that plagues all active control techniques.

While the flow control capabilities of synthetic jets are clearly evident, the devices have another problem in regards to targeted control. The synthetic jet has an orifice diameter at the micro-scale, however, in comparison coherent structures have a much smaller scale \((l_{\text{orifice}} < 100\mu m)\) in flight conditions. Consequently, for a synthetic jet to be applicable for flight conditions, the driving frequency would need to be approximately 4-20MHz and magnitudes smaller in size than the device investigated by Rathnasignham and Breuer.
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(2003) (Lockerby, 2001). One such device that can be used at this range is the micro-electromechanical systems actuator or MEMS-actuators for short. Lockerby (2001) investigated a MEMS scale synthetic jet actuator using direct numerical simulation (DNS). Lockerby (2001) was able to demonstrate success in manipulating the boundary layer structures using multiple DNS investigations. However, he could only achieve localised control of each individual streak and as such recommended distributed control via many devices was the best way to break down the streaks in the future. This would however be extremely expensive using MEMS actuators at this point in time. Nevertheless Lockerby outlined potential geometry details for such a device as illustrated in the Table 2.2.

![Graph showing percentage reduction in bursting frequency with streamwise distance from the centre of the actuator.](image)

**Fig. 2.13** Percentage reduction in bursting frequency with streamwise distance from the centre of the actuator (Rathnasingham and Breuer, 2003).
### Table 2.2: Required characteristics of the successful implementation of a synthetic jet for targeted control at flight conditions ($u = 300 m/s$). Data from Kline et al. (1967), Blackwelder and Eckelmann (1979), Blackwelder and Haritonidis (1983), Lockerby (2001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic of the synthetic jet</th>
<th>Approximate Value scaled with viscous length scale</th>
<th>Approximate value in flight conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orifice diameter</td>
<td>$d^+ = 40$</td>
<td>$d = 60 \mu m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lockerby, 2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamwise spacing</td>
<td>$x^+ = 1000$</td>
<td>$x = 1500 \mu m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Blackwelder and Eckelmann, 1979)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanwise spacing</td>
<td>$z^+ = 100$</td>
<td>$z = 150 \mu m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kline et al. 1967)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving Frequency</td>
<td>$f^+ = 0.04$</td>
<td>$f = 240 kHz$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Blackwelder and Haritonidis, 1983)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the synthetic jet technique has shown significant potential, the drawbacks make such a device untenable for real life applications. Like many active control techniques the device is extremely difficult to implement, control, manufacture and install on current aerospace applications due to the size of the coherent structures at large Reynolds numbers. Consequently this creates a significant issue that cannot be overcome by the technology at this stage.
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2.2.4 Helmholtz resonator

As a variant to synthetic jets, the Helmholtz resonator has also been considered as a possible passive alternative to achieve targeted control of the turbulent boundary layer (Ghanadi et al., 2013, 2014a & b, 2015). While limited research has been conducted on the potential control of the boundary layer using a Helmholtz resonator, Ghanadi et al. (2014b & c, 2015) achieved a significant reduction in the turbulent energy production using the passive device. Unlike the synthetic jet the Helmholtz resonator utilises the resonance of the Helmholtz mode to achieve localised suction and ejection at the orifice. This is achieved when the breakdown of the shear layer occurs as it travels across the opening of the resonator (De Metz and Farabee, 1977; Nelson et al., 1981, 1983; Flynn and Panton, 1990; Ghanadi, 2015). The resulting quasi-periodic vortices travel to the trailing edge of the orifice and cause pressure waves to propagate back towards the leading edge and into the neck and cavity of the Helmholtz resonator. This pressure wave oscillation in the neck and cavity, coupled with the existing fluid, causes a mass and spring-like oscillation to occur, resulting in small oscillations of the suction and injection to occur at the orifice as illustrated in Fig. 2.14.
The activation of the Helmholtz resonator results in a passive method for targeted suction and ejection control of the near wall structures. This was first illustrated by Ghanadi et al. (2014b, 2014c, 2015) who utilised Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and experimental techniques to analyse four configurations of the resonator. At low Reynolds numbers the resonator achieved a 12% (LES investigation) and 16% (experimental investigation) reduction in turbulence intensity as shown in Fig. 2.15. Furthermore, 11% and 8% reductions in sweep intensity and duration were also achieved using the Helmholtz resonator (Ghanadi, 2015).
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While the Helmholtz resonator was successful in disrupting the coherent structures, only two resonators out of the four were capable of achieving reduction in the production of turbulent energy. These resonators had a 5mm orifice diameter and a 5mm neck length (HR2), and had a 10mm orifice diameter and a 15mm neck length (HR4), as shown in Fig. 2.16.

The reduction in sweep intensity and duration achieved by the Helmholtz mode however was identified to be achieved irrespective of the activation of the Helmholtz mode. When the Helmholtz mode was activated (Fig. 2.17), 11% and 8% reductions in sweep intensity and duration were achieved. Yet the Helmholtz resonator was also shown to reduce the intensity and duration of sweep events by 5% and 8% in the absence of targeted suction and ejection in the near wall region due to the activation of the Helmholtz mode.

Fig. 2.15 Turbulence intensity profiles with and without the Helmholtz resonator at $Re_x = 936$ (Ghanadi et al., 2015). (Point 2) $x^+ = .5$, (Point 3) $x^+ = 1$, (Point 4) $x^+ = 2$. While the Helmholtz resonator was successful in disrupting the coherent structures, only two resonators out of the four were capable of achieving reduction in the production of turbulent energy. These resonators had a 5mm orifice diameter and a 5mm neck length (HR2), and had a 10mm orifice diameter and a 15mm neck length (HR4), as shown in Fig. 2.16.

The reduction in sweep intensity and duration achieved by the Helmholtz mode however was identified to be achieved irrespective of the activation of the Helmholtz mode. When the Helmholtz mode was activated (Fig. 2.17), 11% and 8% reductions in sweep intensity and duration were achieved. Yet the Helmholtz resonator was also shown to reduce the intensity and duration of sweep events by 5% and 8% in the absence of targeted suction and ejection in the near wall region due to the activation of the Helmholtz mode.
Fig. 2.16 Neck details of the two cylindrical Helmholtz resonators which were found to be effective in controlling the boundary layer. a) HR2, b) HR4 (Ghanadi et al., 2015).

The limitations of the Helmholtz resonator were explained by Ghanadi et al. (2015), the most prominent of which was the negligible effect on the boundary layer by the resonator once the Reynolds number increased. Lockerby (2011) and Ghanadi (2015) discussed this phenomenon where the orifice of the control device needs to be of similar size to the structures the device is trying to eliminate or suppress. For the case of the Helmholtz resonator the smallest dimension of the orifice studied by Ghanadi (2015) was 5mm, in comparison to the size of the coherent structures (<5mm) which were expected to be much smaller as the Reynolds number increased. As such the structures become so small at higher Reynolds numbers that the Helmholtz resonator is no longer able to suppress a single event without influencing the bulk flow at the same time, resulting in instances where the device increased the intensity of the sweep events in the near wall region (Ghanadi et al., 2015; Ghanadi, 2015). However, similar to the synthetic jet discussed in Section 2.2.3, this drawback is due to the sizing of the device and not the mechanism. While a tiny Helmholtz resonator could be implemented for flight scale boundary layer control a simpler solution might be more viable as identified by Ghanadi et al. (2013,
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2014a & b, 2015) who demonstrated that the resonator was capable of attenuation of the sweep event irrespective of the activation of the Helmholtz mode.

**Fig. 2.17** Instantaneous normal to the wall velocity over the orifice of HR2 at \( Re_f = 936 \) (Ghanadi et al., 2015).

### 2.2.5 Micro-cavity array

While techniques have shown success during the execution of Computational Fluid Dynamics or experimental investigations, a successful technique has yet to be implemented in practice. An interesting concept, which forms the basis of this research, is the potential of an array of micro-cavities as a control device to attenuate the coherent
structures in the near wall region, as shown in Fig. 2.18. Such a device would naturally have the positive benefits of other passive techniques, such as easy implementation and no external power source.

![Fig. 2.18 Schematic of the proposed micro-cavity array technique.](image)

The potential of this device for controlling the turbulent boundary layer was inspired by the Helmholtz resonator where it was found to have an impact on the sweep events away from the wall in the logarithmic region, reducing their intensity and duration by 5% and 8% respectively without the activation of the Helmholtz mode (Ghanadi, 2015). Further, Ghanadi (2015) also showed a 12% reduction in the turbulence intensity using the Helmholtz resonator without the activation of the Helmholtz mode. As such it can be concluded that the Helmholtz resonator was able to passively attenuate the sweep events and reduce the turbulent energy in the boundary layer. Consequently, some of the energy associated with the high speed events was absorbed and dampened by the Helmholtz resonator, which may have occurred by allowing the sweep event to partially or completely enter the orifice of the resonator and effectively reducing the Helmholtz resonator to a perforated plate with a single cavity.
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However this is not the first time perforated plates have been considered for flow control purposes. Maa (1998) utilised the idea of a submillimetre micro-perforated panel to absorb sound. He found the most important parameter in his investigation was the perforate constant, which was proportional to the ratio of the perforation radius to viscous boundary layer thickness. As such the perforate constant was shown to dictate the structure of the micro-perforated panel and its frequency characteristics. The cavities of the micro-perforated panel were separated by a predetermined distance. This value was found to be much larger than the perforation radius, which was determined by the perforate constant. Ultimately, however, the distance between perforations was designed to be small in comparison to the wavelength of the impinging sound wave. This technique was shown to have tremendous potential for wide-band absorption for up to 3 or 4 octaves (Maa, 1998). The similarities between sound waves and the turbulent boundary layer structures have led to the possibility of the micro-perforated device being used for boundary layer control. As an extension to Maa’s (1998) work, it has been hypothesised by the author to utilise a micro-perforated device to provide absorption in the near wall region of the boundary layer. Such a device may potentially capture the sweep structures as they move towards the wall and thus modify the bursting cycle which is responsible for the shear stress and viscous drag in the inner wall region. This application will consequently target the fluctuating component of velocity normal to the wall, as shown in Fig. 2.19, an approach which is yet to be reported in the available literature.
Fig. 2.19 Illustration depicting the proposed mechanism of the attenuation of sweep events.

Choi and Fujisawa (1993) used a two-dimensional square cavity on a flat plate to reduce the skin friction drag and control the turbulent boundary layer. Choi and Fujisawa (1993) showed a net drag reduction of the order of one percent (Fig. 2.20) could be achieved by
using a single cavity, which reduced the skin friction over the cavity and lasted for $x/d=100$ lengths. The single square cavity was shown to absorb and reorganise the incoming turbulence and thereby modify the near wall turbulence structure of the boundary layer. Choi and Fujisawa (1993) also demonstrated a significant reduction in the frequency of burst like structures near the cavity, which produced mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles remarkably similar to the drag-reducing riblet surfaces (Choi, 1989). While the skin friction reduction was only 1%, this was achieved using only a single square cavity and as per the recommendations by Lockerby (2001), a distributed control of many devices would likely increase the achieved reduction.

![Skin-friction coefficient downstream of a square cavity (Choi and Fujisawa, 1993).](image)

**Fig. 2.20** Skin-friction coefficient downstream of a square cavity (Choi and Fujisawa, 1993).

As such the cavity array could provide targeted passive control of sweep events. However for such a device to be successful in its implementation the cavity array would need to be designed with a very small orifice diameter to ensure the streamwise and spanwise
velocity profile would remain undisturbed, something not considered by Choi and Fujisawa (1993). This would prevent the shear layer from breaking apart while traversing the small orifice of the cavity, thereby avoiding an adverse pressure gradient and a consequent increase in the disturbances and viscous drag in the boundary layer (Chang et al., 2006). If the spanwise and streamwise velocity are found to be undisturbed, then the only component of velocity which would be affected would be that normal to the wall flow, the direction associated with ejection (positive, away from the wall) and sweep (negative, towards the wall) events. While limited investigations have been made on cavities in turbulent flow, Sarohia (1977) found the critical length of the orifice of a cavity such that the shear layer does not break apart for laminar flow conditions to be $\left(\frac{d}{\delta_0}\right) \times (Re_\delta)^\frac{1}{2} < 0.29 \times 10^3$, where $\delta_0$ is the shear layer thickness. This was further supported by Chang et al. (2006) who showed the shear layer was more prone to breaking apart in high turbulence flow, but their numerical models illustrated an area close to the leading edge of the cavity where the streamwise velocity profile did not significantly change as the flow traversed the cavity.

For turbulent boundary layer control, the dimensions of the array must be similar to the size of the targeted coherent structures. This was first considered by Maa (1998) when implementing the micro-perforated panel for noise control and was revealed to be dependent on the viscous length scale. As such a similar method can be applied to determine the geometric parameters of a device for attenuation of the turbulent structures. This has been studied extensively by Lockerby (2001), who recommends that the orifice diameter is 40 times the viscous length scale. Blackwelder and Haritonidis (1983) determined the spanwise spacing of the coherent structures are 100 times the
viscous length scale. In addition, literature states that the length of coherent structures can be up to 10 times the spanwise spacing \( x^+ = 1000 \) (Blackwelder and Eckelmann, 1979), which gives a very specific design criteria for such a device and developed, in the current work as shown in Fig. 2.21.

![Fig. 2.21 Schematic of the developed design criteria for cavity array dimensions.](image)

Successful implementation of micro-cavities as an alternative method for boundary layer control has yet to be achieved. While the device has shown to be successful in wide-band sound absorption, little effort has been made to develop a similar device for boundary layer control. While the Helmholtz resonator investigated by Ghanadi et al. (2015) and the two-dimensional square cavity investigated by Choi and Fujisawa (1993) have shown promising results, the potential of a cavity array in controlling the boundary layer remains a significant gap in the literature.
2.3 Experimental techniques

To investigate the turbulent boundary layer an appropriate experimental technique must be used. The first experimental technique investigated in this literature review is Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), a technique employed by many researchers to visualise the flow as well as extract quantitative measurements of complex instantaneous velocity fields (Raffel et al., 2013). This technique has been quite successful in showing the streamwise boundary layer statistics as well as the coherent motions which the cavity array is employed to target (Hutchins et al., 2005; Carlier and Stanislas, 2005; Li et al., 2006) an example of which is shown in Fig. 2.22.

![Example of measured velocity contour map in a y-z plane for water to visualise the coherent motions using particle image velocimetry (Li et al., 2006).](image)

**Fig. 2.22** Example of measured velocity contour map in a y-z plane for water to visualise the coherent motions using particle image velocimetry (Li et al., 2006).

The experimental set-up of PIV systems consists of several sub-systems as shown in Fig. 2.23, the most important of which are the tracer particles which are added to the flow to visualise the flow field. These particles are subsequently illuminated in a plane using a laser sheet which are then recorded frame by frame to form a sequence of images. The
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PIV recordings are consequently evaluated using a sophisticated post-processing tool to handle the large amount of data collected (Raffel et al., 2013; Leknys et al., 2017).

![Schematic of a conventional particle image velocimetry setup](image)

**Fig. 2.23** Schematic of a conventional particle image velocimetry setup (Leknys et al., 2018).

To visualise coherent structures a sufficiently small particle size must be selected for operation in wind or water tunnels. While this can be quite simple in water tunnels due to the increased size of the coherent structures arising from the increased viscosity of the fluid, wind tunnels can be quite challenging. In addition, an interrogation window small enough to provide high spatial resolution and an appropriate laser to achieve a sufficient temporal resolution must be considered (Santiago et al., 1998; Adrian and Westerweel, 2011; Raffel et al., 2013; Westerweel et al., 2013) to visualise the small coherent structures must also be present. To visualise the coherent structures at flight scale the PIV interrogation window would be required to be no more than the spanwise spacing ($x^* = 1000$) (Blackwelder and Eckelmann, 1979), which is estimated to be approximately...
1.5mm (Lockerby, 2001). In addition the camera and laser would require a temporal resolution no larger than the average bursting frequency, estimated at $f = 260\text{kHz}$ (Lockerby, 2001).

Another experimental technique used for measuring the boundary layer is the constant temperature hot-wire anemometer. Hot-wire anemometry is a very accurate method for measuring the velocity of the boundary layer as well as the small fluctuations due to the turbulent structures. The hot-wire utilises the principle of electrical resistance through a very thin wire attached to two or more prongs. The voltage across the wire non-linearly increases as the boundary layer passes over the probe and effectively cools down the hot-wire. A faster velocity results in a greater rate of cooling and consequently a larger voltage to maintain the same amount of temperature across the wire. This relationship between voltage and velocity is accurately calibrated using a series of data points, allowing for very quick and precise flow velocity measurements. The basic relation between voltage and velocity for a wire placed normal to the flow was first suggested by King (1914). However, an increased polynomial order has been shown to provide greater accuracy during calibration (Hansen, 2012).

The spatial resolution of the hot-wire has been analysed by many researchers over the years, beginning with Ligrani and Bradshaw (1987a, 1987b), which was followed extensively by many studies at high Reynolds numbers (Hutchins et al., 2009; Monkewitz et al., 2010; Chin et al., 2011; Smits et al., 2011). While the spatial resolution is highly dependent on the characteristic length of the wire between the prongs of the probes, this only becomes a potential problem at very high Reynolds numbers, where the friction velocity is significantly increased causing a reduction in the turbulent structure. The
temporal resolution on the other hand has received less attention (Ashok et al., 2012; Hutchins et al., 2015). The hot-wire was shown to have sufficient temporal resolution at low to mid-range Reynolds numbers, where some dispute into the resolution of the probes at high Reynolds numbers. This issue was extensively reviewed by Hutchins et al. (2015), who developed a method to predict the errors arising from hot-wire measurement responses, which can be corrected at extreme cases.

Due to its versatility and ability to provide highly resolved flow measurements many have used the hot-wire anemometer to measure the near wall region of the boundary layer. This includes: Drózd and Elsner (2016) who performed very accurate variable interval time averaging (VITA) analysis of the coherent structure using a hot-wire anemometer; Chandran et al. (2016) to measure two-dimensional energy spectra; Abbassi et al. (2017) who used hot-wire anemometry to produce detailed streamwise velocity and turbulence intensity profiles very close to the wall ($y^+ < 10$); and countless others (de Silva et al., 2017; Chandran et al., 2017; Baidya et al., 2017).

2.4 Conclusion of literature review and research objectives

Numerous techniques for controlling the turbulent boundary layer and reducing the impact of viscous drag have been reviewed and analysed in this chapter. As discussed, the aforementioned techniques have succeeded in achieving their goals in laboratory experiments. Bechert et al. (1997) achieved a 9.9% reduction in skin friction drag using the passive riblets technique, whilst active control methods where capable of achieving a skin friction drag reduction up to 45% (Whalley and Choi, 2014; Mahfoze and Laizet, 2017) using the travelling wave technique. However, the implementation of such techniques in real applications are difficult due to the numerous drawbacks identified. Such drawbacks
include the large energy consumption associated with the active techniques outlined in this chapter, which includes the spanwise travelling wave and the synthetic jet. These devices suffer from the implications of a complicated manufacture and installation into existing aerospace technologies such as aircraft. Passive techniques also suffer several drawbacks. This includes having negligible effect on the boundary layer outside of the optimal operating conditions, where in some cases the boundary layer instabilities are increased. Furthermore the manufacture of such devices becomes extremely difficult at the required scale for flight.

The literature in this chapter shows the need for a device to be implemented to control the turbulent boundary layer. One potential technique for turbulent boundary layer control which has received little attention is the cavity array. The application of a cavity array for such a purpose has yet to be investigated by the fluid mechanics community. As such the gaps of the research are extensive and need to be achieved before such a device can be deemed successful and able to be used in real life applications. This can be completed by first identifying the effect of the key geometric parameters on the ability of the device to attenuate the coherent structures. While the literature review presented in this chapter has resulted in developed design criteria for the cavity array dimensions, they have yet to be validated. Furthermore, there are numerous other key components of the cavity array which remain unknown and form a significant part of the research.

Therefore, in the present thesis, boundary layer control using the micro-cavity array will be considered. The technique will be developed and investigated experimentally within a turbulent boundary layer using hot-wire anemometry. As such this thesis has the following objectives:
• **Characterise the turbulent boundary layer and experimentally investigate how the cavity manipulates the boundary layer.** The application of a cavity array for turbulent boundary layer control has yet to be investigated by the fluid mechanics community. As such a significant gap exists concerning the possibility of using a cavity array for this purpose. Furthermore details of the turbulent boundary layer which are deemed important for turbulent boundary layer control (variable interval time averaging (VITA) sweep profiles, pre-multiplied energy spectrum, etc.) are not readily available in the literature. Consequently characterisation of the boundary layer must also be completed.

• **Experimentally parameterise the configuration and distribution of orifices required to effectively control the boundary layer across the flat plate.** As a significant research gap exists for the cavity array being used for boundary layer control many design variables are unknown for the array. As such the configuration and distribution of the array to achieve boundary layer control must be determined during the project. These values can then be optimised for more efficient control of the turbulent boundary layer.

• **Determine the optimal geometric arrangement for the micro-cavities as a boundary layer control device and identify the method by which the micro-cavities achieve boundary layer control.** The mechanism for the attenuation of captured sweep events will also be resolved during the project. This task must be completed within the project as it allows for the optimal geometric arrangement to be developed. Furthermore, it gives a definitive understanding of the mechanism in which the array controls the boundary layer.
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Chapter 3

Characterisation of the turbulent boundary layer

3.1 Paper 1: The application of different tripping techniques to determine the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate

An understanding of the turbulent boundary layer is an essential requirement in the process of controlling the structures that exist in the near wall region. The first task of which is to determine where transition into a turbulent boundary layer occurs and identify the turbulence statistics of an uncontrolled boundary layer. While previous literature has quantified the boundary layer statistics, a more detailed evaluation is required, as a gap exists when considering the effect of induced turbulence on the sweep events and other high order statistics of the boundary layer. Consequently this chapter presents a thorough analysis of several tripping techniques used to induce a naturally fully developed turbulent boundary layer and its effect on the boundary layer statistics. Such techniques investigated included circular rods, steps and different types of sandpaper. During this analysis the hot-wire anemometry technique was used to measure experimentally the velocity over a flat plate in a wind tunnel at a variety of locations and Reynolds numbers.
The results successfully demonstrated that to produce a natural turbulent boundary layer using a 2D protuberance, the height of the trip must be less than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness. Using such a trip was shown to reduce the development length of the turbulent boundary layer by approximately 50%, which held true for all Reynolds numbers investigated in this chapter ($1.2 \times 10^5 < Re_x < 1.5 \times 10^6$). A larger trip was shown to cause a large regeneration region far away from the trip or a large separation region close to the leading edge of the trip. This resulted in elevated levels of turbulence (turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and pre-multiplied energy spectrum) and should thus be avoided when performing experiments requiring a natural turbulent boundary layer.

The findings from this chapter are applied in all future experimental evaluations in this thesis. The subsequent chapters utilise the results to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer during testing to evaluate the effect of the micro-cavity array on the sweep events in the near wall region of the boundary layer.
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1 Introduction

The structure of any turbulent flow dictates the production, transport, and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. In a fully developed turbulent boundary layer, turbulence production is mainly concentrated within the near wall region. Consequently, this region is known to be the greatest contributor to the Reynolds stress experienced in the boundary layer [1]. Wind tunnel testing is extensively used for experimental testing, and due to different constraints such as the tunnel or model size and the characteristics of the flow, the turbulence production is not achieved properly in some cases. It has been shown that when the laminar boundary layer is subjected to a local disturbance, the flow will respond by changing in roughness. Experimental measurements were taken on a flat plate in a wind tunnel at a number of locations along the flat plate and at a variety of flow speeds using hot-wire anemometry to measure the boundary layer resulting from each tripping method. The results have demonstrated that to produce a natural turbulent boundary layer using a 2D protuberance, the height of the trip must be less than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness. Using such a trip was shown to reduce the development length of the turbulent boundary layer by approximately 50%. This was shown to hold true for all Reynolds numbers investigated \((Re_x = 1.2 \times 10^7 - 1.5 \times 10^8)\). The present study provides an insight into the effect of the investigated trip techniques on the induced transition of a laminar boundary layer into turbulence. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4037675]
500 mm × 500 mm and 2000 mm in length. A horizontal 2000 mm long flat plate, as shown in Fig. 1, was positioned inside the tunnel such that it spanned the whole width of the test section. The finite thickness of the flat plate leads to bluff body separation effects, therefore to minimize any possible flow separation, a super-elliptical leading edge of a nominal major radius of 114 mm was attached to the flat plate. A 125 mm long circulation flap was also mounted downstream of the plate to minimize any circulation developed over the plate and to ensure that the stagnation point is on the measurement side of the plate. The flap could also be adjusted as appropriate to balance the pressure gradient along the working section, which was selected to be a zero pressure gradient in this investigation. This was done to eliminate the effects of favorable and adverse pressure gradients, as discussed by Shin and Song [24,25]. The velocity profile of the wind tunnel is assumed to be 2D due to the zero pressure gradient and low turbulence intensity. The boundary layer investigated in the study was tripped by a variety of different mechanisms placed near the leading edge.

This research focuses on the near wall regions, as approximately half of the total turbulence production occurs within this small region. Therefore, a hot-wire anemometer was used downstream of the boundary layer trips to characterize the changes in the turbulent structures within the boundary layer regions. This was done at three locations downstream from the initial trip at two different Reynolds numbers. The streamwise velocity measurements were made with a TSI IFA 300 CTA system, using a single platinum-plated tungsten wire of 5 μm in diameter and 1.25 mm in length, which was operated with an over-heat ratio of 1.8 and an operating temperature around 230 °C, which provided sufficient sensitivity to measure the velocity fluctuations with minimum thermal effects. The repeatability of each measurement was verified three times and the data were sampled at 10 kHz for 10 s. This equates to a viscous-scaled sample interval of 1.4 × Δt′ < 2.4, which exceeds the minimum timescale for energetic turbulent fluctuations [26].

### 3 Characteristics of Tripping Techniques

To investigate the effect that tripping has on inducing turbulence in the boundary layer, a total of five different methods have been considered at two freestream velocities, namely, 9.3 m/s and 13.5 m/s, as shown in Table 1. Two wires with circular cross

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Summary of the tripping methods used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mm diameter rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mm diameter rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mm step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandpaper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough sandpaper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

strong dependence on the diameter of the wire being used. In subsonic flow, the transition location moves upstream to be very close to the trip wire itself. A minimum distance of ten wire diameters downstream of the trip is required to ensure fully turbulent flow has been achieved [14].

These particular methods have been shown to be quite effective at inducing turbulence at both low and high Reynolds numbers [9,15,16]. However, it has the drawback of negatively affecting the boundary layer if the size of the trip has been incorrectly selected [17]. Several studies investigating tripping using 2D protuberances [9,15,18,19] Elsinga and Westerweel [19] investigated a zigzag boundary layer trip using particle image velocimetry. While this method is clearly unique in comparison to the standard wire trip commonly used, its roughness height was shown to be reduced in comparison to the standard trips discussed previously. However, no discussion was given to the development and recovery length.

Recent research on 3D protuberances has also demonstrated their ability to act as a successful mechanism [20–22]. An analytical model was developed to demonstrate the effect of 3D protuberances on the boundary layer [23] and was studied more recently by Bernardini et al. [20]. A hemispherical wire was used for the trip model in this investigation and the 3D structure had a vorticity concentration that would occur near the stagnation point, causing a streamwise component of vorticity to be induced. It was documented that the difference between the results for 2D and 3D protuberances is the vorticity component of the fluid, which only occurs in the direction normal to the wall and only changes due to viscous diffusion in the 2D case.

Consequently in the current study, the main focus was to investigate easily accessible tripping techniques including wires of different diameters and changes in roughness using different grades of sandpaper. While 3D protuberances have been shown to be successful in inducing transition, the authors recognize such tripping techniques are difficult to access in comparison to 2D protrusions, such as sandpaper and rods. Consequently, they fall outside the scope of the research presented. Each tripping technique was investigated at a variety of Reynolds numbers and multiple locations downstream from the initial trip location. The purpose of the present research is to evaluate different techniques and identify which technique is optimal in inducing turbulence representative of a naturally fully developed boundary layer. Optimal in this investigation is defined as the shortest development length to reach a naturally fully developed boundary layer. In Secs. 3–9, the characteristics of the tripping mechanisms will be discussed and detailed into the experimental method will be provided. This is followed by a discussion on the results to provide an insight into the capabilities of different tripping mechanisms and determine which technique was optimal at inducing turbulence.

### 2 Experimental Procedure

All the experiments were performed in the “KC” closed-return type wind tunnel located at the University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia, which can be operated up to a maximum velocity of 30 m/s with low level turbulence intensity, approximately 0.53%. The test section is rectangular with a cross section of...
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section and one rectangular wire acted as a step in the flow. Wires of different diameters and cross sections were selected initially for investigation, as the effect of the wire dimension was believed to be a key parameter in determining the success of this trip technique. The selected wire ranges of diameter were between 3 mm and 5 mm idealized to investigate the effect of trips, with both larger and smaller sizes than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness. An investigation into the effect of a change of roughness on the boundary layer also followed. This was achieved by using strips of sandpaper placed near the leading edge. The two sandpapers selected had roughness grits of 58.5 μm and 269 μm, respectively, and were of equal width (60 mm).

4 Hot-Wire Measurements

A single hot-wire probe was used throughout the experiments to determine the velocity in the streamwise direction. The hot-wire probe was initially calibrated using a Baratron pressure sensor, which has high accuracy when measuring the mean flow (0.5%). As the relationship between the hot-wire's voltage and the flow's velocity is not linear, this step was of significant importance and a total of 20 wind tunnel velocities ranging from 0 m/s to 25 m/s were selected. A polynomial curve fit was then applied to the calibration data, where a fifth-order polynomial fit was shown to produce the greatest curve fit. This calibration was performed multiple times over the testing period to improve the accuracy of the results and account for changes in the ambient temperature (±1.5 °C).

Voltage measurements were then converted into velocity using the coefficients determined from the fifth-order polynomial fit found during the calibration of the hot-wire probe. Testing was conducted over a period of 3 days, and during this time, the ambient temperature of the wind tunnel varied by ±1.5 °C from the average ambient temperature. This was shown to have a small error on the freestream velocity, where the maximum fluctuation in freestream velocity was found to be 2.8% at the highest Reynolds number tested. Velocity data were taken at a single streamwise/spanwise location. The spanwise location of the hot-wire probe during this investigation was the midpoint of the wind tunnel and a total of 48 measurements were taken to accurately quantify the boundary layer. The boundary layer probe used had a slight offset between the bottom of the probe and the location of the hot-wire. This was used to ensure that the hot-wire did not touch the wall and damage the sensitive sensor. This distance was known (1.5 mm) and was used to accurately determine the distance the probe was from the wall at all times.

To ensure that the measurements recorded by the hot-wire anemometry system were accurate, a comparison with previous published data has been conducted. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the nondimensional mean velocity profile at Re0 = 1927, location 2, has been compared against the results obtained by Marusic [27] and Schlatter and Orlu [28], where the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness is given by Reθ = θ/ν. A maximum error of 5% occurs at the points closest to the flat plate (y* < 30); however, this small variation is deemed negligible as the key focus of this paper is the logarithmic region of the boundary layer (30 < y* < 200), where a maximum error of approximately 2.5% is present. While the Reynolds numbers investigated by Marusic and Kunkel [27] and Schlatter and Orlu [28], Re0 = 2220 and Re0 = 3064, respectively, are not the same as the values examined in this paper, the logarithmic and viscous subregions are shown to be comparable irrespective of Reynolds number as discussed by Marusic and Hutchins [29]. Furthermore, if the thickness of the boundary layer at location 1 is investigated, a clear laminar profile is found. This boundary layer is shown to have a thickness of 3.1 mm (Fig. 2(b)), while the Blasius solution for an ideal laminar boundary layer has a 3 mm idealized boundary layer thickness. Consequently, the authors are extremely confident of the initial boundary layer being a laminar profile. The boundary layer thickness was also found to be between 2 mm and 2.4 mm at the trip location for each Reynolds number investigated.

The data collected from the hot-wire probes were also nondimensionalized for comparison with the no trip boundary layers investigated. This was done by using the friction velocity (u*) of each boundary layer (tripped and untripped cases), which was calculated using the log law expression defined by Clauser [30] as

\[ U_1 = 5.6 \log(y^+ + 4.9) \]

This was done via an iterative process, which used a varying value for the friction velocity to curve fit the logarithmic region of the experimental data with the log law expression defined by Clauser [30] and demonstrated by Kendall and Koochesfahani [31]. This method was performed in favor of using the near-wall gradient due to the increased number of hot-wire measurements obtained in the logarithmic region. The results were shown to provide accurate estimates with a maximum error of 2%. This was repeated for all the boundary layers investigated resulting in a unique friction velocity value for each boundary layer investigated.

5 Characteristics of the Turbulent Boundary Layer

The investigation commenced by initially characterizing the streamwise and turbulence intensity profiles of the boundary layer. These two particular statistics were initially considered due to their significance and simple indication of whether a boundary layer was turbulent. The mean velocity profiles and turbulence intensities at location 1 for two different Reynolds numbers of Re0 = 1.2 × 10^5 (U∞ = 9.3 m/s) and Re0 = 1.8 × 10^5 (U∞ = 13.5 m/s) were investigated. It is important to note that both these Reynolds number are below the critical transition Reynolds number (Re0 = 3 × 10^5). The results for Re0 = 1.2 × 10^5 have been plotted against a fully naturally developed turbulent boundary layer by Marusic and Kunkel [27] and Schlatter and Orlu [28] for comparison in Fig. 3. The data from each location and flow speed have been grouped together by using a Reynolds number based on development length to associate at...
what location and speed the boundary layer was measured. This value, however, was not used for nondimensionalization. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), the results obtained do not match the published data. The boundary layer thickness was shown to be equal to that of a laminar boundary layer for the no trip and fine sandpaper ($d = 3.1$ mm) as discussed previously, while the other tripping techniques (5 mm diameter rod and 5 mm step) increased the thickness of the boundary layer fivefold. This is due to the fact that at location 1, the boundary layer investigated here was still transitioning into full turbulence when each of the fine/rough sandpaper and 5 mm diameter trips was used. Moreover, the hot-wire probe was located in a separation region caused by the larger sized 5 mm diameter and 5 mm step trips. The turbulent intensity results also show that none of the trips is able to induce a fully turbulent boundary layer. While the larger trips cause the boundary layer to appear highly turbulent at location 1, exhibiting a very energetic outer region (Fig. 3(b)), it is not representative of a naturally developed turbulent boundary layer. Similar results were recorded by Marusic et al. [9] for the outer region when using 6 mm and 10 mm threaded rods at low Reynolds numbers. The findings from Ref. [9] suggest the over-stimulated trips introduce large-scale disturbances into the boundary layer, which agrees closely with the findings of this study.

Gibson [14] stated that a minimum distance of ten wire diameters is required to ensure that fully turbulent flow has been achieved. Research by Goldstein et al. [32] suggested the separation region occurs within a maximum value of 13 times the step height ($l = 13h_{sep}$), while Moore [33] found a much more conservative maximum value of 22 times ($l = 22h_{sep}$). In the present study, the first probe is located at a length corresponding to approximately 13 diameters ($l = 13d$), downstream of the larger 5 mm diameter trips. However, from the results presented, it is clear that transition has not occurred. Increasing the Reynolds number also appears to have no effect on the results such that none of the trips investigated can induce a fully developed turbulent boundary layer at location 1.

The flow farther downstream of the trips has been investigated to determine the effect development length and Reynolds number have on the performance of the trip techniques. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a), previously published data matches very closely with the results obtained up to the top of the logarithmic region, with a maximum error of 2.9% when comparing the boundary layer generated by the 3 mm wire and the published data. The boundary layer thickness was shown to be equal for all the trips investigated. The results indicate that the boundary layer is completely turbulent at location 2, independent of the trip technique and Reynolds number, which was changed by varying the flow speeds (Fig. 4(b)). This is to be expected as the Reynolds number at this location is above the critical Reynolds number for transition. The interesting aspect to note at this location is the turbulence intensity profiles shown in Fig. 5. While each technique appears to have produced a near identical streamwise profile, the same cannot be said about the turbulence intensity profile, where the peak value and shape change depending on which technique is used. At these Reynolds numbers, it is shown that the finer sandpaper and 3 mm diameter trip produce a boundary layer that is quite similar to the no trip data. This is shown at both Reynolds numbers for the streamwise and turbulence intensity profiles.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), a fully developed turbulent boundary layer can be seen at location 3 which is independent of tripping technique. The turbulence intensity profile shown in Fig. 6(b) shows similar trends between different tripping techniques. This result demonstrates that a natural turbulent boundary layer has been achieved at this location and indicates that at the larger Reynolds number investigated that sufficiently far downstream of the trip, a fully turbulent boundary layer is generated, independently of the tripping mechanism.

The shape factor is another parameter that can be considered to further distinguish the boundary layer. As marked in Fig. 7, a roughly uniform shape factor is achieved at a Reynolds number above approximately $Re_x = 5 \times 10^5$. As can be seen in Table 2, above this value the shape factor, $H = 1.3–1.4$, which reveals that the boundary layer can be considered to be turbulent as discussed.

![Figure 3](image-url) Mean velocity ($U'$) profile and (b) turbulence intensity ($TU'$) profile at $Re_x = 1.2 \times 10^6$, location 1: (a) no trip, (b) 5 mm trip, (c) 3 mm trip, (d) fine sandpaper, (e) 5 mm step, (f) rough sandpaper, (g) Marusic and Kunkel [27] data, and (h) Schlatter and Orlu [28] data

![Figure 4](image-url) Mean velocity ($U'$) profile at location 2 for (a) $Re_x = 5.3 \times 10^5$ and (b) $Re_x = 7.5 \times 10^5$: (a) no trip, (b) 5 mm trip, (c) 5 mm step, (d) fine sandpaper, (e) 3 mm step, (f) rough sandpaper, (g) Marusic and Kunkel [27] data, and (h) Schlatter and Orlu [28] data
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by Ng and Spalding [34]. This also corresponds with the results observed at location 2. This shape factor value was shown to not be achieved at location 1, which indicates the turbulent boundary layer had not been achieved at this point.

Fig. 5 Turbulence (TU') intensity at location 2 for (a) Re₉ = 5 x 10⁵ and (b) Re₉ = 7.5 x 10⁵: (o) no trip, (+) 5 mm trip, (x) 3 mm trip, (c) fine sandpaper, (□) 5 mm step, and (△) rough sandpaper.

Fig. 6 (a) Mean velocity (TU') profile and (b) turbulence intensity profile at Re₉ = 1.5 x 10⁵, location 3: (o) no trip, (+) 5 mm trip, (x) 3 mm trip, (c) fine sandpaper, (□) 5 mm step, (△) rough sandpaper, (▲) Marusic and Kunkel [27] data, and (●) Schlatter and Orfu [28] data.

Fig. 7 Shape factor, H, versus Reynolds number: (o) no trip, (+) 5 mm trip, (x) 3 mm trip, (c) fine sandpaper, (□) 5 mm step, and (△) rough sandpaper.

To verify the successful development of the zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer, the experimental results including the friction coefficient of all nontrip cases have been compared with the canonical data from Ref. [35] in Fig. 8. The friction coefficient of the boundary layer is given by C_f = 2 / U'², and the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness is given by Re₉ = u₀δ / ν. The data are shown to be very similar to the results provided by Sillero et al. [35] and can be used to verify whether a zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layer is achieved.

In Secs. 6-9 of this paper, the higher statistics of the boundary layer will be investigated including coherent structures, probability density functions (PDFs), and power spectral density results to provide more detail on the effectiveness of each tripping mechanism.

6 Quantifying the Coherent Structures

In this study, the variable interval time averaging (VITA) technique has been used to detect the changes in the turbulent boundary layer associated with coherent structures. The technique, applied first by Blackwelder and Kaplan [36] for studying the near wall region, detects the sweep and ejection events where by the velocity rapidly changes. This is monitored by calculating the VITA of the streamwise velocity fluctuations according to the definition

\[
\bar{u}(t, T_w) = \frac{1}{T_w} \int_{T_w - T_w/2}^{T_w + T_w/2} u(s)ds
\]

where T_w is the interval used for the time averaging and is selected to be of the order of the time scale, which is typically chosen to be T_w = 10, as selected by Blackwelder and Kaplan [36]. This value is used to assign small windows, which scan the fluctuating velocity at each point and calculates the local variance of the signal using

\[
\text{Var}(t, T_w) = \bar{u}^2(t, T_w) - [\bar{u}(t, T_w)]^2
\]

The variance of the entire signal is defined as

\[
\text{Var}(t) = \lim_{T_w \to \infty} \frac{1}{T_w} \int_0^{T_w} u^2(t)dt
\]

If the value of the local variance, Var(t, T_w) is greater than the variance of the entire signal kVar(t), where k is a threshold value, a sweep or ejection event is considered to have occurred. Whalley [17] defined the detection function, D(t), to differentiate between the different events, where

\[
D(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{Var}(t, T_w) > k\var(t) \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} > 0 \text{ (sweep event)} \\
0 & \text{Var}(t, T_w) < k\var(t) \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} < 0 \text{ (no event)} \\
-1 & \text{Var}(t, T_w) > k\var(t) \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} < 0 \text{ (ejection event)}
\end{cases}
\]
A sweep event is expected to have a positive $\partial u/\partial t$ since the event is approaching the wall and consequently its streamwise velocity increases. The opposite happens for ejection events, where a negative $\partial u/\partial t$ occurs as the detected event moves away from the wall.

The number of detected events is strongly dependent on the selected threshold value, $k$. In this study, the value of $k$ was set to 1.2 as discussed by Whalley [17]. In Figs. 9 and 10, the fluctuating $u$-component, the local variance, and the detection function can be seen for several of the tripping techniques investigated. In Fig. 9, for the 5 mm rod trip, a total of five sweep events were detected in the short window, while six ejection events were found. In Fig. 10, the 5 mm step trip, four sweep events, and three ejection events were detected in the small window shown. Figure 11 shows the individual and ensemble-averaged VITA events for the 5 mm diameter rod trip at $R_e_x = 1.5 \times 10^6$. In this figure, the ensemble average is shown as a dashed bold line, while the individual VITA events are shown by the lines in different shades of gray. In total, 636 sweep events were detected and have been ensemble-averaged. While the detection method will most certainly report a small amount of false sweep and ejection events, an ensemble average at the end of the VITA analysis significantly mitigates the impact of the false events. Consequently, it has been shown by Adrian et al. [37], Choi et al. [38], Whalley [17], and Ghanadi et al. [5] to have a very successful rate of detecting coherent events.

Table 3 contains the total sweep and ejection events over the entire signal for the other trips over each location. The numbers of coherent structures are deemed important when understanding the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_e_x$</th>
<th>No trip</th>
<th>5 mm rod</th>
<th>3 mm rod</th>
<th>Fine sandpaper</th>
<th>5 mm square step</th>
<th>Rough sandpaper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.529</td>
<td>1.592</td>
<td>1.295</td>
<td>1.682</td>
<td>1.390</td>
<td>1.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.299</td>
<td>2.024</td>
<td>1.286</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>1.501</td>
<td>1.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.388</td>
<td>1.285</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>1.381</td>
<td>1.308</td>
<td>1.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7.5 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.372</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>1.395</td>
<td>1.265</td>
<td>1.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>1.360</td>
<td>1.313</td>
<td>1.349</td>
<td>1.365</td>
<td>1.330</td>
<td>1.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>1.363</td>
<td>1.286</td>
<td>1.349</td>
<td>1.368</td>
<td>1.281</td>
<td>1.377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 Friction coefficient, $C_f$, versus Reynolds number based on momentum thickness. (x) Experimental data for the no trip data at all locations and (--) Sillero et al. [35] data.

Fig. 9 VITA detection at location 3 at $Y^+ = 15$ for the 5 mm diameter rod trip, at $R_e_x = 1.0 \times 10^6$: (a) streamwise velocity fluctuations, (b) local variance, and (c) detector function

Fig. 10 VITA detection at location 3 at $Y^+ = 15$ for the 5 mm diameter step trip, at $R_e_x = 1.0 \times 10^6$: (a) streamwise velocity fluctuations, (b) local variance, and (c) detector function

Fig. 11 VITA events at location 3 at $Y^+ = 15$ for the 5 mm diameter rod trip, at $R_e_x = 1.5 \times 10^6$, for sweep events, where (--) is the ensemble average VITA sweep event
Paper 1: The application of different tripping techniques to determine the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate

The large number of sweep and ejection events observed at location 1 relative to locations 2 and 3 supports the hypothesis that the boundary layer at this location cannot be considered fully turbulent. Since the VITA technique is only used for fully developed turbulent flow, using the technique in a laminar/transition boundary layer results in the technique becoming unreliable, as shown in Table 3.

The results at location 2 indicate that several of the trips have not significantly changed the flow from the boundary layer with no trip. Both the 3 mm trip and fine sandpaper values are shown to be very similar to the naturally developed boundary layer, which is a positive sign as these boundary layers were shown to be all fully turbulent in Sec. 3. The rough sandpaper (295% increase) and both 5 mm trips (570% for the rod and 620% for the step) indicate a large increase in the coherent structures detected at a Reynolds number of $5.3 \times 10^5$ and this was also supported at a Reynolds number of $7.5 \times 10^7$.

The averaged VITA events can also reveal the intensity and duration of the coherent structures. These are important as they determine the characteristics of the coherent structures and their effect on the boundary layer. The intensity of the events is calculated based on the peak-to-peak value of the streamwise velocity of the events. The duration, on the other hand, is calculated from the time separation of the peaks in each VITA analysis. Increasing the duration/intensity of the events reveals an increase in the turbulence energy production. The VITA analysis for the boundary layer will focus on the sweep events, as sweep events are the major contributor to turbulent skin friction [40].
The energy spectra at three different wall distances of $y^+ = 15, 50, \text{ and } 150$ have been investigated. These locations have been selected to gather spectra over the first 150 wall lengths of the boundary layer. As demonstrated in Fig. 14, the energy spectrum is able to provide information on the turbulence intensity, where the area under each curve is the equivalent of the turbulence intensity squared. The results at location 1 have been ignored for this part of the paper because as established previously, no trip technique was successful in inducing transition at this location.

As shown in Fig. 16, at location 2 when $Re_\theta = 5.3 \times 10^5$, a much higher energy spectrum occurs within the near wall region at $y^+ < 15$. The no trip, 3 mm trip, and fine sandpaper had near identical energy spectra, while the 5 mm rod, course sandpaper, and 5 mm step all increased the energy spectrum. This increase occurred across the entire wavelength range, representing an increase in small-scale turbulence eddies and large-scale turbulence eddies due to the trips, aligning well with the results from Marusis et al. [9]. It is thought that this increase in the eddy structures is a result of the recovery from the outer region of the larger trips. The recovery from these large trips has over stimulated the boundary layer and introduced large-scale disturbances and increased the turbulent regime. This was shown to occur across the entire boundary layer, as demonstrated in Fig. 16(a) ($y^+ = 15$), Fig. 16(b) ($y^+ = 50$), and Fig. 16(c) ($y^+ = 150$).

8 Discussion

At low Reynolds number below the critical value ($Re_\text{crit} = 3 \times 10^5$), the results were shown to be inconclusive for determining which trip technique was the most effective at inducing a natural turbulent boundary layer, as such the no trip scenario remained laminar. All of the trips investigated were shown to not induce the boundary layer into turbulence. However, taking this into account, several comments can be made on the effectiveness of the techniques used.

At location 2, the Reynolds number was well above the critical transition value. Consequently, we can directly compare the tripped boundary layers with the naturally developed turbulent boundary layer. While the streamwise profile of each technique appeared similar (Fig. 4), this was shown to not be the case on further inspection (Figs. 5, 12, 13, and 16). Once the higher statistics of the boundary layer were analyzed, it became evident that certain techniques had over stimulated the flow and several of the boundary layers were still in recovery from their upstream trips.

At the most downstream location, location 3, all the trips were shown to produce results identical to the naturally acquired
boundary layer in the absence of a trip. This location was shown to be so far downstream that the development length and Reynolds number were large enough to acquire a naturally turbulent boundary layer in the absence of a trip. This location was shown to be so far downstream that the development length and Reynolds number were large enough to acquire a naturally turbulent boundary layer [27,28] irrespective of the trip mechanism or Reynolds number. This paper will now focus on each individual trip technique.

The fine sandpaper, with a grit size of 58.5 µm, was shown to have no effect on the boundary layer at all of the Reynolds numbers considered. At location 1 (low Reynolds number), both the streamwise and turbulence intensity profiles demonstrated no significant change from the natural boundary layer, and consequently, this particular trip was not capable of stimulating the boundary layer at all. Even when the flow characteristics for this trip were examined at the other locations and the higher statistics of the boundary layer were determined, no difference could be found between the boundary layer generated from this particular trip and the natural boundary layer obtained with no trip. Consequently, this trip technique was shown to be ineffective.

The 5 mm rod and 5 mm step were also shown to be ineffective for inducing turbulence. Unlike the fine sandpaper, these two trip techniques over stimulated the boundary layer. While the boundary layer is certainly not laminar at the Reynolds number below the critical value, it does not appear to be turbulent either. After closer inspection of the turbulence intensity and other statistics, it is clear that these two trips were too large for the boundary layer, and consequently, a separation region has occurred in the flow due to these objects. As reported by Marusic et al. [9], using an overstimulated trip introduces large-scale disturbances into the boundary layer. The disturbances predominantly reside in the outer region of the boundary layer and are believed to be a direct result of the shedding of the wake region behind the larger trips. Unfortunately, the inability of these trips to induce turbulence becomes even more evident at location 2. At location 2, these trips were shown to be more ineffective for inducing turbulence in comparison to the method of using no trip. These larger trips showed a heightened level of coherent structures, smaller eddies, and a larger overall turbulence intensity. As discussed previously, these particular trips have over stimulated the flow, and consequently, a larger recovery length is required. This recovery length appears to be significantly larger than the natural development length of a turbulent boundary layer, and consequently, an increased length is required for a natural turbulent boundary layer to be induced. At location 3, it was shown that recovery had been achieved and a natural turbulent boundary layer was achieved from these particular trips.

The coarse sandpaper, with a grit size of 269 µm, was shown to have a similar effect on the boundary layer to the larger 2D protruberances mentioned previously. At location 1, both the streamwise and turbulence intensity profiles demonstrated significant change from the natural boundary layer, however, they did not represent the profiles of a naturally turbulent boundary layer. This was demonstrated mainly in the turbulence intensity profile and the maximum value of the profile, which represents the location of the coherent structures, which are located at a distance from the wall greater than would be expected. As we start to investigate the other locations, we begin to notice similar trends to the boundary layers generated by the large 5 mm trips. Once again, we see a region at location 2, which has an increase in its turbulence

Fig. 16 Average energy spectra at Re = 5.3 × 10^5: (a) y' = 15, (b) y' = 50, and (c) y' = 150, location 2: (o) no trip, (+) 5 mm trip, (x) 3 mm trip, (c) fine sandpaper, (□) 5 mm step, and (λ) rough sandpaper

Fig. 17 Probability density function at Re = 1.5 × 10^5: (a) y' = 50 and (b) y' = 50, location 3: (o) no trip, (+) 5 mm trip, (x) 3 mm trip, (c) fine sandpaper, (□) 5 mm step, and (λ) rough sandpaper
measures, irrespective of Reynolds number. This indicates a boundary layer which is still recovering from its upstream disturbance. It was shown that complete recovery was achieved at location 3.

The final trip that will be discussed in this section is the 3 mm trip. This trip was shown to be the most promising as shown by the results gathered at each location. Although the 3 mm trip was unable to induce complete turbulence at location 1, the results indicate a positive response in comparison to the other trip techniques. First, the streamwise profile and turbulence intensity were changed significantly by the trip. However unlike the other trips where the turbulence intensity was changed into an irregular pattern, the 3 mm trip demonstrated a shape which mimics a naturally developed turbulent boundary layer. Consequently while the trip was not successful in inducing turbulence, it clearly had a positive effect in comparison to the other investigated trips, where the maximum difference with the published data from Marusic and Kunkel [27] was 14.27%, the smallest value of all the trips investigated. Furthermore, the boundary layer statistics at locations 2 and 3 were identical in comparison to the natural turbulent boundary layer. Therefore unlike the other trips investigated in this paper, the 3 mm trip did not have an excessive regeneration length and did not have an adverse effect on the results at location 2. This was shown to be irrespective of Reynolds number.

Consequently, the effectiveness of the 2D protuberances was notable across the three locations. The 3 mm rod had a ratio of $3d = 4\delta$ to the boundary layer thickness, while the 5 mm step and rod had a ratio of $5d = 4\delta$ to the boundary layer thickness. This would suggest that a trip with a smaller dimension than the boundary layer thickness, but of comparable size, has the greater effect for artificially generating a turbulent boundary layer at low Reynolds number. Even at the larger flow speed investigated here, the 3 mm trip was shown to be the most reliable trip with its boundary layer thickness ratio being reduced to $3d = 5\delta$ due to the larger Reynolds number increasing the boundary layer thickness. Consequently, the 3 mm diameter trip appears to be the most successful trip in producing a turbulent boundary layer in a shorter distance than required for a naturally occurring boundary layer for both of the Reynolds numbers tested. This would suggest that when using a trip to induce boundary layer transition, a trip of diameter comparable to the boundary layer thickness is recommended, however, it must be smaller than the boundary layer thickness.

To support this observation, additional data were collected at a location between locations 1 and 2 to determine the effect of the 3 mm trip on the development of a turbulent boundary layer. This location corresponds to 350 mm downstream of the leading edge (approximately 150 mm downstream of the trip location) and was evaluated at Reynolds numbers corresponding to $Re = 2.2 \times 10^5$ and $Re = 3.1 \times 10^5$. Figures 18(a) and 18(b) depict the streamwise velocity profiles of the natural boundary layer and the 3 mm tripped boundary layer at this location corresponding to these Reynolds numbers. It can be seen clearly that the 3 mm tripped boundary layer resembles the published data from Refs. [27] and [28], while the untripped naturally developed boundary layer is yet to achieve turbulence.

A maximum difference of 6% was recorded in the velocity $U_+$ when comparing the boundary layer generated by the 3 mm wire and the published data for the naturally developed turbulent boundary layer. The turbulence intensity profile at this location between locations 1 and 2 also shows that the boundary layer has been induced into turbulence by the 3 mm diameter wire.

Figure 19(a) demonstrates a profile which is identical to the profile achieved at location 2 previously. The no trip profile once again fails to resemble the naturally developed turbulent boundary layer profile and provides similar results to the conclusions drawn from the streamwise profiles. Increasing the Reynolds number (Fig. 19(b)) has no impact on the effectiveness of the 3 mm trip and the profile remains unchanged between the two Reynolds number values investigated.

![Figure 19 Turbulence intensity for (a) $Re = 2.2 \times 10^5$ and (b) $Re = 3.1 \times 10^5$: (o) no trip, (x) 3 mm trip, and (--) Schlatter and Ortu [28] data](image)

9 Summary and Conclusion

The structure of any turbulent flow dictates the production of turbulence in the boundary layer. Forcing a boundary layer from a laminar state into a turbulent state via boundary layer tripping is...
commonly used to fix the point of transition, to prevent laminar separation bubbles from occurring, and to reduce the drag of bluff bodies at certain Reynolds numbers. This forcing can be performed through various means: passive roughness elements attached to the wall such as sandpaper or 2D protuberances such as circular wires and steps. In this study, the main tripping techniques investigated were wires of different diameters and changes in roughness. Each tripping technique was investigated at a variety of Reynolds numbers and multiple locations downstream of the trip location. The characteristics of the tripping mechanisms were analyzed using hot-wire anemometry and the results were used to calculate the streamwise boundary layer profile, the properties of the coherent structures, the energy spectrum, and other statistics.

When implementing a trip mechanism in the flow, a scale close to the undisturbed boundary layer thickness is suggested. For experiments requiring a natural turbulent boundary layer, a trip of characteristic dimensions less than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness is recommended. This was shown to be true in all of the Reynolds numbers investigated here. A larger trip was shown to cause a large regeneration region far away from the trip or a large separation region close to the leading edge and should thus be avoided.

The conclusions drawn here are based on the results of measurements at three locations downstream of the trip, which were chosen to give a broad study of potential wind tunnel arrangements. Future work intends to focus more intently on the region between 1.8 × 107 and 5.3 × 107 where transition occurred. This region was explored for the tripping techniques which showed promise for inducing turbulence, but not for the remaining techniques which showed negative effects at the three measurement locations. Future work could further include 3D protuberance techniques and other trip geometries used by other researchers. The results presented here, however, are only the beginning of the development of the knowledge required for this area of work.

**Nomenclature**

\[ B(d) \] = probability density function of streamwise velocity

\[ d \] = trip diameter/size (mm)

\[ H \] = shape factor

\[ k \] = VITA threshold

\[ K \] = wavenumber

\[ Re_c \] = Reynolds number based on streamwise distance

\[ Re_r \] = Reynolds number based on friction velocity

\[ Re_t \] = Reynolds number based on momentum thickness

\[ t \] = time (s)

\[ T_a \] = averaging duration (s)

\[ W \] = window length (s)

\[ \chi \] = turbulence intensity

\[ \eta \] = streamwise flow velocity (m/s)

\[ \nu \] = friction velocity (m/s)

\[ \alpha \] = variance

\[ \bar{x} \] = indicates \( x \)-direction (streamwise) (m)

\[ \bar{y} \] = indicates \( y \)-direction (wall-normal direction) (m)

\[ \bar{z} \] = indicates \( z \)-direction (spanwise) (m)

**Symbols**

\[ \delta \] = boundary layer thickness (mm)

\[ \delta^* \] = displacement thickness (mm)

\[ \theta \] = momentum thickness (mm)

\[ \lambda \] = wavelength

\[ \nu \] = kinematic viscosity (m²/s)

\[ \sigma \] = standard deviation

**Superscript**

\[ + \] = denotes time scale \( (\tau/\bar{u}_\tau) \) or length scale \( (\ell/\bar{u}_\tau) \)
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The impact of the distribution and sizing of the orifices on boundary layer control

4.1 Paper 2: Attenuation of sweep events in a turbulent boundary layer using micro-cavities

In this chapter a preliminary investigation is conducted into the capability of the micro-cavities as a technique to control the boundary layer. As discussed in the previous chapters a significant gap exists concerning the possibility of using a cavity array for this purpose. This chapter determines the feasibility of the technique, whilst investigating several key parameters of the manufacture of the cavity array. This includes the streamwise and spanwise spacing, as well as the diameter of the orifices. Experimental measurements of the flow over an array of applied micro-cavities are analysed and the results are reported.

The results show that the turbulent energy production within a fully developed turbulent boundary layer is reduced using a flushed-surface cavity array and that the geometry
affects this reduction. The cavity arrays were shown to manipulate the sweep events in
the boundary layer by capturing and damping their duration and intensity. The size of the
holes in the cavity array were selected to be comparable with the dimensions of the
expected coherent structures, based on the friction velocity and the known spacing and
sizing of the sweep events.

The velocity was measured using hotwire anemometry in a wind tunnel at a range of
Reynolds numbers. These results show that when the orifice diameter is 60 times the
viscous length scale a maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities of 13%
and 14% could be achieved, respectively. Furthermore the results also demonstrate that
when the cavity orifice diameter was less than 20 times the viscous length scale, the
sweep events were not captured by the array. In addition, if the diameter of the orifice
exceeded 145 times the viscous length scale then separation of the shear layer occurred
causing a smaller reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities.

Evidence from this chapter shows that the boundary layer can be controlled using the
micro-cavity array and the following chapters further evaluate the technique. In Chapter
5 the internal geometry of the cavity array and its effect on the control of the turbulent
boundary layer is investigated.

This chapter has been published as:

of sweep events in a turbulent boundary layer using micro-cavities’, Experiments in
Fluids, vol. 58, no. 5, pp. 58.
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Abstract In the present study, the turbulent energy production within a fully developed turbulent boundary layer has been reduced using a variety of flushed-surface cavity arrays with different geometries embedded within a flat plate. The cavity arrays manipulate the sweep events in the boundary layer by capturing and damping their duration and intensity. The size of the holes in the cavity array was selected to be comparable with the dimensions of the expected coherent structures, based on the friction velocity and the known spacing and sizing of the sweep events. The velocity fluctuations within the turbulent boundary layer were measured using hot-wire anemometry in a wind tunnel for a range of Reynolds numbers. The results show that when the orifice diameter is equal to a value of 60 times the viscous length scale there is a maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities of 13 and 14%, respectively. The results also demonstrated that for a cavity orifice diameter less than 20 times the viscous length scale, the sweep events are restricted and no events are captured by the array. Furthermore, if the diameter of the orifice exceeds 145 times the viscous length scale, separation of the shear layer occurs, causing an increase in the turbulence energy production in the near-wall region.

List of symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B(\sigma)$</td>
<td>Probability density function of streamwise velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_f$</td>
<td>Skin friction coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>Cavity diameter (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Shape factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Variable-interval time-averaging (VITA) threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_x$</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on streamwise distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{ur}$</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on friction velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_\theta$</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on momentum thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{av}$</td>
<td>Averaging duration (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_W$</td>
<td>Window length (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Tu$</td>
<td>Turbulence intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>Streamwise flow velocity (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_t$</td>
<td>Friction velocity (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Var$</td>
<td>Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Indicates $x$-direction (streamwise) (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>Indicates $y$-direction (wall-normal direction) (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>Indicates $z$-direction (spanwise) (m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Boundary layer thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta^+$</td>
<td>Displacement thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Momentum thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Kinematic viscosity (m/s$^2$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Superscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>Denotes viscous time scale ($\frac{u_t}{\nu}$) or viscous length scale ($\frac{u_t^2}{\nu}$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

Coherent structures consisting of streamwise longitudinal vortices are considered by many to be an important part of the boundary layer. These vortices pump fluid into (sweep) and away (ejection) from the near-wall region. It has been shown that both ejection (Q2) and sweep events (Q4) generate approximately 70% of the total stresses each, equating to a 140% of the total stresses in the near-wall region at a pipe Reynolds number of approximately 11000 (Offen and Kline 1975; Kim et al. 1971; Corino and Brodkey 1969; Wallace et al. 1972). The discrepancy was due to the negative contribution of the total Reynolds stresses from the Q1 (outward interaction) and Q3 (wallward interaction) events. Furthermore, these events have been shown to be highly dependent on one another and consequently modifying one of these structures will have a significant effect on the other. Therefore, most studies target these vortices for a reduction in turbulence generation within the turbulent boundary layer. For example, the travelling wave and oscillating wall methods are shown to manipulate the streamwise vortices generated in the boundary layer. The oscillating wall techniques have been successful in reducing the skin friction drag by 45% (Choi and Graham 1998) and the sweep intensity and duration has been reduced by 35% using the travelling wave (Choi et al. 2011). The synthetic jet is another technique that has found great success at the micro-scale (d < 10 mm) by utilising a diaphragm set in a cavity and driven by a piezo-electric element excited at the element’s resonant frequency. With an open neck and orifice, fluid is drawn in and out of the cavity during the oscillation of the diaphragm. During the outflow cycle vortex rings are generated at the orifice and travel away from the synthetic jet (Smith and Glezer 1998). During the inflow cycle fluid is drawn into the cavity of the synthetic jet, which does not affect the vortex ring produced during the outflow cycle as it has moved sufficiently far away from the orifice. The design is highly desirable in turbulent flow control due to its self-contained nature with no external fluid source as the grazing flow is used to drive the jet. If timed correctly the ejection process from the synthetic jet targets fast moving fluid (sweep events), which is moved away from the wall. The inflow stage is used to bring the slow moving fluid (ejection events) closer to the wall. Research from Lockerby (2001) has shown this to be successful in disrupting both events. However, passive control techniques are generally more favourable than active ones in real applications due to the absence of a power source and their relative ease of implementation.

Similar to the previously discussed active techniques, different areas of the boundary layer are also targeted by certain passive techniques. One of the most successful passive turbulence reduction techniques is the streamwise riblet (Walsh 1983; Choi 1987, 1989). Streamwise riblets are small grooves spaced in the spanwise direction, approximately equal in size to the boundary layer, aligned in the flow direction. It was shown that they can successfully reduce the skin friction drag by up to 8% (Walsh 1983). Choi (1987) demonstrated that riblets act as small fences and restrict the streamwise vortices that form the legs of the hairpin vortical structure. By acting as a fence, the growth of the streamwise vortices in the spanwise direction can be prohibited. Furthermore, Choi and Fujisawa (1993) demonstrated a similar effect on the turbulence structure to the drag-reducing riblets surface could be achieved by using a two-dimensional square cavity on a flat plate. Choi and Fujisawa (1993) showed a net drag reduction of the order of 1% could be achieved by using the single cavity, which reduced the skin friction over the cavity and lasted for $\frac{t}{\tau} = 100$ lengths.

Congruent to the synthetic jet, a flow excited Helmholtz resonator was used by Ghanadi (2014) to provide a jet of suction and ejection to target the ejection and sweep events, respectively. However, unlike the synthetic jet, the device is completely passive and its driving mechanism is provided by the grazing flow as opposed to a piezo-electric element. The results showed that when the orifice diameter was 5 mm, the resonator was excited by the grazing flow causing local suction and ejection to occur. This resulted in an 11% reduction in sweep intensity and a 5% reduction in the sweep duration within the logarithmic region of the boundary layer ($y^+ < 35$). However, when the orifice length was 10 mm the resonator could not be activated by the grazing flow and was effectively a simple cavity in cross-flow (Ghanadi 2014). Nevertheless, this resonator was found to have a small impact on the sweep events away from the wall in the logarithmic region and reduced their intensity and duration by 5 and 8%, respectively. From these results it appears that the reduction in the intensity and duration of the sweep events was achieved by allowing the sweep event to partially or completely enter the orifice of the resonator. Consequently, some of the energy associated with the high-speed events will be absorbed and damped by the surface area of the cavity. At higher flow velocities it was found that the resonator did not significantly change the structure of the sweep events. This was attributed to the increased Reynolds number and its amplification of the generation of the turbulent events. The shear layer would break up more violently across the orifice gap and essentially increase the viscous drag more than the reduction from the sweep events being attenuated. By using a cavity with a small orifice it is expected that the shear layer would be unaffected by crossing the small opening. This would allow the cavity to be used as a drag-reduction device for higher Reynolds number flow as well as low-speed flow.
Comparable to the absorption of sweep events, Maa (1998) utilised the idea of a sub-millimetre micro-perforated panel to absorb sound. He found the most important parameter in his investigation is the perforate constant, which is proportional to the ratio of the perforation radius to viscous boundary layer thickness. This technique was found to have tremendous potential for wide-band absorption. As an extension to Maa’s (1998) work it has been hypothesised that a similar device could have absorption qualities with regard to the sweep events occurring in the turbulent boundary layer and consequently the parameters to be investigated in this paper are the plate orifice size and its spatial relationship to the sweep events. Such a device is envisioned to dampen the coherent structures and disrupt the bursting cycle, which is responsible for the shear stress and viscous drag in the inner wall region. The application of boundary layer control will target the fluctuating component of velocity normal to the wall. If the cavity were to be designed with a very small orifice diameter of $d^+ < 150$ (in this study $d < 3$ mm), the streamwise and spanwise velocity profile would be undisturbed. The shear layer would not break apart while traversing the small gap, which usually occurs in larger cavities resulting in an adverse pressure gradient and an increase in the disturbances and viscous drag in the boundary layer (Chang et al. 2006). If the spanwise and streamwise velocity is found to be undisturbed, then the only component of velocity which would be affected would be that normal to the wall flow. This direction is often associated with ejection (positive, away from the wall) and sweep (negative, towards the wall) events. While limited investigations have been made on cavities in turbulent flow, Sarohia (1977) found a critical length of the orifice of a cavity where the shear layer does not break apart for laminar flow conditions. Chang et al. (2006) also commented on the shear layer being more prone to breaking apart in high turbulence flow, but their numerical models illustrated an area close to the leading edge of the cavity where the streamwise velocity profile did not significantly change as the flow traversed the cavity.

A successful implementation of micro-cavities for the purpose of an alternative method for boundary layer control has yet to be achieved and forms the key motivation of this study. The present work assesses the ability of an array of micro-cavities to reduce the turbulent properties of a fully developed boundary layer of varying Reynolds numbers ($1195 \leq Re_\theta \leq 3771$). In the subsequent sections the characteristics of the cavity array will be discussed and detail into the experimental setup will be presented. A discussion of the results will be provided and an insight into the performance of the cavities in reducing the turbulent structures will be provided.

2 Experimental procedure

All experiments were performed in a closed-return type wind tunnel located at the University of Adelaide, which can be operated up to a maximum velocity of 30 m/s with low turbulence intensity (ranging between 0.4 and 1%). The test section is rectangular with a cross section of $500 \times 500$ mm and 2000 mm in length. A horizontal 2000 mm long flat plate, as shown in Fig. 1, was positioned inside the tunnel such that it spanned the whole width of the test section. The finite thickness of the flat plate leads to bluff body separation effects. Therefore to minimise any possible flow separation a super-elliptical leading edge of a nominal major radius of 114 mm was attached to the flat plate. A 125 mm long circulation flap was also mounted downstream of the plate to minimise any circulation developed over the plate and to ensure that the stagnation point was on the measurement side of the plate. The flap could also be adjusted as appropriate to balance the pressure gradient along the working section, which was selected to be a zero pressure gradient for these experiments. The boundary

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental arrangement
layer investigated in the study was tripped by a 3 mm rod located 140 mm downstream of the leading edge as advised by Silvestri et al. (2017). This was done to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer was achieved.

This research focuses on the near-wall regions, as approximately half of the total turbulence production occurs within this small region (Robinson 1991). A hot-wire anemometer was used downstream of the boundary layer trip to characterise the changes in the turbulent structures within the boundary layer regions from the cavity array located 845 mm downstream of the leading edge. The experimental measurements were taken at a length selected to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer was developed. This was done 180 mm downstream from the leading edge of the cavity array at a variety of Reynolds numbers and cavity dimensions. The streamwise velocity measurements were made with an IFA 300 CTA system, using a single platinum-plated tungsten wire of 5 $\mu$m in diameter and 1.25 mm in length, which was operated with an over-heat ratio of 1.8 and an operating temperature around 230 °C, which provided sufficient sensitivity to measure the velocity fluctuations with minimum thermal effects. The repeatability of each measurement was also verified three times and the data were sampled at 10 kHz for 10 s. This equates to a viscous-scaled sample interval of $\Delta t^+ < 1.9$, which exceeds the minimum viscous timescale investigated in this paper. Furthermore the sampling frequency is approximately 50 times the frequency of the coherent structures investigated, therefore aliasing is not believed to be an issue.

To investigate the effect of the cavity array geometry on reducing the turbulence energy production three different arrays were manufactured and tested (Fig. 2). The first array (cavity array 1) was designed based on the friction velocity value equal to $u_t = 0.5$ m/s, a value obtained previously by Silvestri et al. (2017) for a Reynolds number approximately equal to $Re_\theta = 1927$, where $Re_\theta = \frac{\nu}{\theta}$. Using this friction velocity value the spanwise spacing and the approximate orifice diameter were calculated based on the method specified by Lockerby (2001), which states that the orifice diameter to be 40 times the viscous length scale and the spanwise spacing to be 100 times the viscous length scale. This resulted in a cavity array comprising 1.2 mm diameter holes and a spanwise spacing of 3 mm. Two additional arrays (cavity arrays 2 and 3) were designed with different holes and spacing dimensions based on alternative friction velocities. Using the method specified by Lockerby (2001) for friction velocity values equal to $u_t = 0.375$ m/s and $u_t = 0.24$ m/s, cavity arrays with 1.8 and 2.5 mm diameter holes, with spanwise spacing of 4.5 and 6 mm, respectively, were designed. All three cavity array plates were manufactured using a 3D printer located at the University of Adelaide with a constant streamwise spacing of 15 mm and constant thickness of 4 mm. Literature states that the length of coherent structures can be up to 10 times the spanwise spacing (Blackwelder and Eckelmann 1979). Consequently, 15 mm falls well below this value no matter which plate the authors tested. All cavity arrays were aligned perpendicular with the flow. To ensure dimensional accuracy, magnified images of the individual cavities were captured using a microscope. These images (Fig. 3) demonstrate small variance from the nominal values reported; however, such variance would be expected irrespective of which manufacturing technique was selected due to the small orifice diameters.

---

**Fig. 2** Schematic of cavity arrays
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Cavity array 1

- 1.2mm holes
- 3mm spanwise spacing

Cavity array 2

- 1.8mm holes
- 4.5mm spanwise spacing

Cavity array 3

- 2.5mm holes
- 6mm spanwise spacing
3 Hot-wire measurements

A single hot-wire probe was used throughout the experiments to determine the velocity fluctuations in the streamwise direction. The hot-wire probe was initially calibrated using a Baratron pressure sensor, which has high accuracy when measuring the mean flow. As the relationship between the hot-wire’s voltage and the flow’s velocity is not linear, this step was of significant importance and a total of 20 wind tunnel velocities ranging from 0–25 m/s were selected. A polynomial curve fit was then applied to the calibration data, where a 5th order polynomial fit was shown to produce the greatest curve fit. This calibration was performed multiple times over the testing period to improve the accuracy of the results and account for changes in the ambient temperature.

Voltage measurements were then converted into velocity using the coefficients determined from the 5th order polynomial fit found during the calibration of the hot-wire probe. Testing was conducted over a period of 4 days and during this time the ambient temperature of the wind tunnel varied by ±2 °C from the average ambient temperature. This was shown to have a small error on the free stream velocity, where the maximum fluctuation in free stream velocity was found to be 1.8% at the highest Reynolds number tested. Velocity data were taken at a single streamwise/spanwise location. This location was selected to be 180 mm from the leading edge of the cavity array, which resulted in the hot-wire probe taking data 5 mm behind the last row in the cavity array. The spanwise location of the hot-wire probe during this investigation was the midpoint of the cavity array and a total of 48 measurements were taken to accurately quantify the boundary layer. The boundary layer probe used had a slight offset between the bottom of the probe and the location of the hot-wire. This distance was known and was used to accurately determine the distance of the probe from the wall at all times.

To ensure the measurements recorded by the hot-wire anemometry system were accurate, an error analysis has also been conducted. As shown in Fig. 4, the non-dimensional mean velocity profile at $Re_\theta = 3771$ was compared against the results obtained by Marusic and Kunkel (2003) and Ghanadi et al. (2015). A maximum error of 15% occurs at the points closest to the flat plate ($y^+ < 30$); however, this small variation is deemed negligible as the key focus of this paper is the logarithmic region of the boundary layer ($30 < y^+ < 200$), where the turbulence reduction occurs and a maximum error of approximately 4.5% is present. In comparison to the published results of Ghanadi et al.
(2015) which has a Reynolds number much closer to the boundary layer investigated, the maximum error was shown to be only 2.7%.

The data collected from the hot-wire probes were also non-dimensionlised for comparison with the no-control boundary layers investigated. This was done by using the friction velocity \( U_* \) and viscous length scale \( \frac{U_*}{v} \) to normalise the hot-wire data. To do this the friction velocity \( U_* \) of each boundary layer was calculated using the log law expression defined by Clauser (1954) as \( U^+ = 5.6 \log_{10}(Y^+) + 4.9 \). This was done via an iterative process which used a varying value for the friction velocity to curve fit the logarithmic region of the experimental data with the log law expression defined by Clauser (1954) as shown in Fig. 5 and demonstrated by Kendall and Kooches-fahani (2006). This method was performed in favour of using the near-wall gradient due to the increased number of hot-wire measurements obtained in the logarithmic region. The results were shown to provide accurate estimates with a maximum error of 2%. This was repeated for all the boundary layers investigated as shown by the continuity of the logarithmic region in Fig. 5, resulting in a unique friction velocity value for each boundary layer.

4 Effects of the cavity array on the velocity and turbulence intensity profiles

The effect of the cavity array on the turbulent boundary layer was first studied at a Reynolds number of \( Re_0 = 1927 \). Throughout this paper the canonical friction velocity was used to scale all the data. Figure 6 shows the streamwise profile of the boundary layer immediately downstream of the cavity arrays and the corresponding unaltered turbulent boundary layer for comparison. The three cavity arrays investigated appear to shift the viscous and logarithmic subregion \( (Y^+ < 200) \) upwards, while not changing the overall boundary layer thickness. This can be seen to make the boundary layer shallower for the control cases and consequently giving the boundary layer a more laminar appearance. This can be seen to cause a drag reduction from previous work (Savins and Seyer 1977; Patterson et al. 1977; Hooshmand et al. 1983) where an upward shift of the logarithmic region results in a decreased friction velocity or skin friction coefficient.

This reduction is also clearly evident in Fig. 7, which shows the turbulence intensity of the same boundary layers investigated. Cavity arrays 1, 2 and 3 are shown to provide a substantial turbulence intensity reduction of up to 13% within the logarithmic region 15 < \( y^+ \) < 200. This
The boundary layer is not affected significantly in comparison to cavity array 2. This result indicates that at higher flow speeds ($Re_0 > 3771$) it is quite curious as while cavity array 1 has been specifically designed with dimensions to correspond to the size of the coherent structures at this Reynolds number, cavity arrays 2 and 3 have dimensions substantially larger than the expected sizes of the structures. However, all three cavity arrays provide a similar reduction in turbulence intensity. Consequently, the design guidelines described by Lockerby (2001) may not apply in this application.

To understand the effect of the Reynolds number on the effectiveness of the cavity arrays in reducing the turbulence energy production, two additional Reynolds numbers were studied. The details of the flow characteristics investigated can be found in Table 1. The streamwise profile in Fig. 8a shows that when the Reynolds number is reduced to $Re_0 = 1195$, the boundary layer is not affected significantly by the cavity arrays. While the boundary layer has the logarithmic subregion shift upwards similar to $Re_0 = 1927$, the change is much more subtle. At a larger Reynolds number of $Re_0 = 3771$, as shown in Fig. 8b, a response similar to that measured at a Reynolds number of $Re_0 = 1927$ occurs. Once again this can be seen to cause a drag reduction from previous work (Savins and Seyer 1977; Patterson et al. 1977; Hooshmand et al. 1983), where an upward shift of the logarithmic region results in a decreased friction velocity or skin friction coefficient.

The turbulence intensity profiles downstream of cavity arrays 1, 2 and 3 can be seen in Fig. 9 and may be used to provide a better understanding of the effect of the Reynolds number on the effectiveness of the arrays in reducing the turbulence energy production. As shown in Fig. 9a, cavity array 1 produces no recognisable effect (less than 0.5%) on the boundary layer at a Reynolds number of $Re_0 = 1195$, whilst cavity arrays 2 and 3 produce maximum reduction values of 9 and 10% of the turbulence intensity, respectively, at a distance of $Y^+ = 50$. At a higher Reynolds number of $Re_0 = 3771$ all cavity arrays produce a turbulence intensity reduction. A maximum turbulence intensity reduction of 10% at $y^+ = 100$ is achieved by all cavities; however, cavity array 1 produces a reduction over a much larger range ($20 < y^+ < 500$) in comparison to cavity array 2 ($30 < y^+ < 500$) and cavity array 3 ($40 < y^+ < 300$). This result indicates that at higher flow speeds ($Re_0 > 3771$)

![Fig. 7 Turbulence intensity profile at $Re_0 = 1927$. Black circles no control, blue triangles cavity array 1, green squares cavity array 2, plus symbols cavity array 3](image)

![Fig. 8 Mean velocity profile at a $Re_0 = 1195$, b $Re_0 = 3771$. Black circles no control, blue triangles cavity array 1, green squares cavity array 2, plus symbols cavity array 3](image)
cavity array 1 \((d^+ = 80)\) is most successful in reducing the turbulence energy production. Furthermore, cavity array 3 is shown to cause a slight increase in turbulence intensity very close to the wall \((y^+ < 20)\), which is thought to be due to the shear layer breaking apart across the larger hole diameters \((d^+ = 145)\) found in this cavity array. Such a reaction would cause an increase in turbulence energy production and is deemed undesirable.

In the following sections the higher statistics of the boundary layer will be investigated including coherent structures, probability density functions (PDFs) and power spectral density (PSD) results to analyse the effect of the cavity arrays on reducing the turbulence energy production.

## 5 Effects of the cavity array on the coherent structures

In this study, the variable interval time-averaging (VITA) technique is used for detection of the changes in the turbulent boundary layer associated with coherent structures. The technique was initially applied by Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976) for studying the near-wall region and detecting the sweep and ejection events. The VITA analysis for the current boundary layer analysis will focus on the sweep events, since these are the major contributors to turbulent skin friction (Orlandi and Jimenez 1993). The sweep events are monitored by calculating the VITA of the streamwise velocity fluctuations according to the definition

\[
\tilde{u}(t, T_W) = \frac{1}{T_W} \int_{t-T_W/2}^{t+T_W/2} u(s) \, ds,
\]

where \(T_W\) is the interval used for the time averaging and is selected to be of the order of the time scale, which is typically chosen to be \(T_W = 10\), as selected by Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976). This value is used to assign small windows, which scan the fluctuating velocity at each point and within which the local variance of the signal is calculated using

\[
\text{Var}(t, T_W) = \tilde{u}^2(t, T_W) - [\tilde{u}(t, T_W)]^2.
\]

The variance of the entire signal is defined as

\[
\text{Var}(t) = \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{1}{t} \int_0^t u^2(t) \, dt.
\]

If the value of the local variance, \(\text{Var}(t, T_W)\) is greater than the variance of the entire signal \(k \, \text{Var}(t)\), where \(k\) is a threshold value, a sweep or ejection event is considered to have occurred. Whalley (2011) defined the detection function, \(D(t)\), to differentiate between the different events, where

\[
D(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k \text{Var}(t) \quad \frac{du}{dt} > 0 \text{ (sweep event)} \\
0 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) < k \text{Var}(t) \quad \frac{du}{dt} < 0 \text{ (no event)} \\
-1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k \text{Var}(t) \quad \frac{du}{dt} < 0 \text{ (ejection event)}.
\end{cases}
\]

The number of detected events is strongly dependent on the selected threshold value, \(k\). In this study, the value of \(k\) was set to 1.2 as proposed by Whalley (2011). The averaged VITA events can also reveal the intensity and duration of the coherent structures. These are important as they determine the characteristics of the coherent structures and their effect on the boundary layer. The intensity of the events is calculated based on the peak-to-peak value of the
streamwise velocity of the events. The duration on the other hand is calculated from the time separation of the peaks in each VITA analysis. Increased duration or intensity of the events reveals an increase in the turbulence energy production. Throughout the investigation a total of 100–600 ensembles were used in each VITA analysis depending on which Reynolds number was examined. This occurred at a $Y^+ = 100$ for all cases investigated.

The results at $Re_\theta = 1927$ show a reduction in the intensity and duration of the sweep events downstream of all the cavity arrays investigated. Figure 10 demonstrates a 9% reduction in intensity arising from cavity arrays 1 and 3. Cavity array 2 on the other hand provided a 14% reduction in sweep intensity. The duration of $T^+ = 10$, however, is not affected significantly for any of the arrangements. Cavity arrays 1 and 3 provide similar results, which is quite surprising as cavity array 1 ($d^+ < 40$) was specifically designed for flow at $Re_\theta = 1927$, while cavity array 3 ($d^+ < 80$) had larger parameters (designed for $u_\tau = 0.24$ m/s) in comparison to the sweep events in the boundary layer. Furthermore, cavity array 2 ($d^+ < 60$) provides the largest reduction in sweep intensity of all the cavity arrays investigated. Consequently, the design guidelines described by Lockerby (2001) may not be accurate in this application, as identified earlier.

At a Reynolds number of $Re_\theta = 1195$, cavity array 3 was shown to have a greater effect in reducing the duration and intensity of the sweep events. Figure 11 demonstrates a reduction in intensity of 10.5% when using cavity array 3 ($d^+ < 40$), while the duration is unchanged. A notable difference occurs when using cavity array 1 ($d^+ < 20$), where no change occurs with regard to sweep intensity and duration, and cavity array 2 ($d^+ < 30$), where a 7% reduction in sweep intensity occurs. This result is expected as the larger holes ($d^+ = 40$) are aligned to the size of the sweep events experienced at the lower Reynolds numbers and demonstrates that the diameter and spacing of the holes are important parameters in turbulence reduction.

At $Re_\theta = 3771$ cavity array 1 was shown to have a greater effect in reducing the duration and intensity of the sweep events in comparison to cavity arrays 2 and 3. Figure 12 shows a maximum reduction in intensity of 10.5% when using cavity array 1, whilst the reduction that occurs when using cavity arrays 2 and 3 differs as the intensity was reduced by only 9 and 2%, respectively. This reduction is expected once again as the smaller holes ($d^+ = 70$) are aligned to sizes of the sweep events experienced at the higher Reynolds numbers. Cavity array 2 is also shown to provide a substantial reduction, at $Re_\theta = 3771$ in addition to the reduction values experienced at the other Reynolds numbers investigated (7 and 14%). Cavity array 3 is shown to provide a reduction much smaller than the values documented at the lower Reynolds numbers (10.5 and 9%). This could be caused by the breaking up of the shear layer of the orifice. The larger Reynolds number has caused the shear layer to break apart more violently, which results in an increase in turbulence energy. This would effectively mitigate any reduction achieved by absorbing the sweep events and consequently decreases the overall turbulence reduction.
6 Energy spectra and probability density function

The energy spectrum is able to provide information on the turbulence intensity, where the area under each curve is equivalent to the turbulence intensity squared. The energy spectra at the three different flow speeds have also been investigated. The locations have all been selected to be below \( y^+ = 200 \), as it is expected that the majority of the turbulence energy is produced in this region. Each energy spectrum was shown to have a peak at approximately \( 2-2.5 \text{ kHz} \). This peak is associated with the electronic noise from the instrumentation including the IFA 300 CTA system. As shown in Fig. 13, the energy spectra at \( Re_\theta = 1927 \) shows a small reduction of up to 2 dB for all of the cavity arrays. The decrease is shown to be most profound in the low-frequency range (\( f < 100 \text{ Hz} \)), representing a decrease in the large-scale turbulence eddies. The reduction is still noticeable in the high-frequency range (small-scale eddies), which would suggest that the small-scale sweep events are absorbed by the cavity array. However, in the low-frequency range, the reduction in turbulent energy is most likely a result of the bursting process being broken apart due to the reduction in the coherent structures.

The results in Fig. 14 show that downstream of cavity arrays 2 and 3 the energy spectra decrease across the frequency range above 200 Hz when \( Re_\theta = 1195 \). There is a slight increase, however, across the frequency below this point. Cavity array 1 on the other hand appears to have no effect on the energy spectra. This is to be expected as it is consistent with results shown throughout this paper at this particular Reynolds number. When investigating \( Re_\theta = 3771 \) the results in Fig. 15 show a similar trend as shown throughout this paper at this particular Reynolds number. Once again the low-frequency energy spectrum is reduced by the largest amount, where cavity array 1 and 2 are able to provide a greater reduction in comparison to cavity array 3. As discussed earlier, this is to be expected as the higher Reynolds number the shear layer will break apart while traversing the large orifices found in cavity array 3. Consequently, any turbulence energy reduction is mitigated by the increased turbulence production due to the shear layer breaking apart.

The probability density function (PDF) was also investigated to provide information on the skewness and kurtosis of the data obtained. Skewness is the measure of symmetry, while Kurtosis is the measure of whether the data are peaked or flat. These profiles are deemed important as they provide a strong indication of whether the near-wall structures have been modified. Figure 16 shows the PDF at \( y^+ = 100 \) at \( Re_\theta = 1927 \). The cavity arrays were shown to have little effect on the probability density functions; however, all arrays did achieve a small reduction. Cavity array 1 reduced the skewness and kurtosis by 7.5 and 5.9%, respectively, while the results for cavity array 2 indicate a reduction in skewness and kurtosis by 5.2 and 4%, respectively, and cavity array 3 demonstrated a reduction in skewness and kurtosis by 7 and 6.4%, respectively.

Small reductions were also observed at the other flow speeds investigated. Once again similar trends occurred as discussed throughout this paper, where cavity array 3 was more successful in changing the boundary layer at low
Reynolds number, while cavity array 1 had more success at the larger Reynolds number. For \( \text{Re}_0 = 1195 \) (Fig. 17a) cavity array 3 provided reductions in skewness and kurtosis by 18 and 12%, respectively. Cavity array 1 on the other hand was only able to provide reductions in skewness and kurtosis by 5%, while cavity array 2 provided reductions in skewness and kurtosis by 15 and 11%, respectively. At \( \text{Re}_0 = 3771 \) (Fig. 17b) cavity array 1 provided reductions in skewness and kurtosis by 17 and 10%, respectively, while cavity array 2 and 3 could only manage reductions by 11.8 and 7.3, and 6.8 and 4%, respectively. These changes in the skewness and kurtosis of the boundary layer are a strong indication that the coherent structures have been modified by the use of the cavity arrays.

### 7 Discussion

As shown throughout this paper, the use of micro-cavities had a significant effect in reducing the turbulence energy production of the boundary layer. The results from the streamwise measurements indicate a reduction through the turbulence intensity results and based on this a turbulence production reduction occurs; however, as the wall-normal component are not measured and beyond the scope of this paper no values are reported. It was initially hypothesised that the cavities would operate by capturing the sweep events and disrupt the overall bursting process in the boundary layer. At a Reynolds number of \( \text{Re}_0 = 1195 \), it was shown that cavity array 3 \((d^+ = 40)\) was more successful in reducing the turbulence and sweep intensity in the boundary layer than cavity arrays 1 and 2 which had a diameter of \( d^+ = 20 \) and \( d^+ = 30 \), respectively. This difference in size was shown to have a significant effect on sweep intensity reduction, as cavity arrays 2 and 3 provided reductions of 7 and 10.5%, respectively, while the effect of cavity array 1 was negligible. This difference is hypothesised to be related to the diameter of the holes in comparison to the estimated size of the sweep events. By choosing a diameter that is too small, as demonstrated by cavity array 1, the sweep events are restricted in entering the cavity array and consequently no disruption of the bursting phenomenon occurred. With this in mind, however, the cavity array cannot be too large, since when the diameter of the holes becomes too large the shear layer is more prone to break apart and cause an increase in turbulence energy production. This was shown to occur at a Reynolds number of \( \text{Re}_0 = 3771 \) where cavity arrays 1 \((d^+ = 70)\) and 2 \((d^+ = 105)\) were more successful in reducing the turbulence and sweep intensity in the boundary layer than for increased diameter of \( d^+ = 145 \) (cavity array 3). It can be seen that the diameter of cavity array 3 at this particular Reynolds number is excessively large, and the results indicate an enormous reduction in the control of the boundary layer, as opposed to the other Reynolds numbers. The turbulence intensity profile shows a small increase in turbulence energy very close to the wall for cavity array 3. This increase can be associated with a breakdown of the shear layer whilst traversing the large orifice of cavity array 3. The result of this shear layer breaking down causes an increase in the turbulence energy close to wall, whilst a minor reduction is maintained further away in the logarithmic region. However, the boundary layer has still been adversely affected in the near-wall...

---

**Fig. 16** Probability density function at \( \text{Re}_0 = 1927, \gamma^+ = 100 \). Black no control, blue cavity array 1, green cavity array 2, red cavity array 3

**Fig. 17** Probability density function at a \( \text{Re}_0 = 1195, \gamma^+ = 100 \), b \( \text{Re}_0 = 3771, \gamma^+ = 100 \). Black no control, blue cavity array 1, green cavity array 2, red cavity array 3
region, which causes a much smaller value of sweep intensity reduction when comparing the sweep intensity reduction values. Unlike the low Reynolds number results, for \( Re_\theta = 3771 \) the sweep intensity was reduced by only 2% by cavity array 3, as opposed to cavity arrays 1 and 2 which produced superior values of 10.5 and 9%, respectively.

Collating all the results, Fig. 18 can be used to demonstrate the relationship between orifice diameter and sweep intensity reduction. Figure 18 clearly demonstrates an optimal value of \( d^+ \approx 60 \) will yield the greatest reduction in the sweep intensity profile. The graph also demonstrates that the other aspects of the hypothesis are supported by the data. When \( d^+ < 30 \) the orifice of the cavities is too small to allow the sweep events to be entrained into the cavity array and consequently no reduction is achieved. When \( d^+ > 105 \) the orifice of the cavities becomes too large and therefore the boundary layer breaks apart while traversing the orifice and the consequent break-up of the shear layer causes an increase in turbulence energy. This results in the overall sweep intensity reduction being less than the optimal value. The figure itself does show a couple of outliers and this is expected. The sweep events are chaotic by nature and consequently it is expected that the sweep reduction values will vary somewhat between measurements. This is mitigated as much as possible by taking averaged VITA results.

The outliers in Fig. 18 are also due to the manufacturing quality of the three cavity arrays. As discussed previously in this paper the microscope images of the three cavity arrays revealed small inconsistencies with each of their geometries. Roughness and surface finish in the holes may provide a blockage when sweep events enter each orifice and consequently the sweep reduction will be affected. The two arrays which appear to be affected the most by poor surface finish are cavity arrays 1 and 3. The chaotic nature of the sweep events combined with the manufacturing quality of the cavity arrays will affect the overall results.

8 Summary and conclusion

In this study, three plates containing cavity arrays of different geometries were considered, at a variety of Reynolds numbers. The characteristics of the boundary layer were analysed using hot-wire anemometry downstream of each of the cavity arrays, and the results were used to calculate the streamwise boundary layer profile, the properties of the coherent structures, the energy spectrum and the probability density functions.

The results from this study indicated different parameters to consider when implementing the cavity array as a potential technique to control the boundary layer. From the data a cavity orifice diameter equal to or less then \( d^+ = 20 \) is undesired. Such a small orifice will cause the sweep events to be restricted and no events will be captured by the array. However, if the diameter of the orifice is too large an even more undesirable effect will occur and result in an increase in turbulence energy production in the near-wall region. Consequently, it is recommended that the orifice diameter be below \( d^+ = 145 \), as values higher than this will cause the shear layer to break apart violently and increase the turbulence production in the near-wall region. The results also showed that the optimal value for maximum turbulence energy and sweep attenuation occurs at \( d^+ = 60 \).

The conclusions drawn here are based on the results downstream of the three cavity arrays investigated. Future work intends to focus more intently on the optimal diameter of the orifice at which the most reduction can be achieved. Further work also needs to be expanded on analysing the physical mechanism by which the reduction is achieved. This could include velocity measurements below the cavity arrays and microphone measurements within the cavity to provide stronger evidence into what is being captured by the arrays. The results presented here are only the beginning of the development of the knowledge required for this area of work.
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Paper 2: Attenuation of sweep events in a turbulent boundary layer using micro-cavities
Chapter 5

The effect of orifice length and backing volume on the attenuation of coherent events

5.1 Paper 3: Attenuation of turbulence by the passive control of sweep events in a turbulent boundary layer using micro-cavities

This chapter analyses the flow over an array of applied micro-cavities using hotwire anemometry in a wind tunnel. The sensitivity of the flushed-surface cavity array in reducing the turbulent energy production is investigated by varying the thickness and backing cavity volumes of the array. This is important as the geometry investigated in this chapter determines what happens to the events once captured by the cavity array and is used to support the hypothesis of the previous chapter. In addition, the mechanism behind the observed sweep attenuation is considered. While this mechanism is not definitively identified, significant steps were made in understanding the micro-cavity as a flow control technique, which was previously absent in the previous chapter.
The volume of the backing cavity was shown to be the most important parameter in determining the attenuation of streamwise velocity fluctuations within the logarithmic region of the turbulent boundary layer, where it was found the orifice length of the cavity array had a negligible effect on the performance of the cavity array in controlling the boundary layer.

The results presented in this chapter show that the maximum reduction in turbulence generation was achieved when the backing volume was at its largest, namely $3.1 \times 10^6$ times greater than the viscous length scale at $Re_9 = 3771$. The reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and energy spectrum was shown to be 5.6%, 6.3% and 13.4% respectively for this backing cavity volume.

Furthermore, when the cavity volume was reduced to zero, the turbulent boundary layer turbulence statistics were found to be the same as the baseline statistics. Consequently, this chapter illustrates that a greater reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and energy spectrum can be achieved using a larger backing volume.

Chapter 6 consequently attempts to explain the mechanism of the weakening of the coherent structures in the turbulent boundary layer. In addition the next chapter also aims to determine the maximum backing cavity volume to achieve the largest possible reduction in turbulence generation.
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Attenuation of turbulence by the passive control of sweep events in a turbulent boundary layer using micro-cavities
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Cavity arrays have been previously identified to disrupt the sweep events and consequently the bursting cycle in the boundary layer by capturing the structures responsible for the Reynolds stresses. In the present study, the sensitivity of a flushed-surface cavity array in reducing the turbulent energy production has been investigated. Two plates of varying thicknesses and four different backing cavity volumes were considered, at three different Reynolds numbers. The volume of the backing cavity was shown to be the most important characteristic in determining the attenuation of streamwise velocity fluctuations within the logarithmic region of the turbulent boundary layer. However, the results also demonstrated that the orifice length of the cavity array had negligible effect in modifying the reduction of the turbulent energy by the cavity array in this investigation. The results show that the maximum reduction in turbulence generation achieved for this study occurs when the backing volume is $3.1 \times 10^6$ times greater than the viscous length scale at $Re_\theta = 3771$. The reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity, and energy spectrum were shown to be 5.6%, 6.3%, and 13.4%, respectively. By decreasing the cavity volume to zero, no change in the turbulent boundary layer turbulence statistics was found. The results suggest a larger reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity, and energy spectrum that can be achieved with a larger backing volume. Published by AIP Publishing.  
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NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B(\sigma)$</td>
<td>probability density function of streamwise velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_f$</td>
<td>skin friction coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>cavity diameter (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>variable-interval time-averaging (VITA) threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>streamwise wavenumber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>streamwise wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Psi$</td>
<td>pre-multiplied energy spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{av}$</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on friction velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_\theta$</td>
<td>Reynolds number based on momentum thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{av}$</td>
<td>averaging duration (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_W$</td>
<td>window length (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TU$</td>
<td>turbulence intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>orifice length (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>streamwise flow velocity (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_\tau$</td>
<td>friction velocity (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>backing cavity’s volume (m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Var$</td>
<td>variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>indicates $x$-direction (streamwise) (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>indicates $y$-direction (wall-normal direction) (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>indicates $z$-direction (spanwise) (m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>boundary layer thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta^+$</td>
<td>displacement thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>momentum thickness (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>kinematic viscosity (m/s$^2$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Superscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>denotes viscous time scale $\left( \frac{1}{u_\tau} \right)$ or viscous length scale $\left( \frac{x}{u_\tau} \right)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. INTRODUCTION

The coherent structures are a vital part of the boundary layer and therefore skin friction drag. These structures pump high speed fluid toward (sweep) and slow speed fluid away (ejection) from the wall. Ejection events generate approximately 70% of the total stresses in the inner wall region, while sweep events account for the remaining 30% (Offen and Kline, 1975 and Kim et al., 1971) and consequently are deemed to be very important during turbulence generation. These events have been shown to be highly regenerative, and as a result disrupting one of these coherent structures will have a substantial effect on the opposing structure and subsequently the overall skin friction drag value in the boundary layer (Whalley, 2011). Consequently, many have targeted these coherent structures for a reduction in turbulence generation within the turbulent boundary layer. Such studies include, but not limited to, the...
oscillating wall techniques that have been shown to be capable of reducing the skin friction drag by 45% (Choi and Graham, 1998), traveling wave techniques which are capable of reducing the sweep duration and intensity by 35% (Choi et al., 2011), and the synthetic jet recently used by Lockerby (2001), which was shown to be successful in disrupting the sweep and ejection events.

Nevertheless, passive techniques are preferred for real life applications due to their ease of implementation from requiring no external power. One of the most successful passive techniques is the application of streamwise riblets (Walsh, 1983; Choi, 1987; 1989; and Garcia-Mayoral and Jiménez, 2011). Streamwise riblets are small channels along the spanwise direction, aligned in the flow direction, which restrict the streamwise. This technique was shown to be successful in reducing the skin friction drag by 8% (Walsh, 1983). Another passive technique is the flow excited Helmholtz resonator previously studied by Ghanadi et al. (2014a; 2014b) to target the coherent structures. The results showed that within the logarithmic region an 11% and 5% reduction in the intensity and duration of the sweep events could be achieved. However, results from Ghanadi (2014b) suggested a possible reduction in the intensity and duration by 5% and 8%, respectively, even when the resonator was not activated by the grazing flow.

Choi and Fujisawa (1993) also established an equivalent effect on the boundary layer by using a square cavity. A net drag reduction of 1% could be achieved over the square cavity and lasted for 100 cavity diameters downstream of its leading edge. These findings lead to the possibility of using a cavity array as a possible passive control technique (Blackwelder and Eckelmann, 1979; Corino and Brodkey, 1969; Guo et al., 2010; Orlandi and Jimenez, 1993; and Wallace et al., 1972).

A significant amount of research has been conducted by Silvestri et al. (2016; 2017a; and 2017b) to successfully implement a micro-cavity array for passive flow control. This technique was shown to have significant potential for turbulence energy reduction and was found to be an extension to Maa’s (1998) work, who previously utilised the idea to absorb sound. Results by Silvestri et al. (2017a) showed a successful maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensity by 13% and 14%, respectively. It was hypothesised that the array would capture the sweep events and disrupt the bursting cycle, which is responsible for the shear stress and hence the viscous drag. Boundary layer control using the cavity array will aim to target the component of velocity traveling normal to the wall, but the exact mechanism for the reduction is yet to be found. While the previous article from Silvestri et al. (2017a) focused on the external properties of the cavity array, including the array’s orifice diameter and spanwise spacing, the internal geometry of the cavity array including the volume and orifice length was not investigated. Early findings suggested the volume underneath of the flushed-surface cavity array is of significant importance, as it alters the overall reduction of sweep and turbulence intensity that the technique was capable of producing (Silvestri et al., 2017b). Consequently, it was hypothesised that the cavity array was capturing sweep events and weakening the structure of each event by dampening the energy of the events by the friction loses through the cavity array and the large volume of the backing cavity below the array itself. The previous investigation was quite limited and did not provide a reliable scope to confirm this initial finding, while in addition did not investigating the effect of orifice length’s effect on the turbulent boundary layer control.

Therefore, the motivation of this research is to provide an insight into the possible cause of the turbulence and sweep intensity using micro-cavities. The present work provides an assessment of the efficacy of micro cavities arrays to reduce the turbulence properties of varying Reynolds numbers (1927 ≤ Reθ ≤ 3771) by varying a number of key parameters, including the cavity array orifice length as well as the volume of the backing cavity. The characteristics of the array will be presented and details of the experimental setup will be discussed in Secs. II–VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experiments were undertaken at the University of Adelaide in a closed-loop wind tunnel, with a turbulence intensity of 0.5%. The test section used had a square cross section of 0.5 m × 0.5 m and 2 m in length. A 2 m long plate (Fig. 1) was installed in the tunnel such that the plate spanned the whole working section. Due to bluff body separation effects, a super-elliptical edge of a nominal major radius of 114 mm was mounted to the leading edge of the flat plate. In addition, a circulation flap was also mounted to the trailing edge of the plate to minimize any circulation developed over the plate. The walls of the test section were also adjusted as appropriate to result in a zero-pressure gradient for all cases investigated. All boundary layers examined in the study were tripped using a 3 mm rod edge to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer, as recommended by Silvestri et al. (2017c).

Hot-wire anemometry was used to characterize the changes in the structures within the boundary layer due to the cavity array. The hot-wire was located 180 mm downstream from the leading edge of the array being investigated. This location was selected as it was close to the trailing edge of the array where the maximum effect was recorded (Silvestri et al., 2016). The experimental measurements were made with a TSI IFA 300 CTA system, using a single platinum-plated tungsten wire of 5 μm in diameter and 1.25 mm in length. The over-heat ratio was selected to be 1.8, while the operating temperature was 230°C. This provided sufficient sensitivity as discussed by Silvestri et al. (2017a). Each measurement was repeated three times at 20 × 10^3 Hz for 15 s to ensure repeatability. This equates a sample interval of 0.83 < Δt < 2.82, which exceeds the minimum time scale for energetic turbulent fluctuations (τe = 3) (Hutchins et al., 2009). Furthermore, the sampling frequency is approximately 100 times the frequency of the bursting events (f^u = 0.04) as defined by Blackwelder and Hartonidis (1983), aliasing was not a problem, as previously discussed by Silvestri et al. (2016).

To investigate the geometry of the cavity array’s effect on the turbulent boundary layer, two arrays were constructed (Fig. 2). The cavity arrays were aligned with the streamwise direction and were designed for a Reynolds number equal to Reθ = 1.93 × 10^3, where Reθ = uθ/ν (Silvestri et al., 2017a).
The dimensions of the array were calculated by the method specified by Lockerby (2001), Silvestri et al. (2016), and Silvestri et al. (2017a). This resulted in a cavity array with an orifice diameter of 1.2 mm, a streamwise space of 15 mm between each row of cavities, and a spanwise space of 3 mm between each column of cavities. The specific calculations are extensively detailed in Silvestri et al. (2017a). Furthermore, the cavity array plates were manufactured with one plate having an orifice length of 4 mm and the other selected to be 2 mm, as detailed in Table I.

For this paper, four different backing cavities were investigated, as detailed in Table I. This was achieved by using backing faces with different geometries to restrict the total volume of the backing cavity. This equated to backing cavity depths of 0 mm, 5 mm, 25 mm, and 50 mm.

To ensure the accuracy of the hotwire anemometry system, a comparison with previously published data has also been included. Figure 3 shows the non-dimensional mean velocity profile at $Re_\theta = 3771$, which has been compared against Marusic and Kunkel (2003), Schlatter and Orlu (2010), and

### Table I. Summary of cavity volume ($V^*$) and orifice length parameters ($l^*$) used in the investigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backing cavity depth</th>
<th>$V^*$ at $Re_\theta = 1927$</th>
<th>$V^*$ at $Re_\theta = 2939$</th>
<th>$V^*$ at $Re_\theta = 3771$</th>
<th>$l^*$ at $Re_\theta = 1927$</th>
<th>$l^*$ at $Re_\theta = 2939$</th>
<th>$l^*$ at $Re_\theta = 3771$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 mm orifice length</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 mm orifice length</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 mm backing cavity depth</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 mm backing cavity depth</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 mm backing cavity depth</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$9.6 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mm backing cavity depth</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.9 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A maximum error of 9.2%, 7.6%, and 0.5%, respectively, occurs at the points in the viscous sub region. This small discrepancy is deemed negligible as reported by the earlier results of Silvestri et al. (2016; 2017a; and 2017b) where a maximum error of 1.5%, 1%, and 0.5% occurs in the logarithmic region.

The velocity measurements were non-dimensionalised for comparison using the viscous length scale ($\frac{\delta^+}{\nu}$). The friction velocity ($u_\tau$) was calculated via an iterative process defined by Kendall and Koochesfahani (2006) which used a varying $u_\tau$ to curve fit the logarithmic region of the experimental hot-wire data with the log law expression defined by Clauser (1956). The results were shown to provide accurate estimates with a maximum discrepancy of 0.2% (Fig. 4), the details of which can be found in Table II.

The effect that the orifice length of the cavity array has on the turbulent boundary layer was also investigated for lengths of $l^* = 67$ and $l^* = 133$. Figure 6 shows the turbulence intensity profile at $Re_\theta = 1927$ and $V^* = 1.4 \times 10^5$. At this Reynolds number, both arrays ($l^* = 67$ and $l^* = 133$) provided a turbulence intensity reduction equal to 4.2%. Unlike the sensitivity to backing cavity volume, the results

### Table II. Reynolds number and boundary layer parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Re_\theta$ ($Re_\omega = \frac{\omega l}{v}$)</th>
<th>$5.30 \times 10^3$</th>
<th>$8.50 \times 10^3$</th>
<th>$1.18 \times 10^6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{\omega}$ ($Re_{\omega} = \frac{\omega l}{v}$)</td>
<td>2521</td>
<td>3751</td>
<td>4913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_\theta$ ($Re_\omega = \frac{\omega l}{v}$)</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>2939</td>
<td>3771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction velocity ($u_\tau$)</td>
<td>0.50 m/s</td>
<td>0.61 m/s</td>
<td>0.92 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous length scale ($\frac{\delta^+}{\nu}$)</td>
<td>$3.00 \times 10^{-4}$ m</td>
<td>$2.59 \times 10^{-3}$ m</td>
<td>$1.63 \times 10^{-2}$ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. EFFECTS OF THE BACKING CAVITY VOLUME AND ORIFICE LENGTH ON THE STREAMWISE VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE INTENSITY PROFILE

Figure 5 shows the streamwise and turbulence intensity profiles downstream of the cavity array and the unaltered turbulent boundary layer for comparison at a Reynolds number of $Re_\theta = 1927$. Changing the depth of the backing cavity appears to have no significant effect on the streamwise mean velocity as demonstrated in Fig. 5(a) for four different cavity depths. This gives the authors confidence in using a curve fit approach to calculate the canonical friction velocity; as it appears, the logarithmic region in streamwise velocity profile is unaffected by the control method. The turbulence intensity figure on the other hand clearly shows a turbulence energy reduction [Fig. 5(b)]. The results show that at a backing cavity volume equal to $V^* = 1.4 \times 10^5$, the maximum turbulence intensity reduction was equal to 4.2% within the logarithmic region $15 < y^* < 200$. The volume of the backing cavity was also decreased to $V^* = 7 \times 10^4$ and $V^* = 1.4 \times 10^5$, where the turbulence intensity reduction values were shown to decrease to values of 3.6% and 2.7%, respectively. Furthermore, for the case of the backing cavity being removed ($V^* = 0$), the reduction was shown to be negligible for the turbulence intensity.
The turbulence intensity profiles downstream of the cavity array at $Re_\theta$ = 2939 show a clear turbulence energy reduction. Figure 7 shows that when the backing cavity was equal to $V^* = 1.9 \times 10^6$ the maximum turbulence intensity reduction was equal to 6.4% within the logarithmic region $30 < y^+ < 200$. The backing cavity provided reduction capabilities of 3.4% and 4% at a backing cavity volume of $V^* = 1.9 \times 10^5$ and $V^* = 9.6 \times 10^5$, respectively. Furthermore, similar to the results at $Re_\theta = 1927$, the backing cavity was removed ($V^* = 0$) and the reduction disappeared and no effect was recorded.

Figure 8 shows the turbulence intensity profile at $Re_\theta = 2939$ when investigating the length of the orifice effect on the turbulent energy reduction at $V^* = 1.9 \times 10^5$. Both arrays ($l^* = 81$ and $l^* = 162$) provided a turbulence intensity reduction equal to 6.4%.

The turbulence intensity profiles downstream of the investigated cavity array was also obtained at $Re_\theta = 3771$. Figure 9 shows that at a backing cavity volume equal to $V^* = 3.1 \times 10^5$ the turbulence intensity reduction was equal to 5.6%. When the volume of the backing cavity was decreased to $V^* = 3.1 \times 10^5$ and $V^* = 1.5 \times 10^5$, the turbulence intensity reduction value was shown to decrease to values of 3% and 3.2%, respectively. Figure 10 shows the turbulence intensity profile at $Re_\theta = 3771$ when investigating the cavity array orifice length effect on the turbulent energy reduction at $V^* = 3.1 \times 10^5$. Both arrays ($l^* = 123$ and $l^* = 245$) provided a turbulence intensity reduction equal to 5.6%. Consequently, the orifice length of the cavity array has negligible effect in modifying the ability of the cavity array to reduce the turbulence intensity of the boundary layer within the range of $l^*$ investigated, while the volume of the backing cavity has a significant effect on the possible reduction achieved by the passive application of the cavity array.

Sections IV–VI intend to investigate the higher order statistics of the flow, which includes the sweep event structures and the pre-multiplied power energy spectral. The results will consequently analyze the effect of the backing cavity volume and orifice length of the cavity array on controlling the boundary layer.
IV. EFFECTS OF THE CAVITY GEOMETRY ON THE COHERENT STRUCTURES

The variable interval time averaging (VITA) technique, initially applied by Blackwell and Kaplan (1976), is used to detect the changes in the turbulent boundary layer associated with sweep and ejection events. The structures are detected by calculating the VITA of the streamwise velocity fluctuations using the method specified by Silvestri et al. (2017a),

\[ \hat{u}(t, T_W) = \frac{1}{T_W} \int_{T_W}^{2T_W} u(s) ds, \]  
\[ \text{Var}(t, T_W) = \hat{u}^2(t, T_W) - \left[ \hat{u}(t, T_W) \right]^2, \]  
\[ \text{Var}(t) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} \hat{u}^2(t) dt. \]

If the local variance, \( \text{Var}(t, T_W) \) is greater than the variance of the entire signal \( \text{Var}(t) \), a sweep or ejection event is considered to have occurred. The detection function, \( D(t) \), which has been previously defined by Whalley (2011) and Silvestri et al. (2017a) can be used to differentiate between the coherent structures,

\[ D(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k \text{Var}(t) \frac{du}{dt} > 0 \quad \text{(sweep event)}, \\ 0 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) < k \text{Var}(t) \frac{du}{dt} < 0 \quad \text{(no event)}, \\ -1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k \text{Var}(t) \frac{du}{dt} < 0 \quad \text{(ejection event)}. \end{cases} \]

The averaged VITA events reveal the intensity and duration of the sweep events. Decreased duration or intensity of the events reveals a decrease in the turbulence energy production. A total of 500-1200 ensembles were used in each VITA analysis. All cases investigated performed the analysis at approximately a \( T^+ \) value equal to 100, which corresponds to the area of the boundary layer where the maximum turbulence intensity reduction occurred.

A. \( Re_θ = 1927 \)

The initial results at \( Re_θ = 1927 \) show a reduction in the intensity of the sweep events downstream of the cavity array investigated. Figure 11 shows the effect of the varying backing cavity volume on the sweep events. This figure reveals a maximum reduction in sweep intensity by 4.5% when the largest backing cavity volume \( V^+ = 1.4 \times 10^5 \) is used. The other backing cavity volumes \( V^+ = 1.4 \times 10^5 \) and \( V^+ = 7 \times 10^5 \) also reduced the sweep intensity but by a smaller amount of 2.1% and 2.3%, respectively. However, what is even more interesting from this figure is that when the cavity array had no backing cavity volume \( (V^+ = 0) \) a slight increase in the sweep intensity occurred. This was shown to be approximately 1.2% as indicated in Fig. 11. The duration of \( T^+ = 20 \), however, is not affected significantly for any of the arrangements investigated.

Figure 12 shows the effect of the cavity array orifice length on the sweep events at \( V^+ = 1.4 \times 10^5 \). This figure demonstrates a maximum reduction in intensity by 4.5% and 4.2% for \( l^+ = 67 \) and \( l^+ = 133 \), respectively, at \( Re_θ = 1927 \). This result demonstrates near identical reduction values irrespective of the selected cavity array orifice length. Consequently, similar to the section detailing turbulence intensity, it appears that the orifice length of the cavity array has a negligible effect in modifying the ability of the cavity array to reduce the coherent structures in the boundary layer within the range of \( l^+ \) investigated. The duration of \( T^+ = 20 \) is not affected significantly by any of the arrangements investigated.

B. \( Re_θ = 2937 \)

When increasing the Reynolds number to \( Re_θ = 2937 \), a reduction in the intensity of the sweep events downstream of the cavity array was also recorded. Figure 13 shows the effect of varying the backing cavity volume on the sweep events, with results similar to those found at \( Re_θ = 1927 \). A maximum reduction in sweep intensity by 5.2% was achieved when using the largest backing cavity volume \( V^+ = 1.9 \times 10^5 \). As
observed at Re₀ = 1927, a reduction in the sweep intensity of 1.7% and 2.9% was observed with the smaller backing cavity volumes (V⁺ = 1.9 × 10⁶ and V⁺ = 9.6 × 10⁵), respectively. Furthermore, when the cavity array had no backing cavity volume (V⁺ = 0), a slight increase in the sweep intensity occurred once again. This was shown to be approximately 1.7% as indicated in Fig. 13.

Figure 14 shows the effect of the cavity array orifice length on the sweep events at Re₀ = 2937 and V⁺ = 1.9 × 10⁶. This figure demonstrates a maximum reduction in intensity by 5.7% and 5.2% for lᵀ = 81 and lᵀ = 162, respectively. This result demonstrates near identical reduction values irrespective of the selected cavity array orifice length. This was also seen at Re₀ = 1927 and throughout Sec. III and validates that the orifice length of the cavity array has negligible effect in modifying the ability of the cavity array to reduce the coherent structures in the boundary layer within the range of lᵀ investigated.

C. Re₀ = 3771

At a Reynolds number of Re₀ = 3771, a reduction in the intensity of the sweep events downstream of the cavity array was also recorded. Figure 15 shows the effect of the varying backing cavity volume on the sweep events, where a maximum reduction in sweep intensity by 5.7% was achieved when using the largest backing cavity volume (V⁺ = 3.1 × 10⁶). The other backing cavity volumes (V⁺ = 3.1 × 10⁵ and V⁺ = 1.5 × 10⁶) were also shown to be capable of reducing the sweep intensity by 3.6% and 4%, respectively. Furthermore, at V⁺ = 0 (the backing cavity was removed), the reduction was shown to be approximately 1.7%.

Figure 16 shows the effect of the cavity array orifice length on the sweep events at Re₀ = 3771 and V⁺ = 3.1 × 10⁶. This figure demonstrates a maximum reduction in intensity by 6.3% and 5.7% for lᵀ = 123 and lᵀ = 245, respectively. This result demonstrates near identical reduction values irrespective of the selected cavity array orifice length.

V. EFFECTS OF THE CAVITY GEOMETRY ON THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER

The average pre-multiplied energy spectrums of multiple velocity histories at the three different Reynolds numbers have also been investigated. The streamwise pre-multiplied energy spectra are defined as \( \Psi_\tau = \frac{k_\tau}{\omega_\tau^3} \) (where \( K_\tau \) is the streamwise wavenumber). The locations have all been selected to be below y = 200, where the buffer and logarithmic regions are located and consequently a significant proportion of the turbulent energy production (Kline et al., 1967). From Fig. 17, it can be seen that a significant reduction is occurring in the lower to mid-wavelength values \( \lambda_1 < 1200 \) at Re₀ = 1927, which are commonly associated with the small-scale eddies. At \( V^+ = 1.4 \times 10^6 \), the largest reduction occurs, where the average energy spectrum was approximately 8.3%. The other backing cavity volumes (V⁺ = 1.4 × 10⁵ and V⁺ = 7 × 10⁴) show a diminished reduction, reducing the energy spectrum by a maximum of 3.1% and 5.4%, respectively. When the cavity array had no backing cavity volume (V⁺ = 0), no
change in the energy spectrum could be observed, demonstrating a similar effect as shown throughout this paper with 1% increase.

Figure 18 plots the orifice length’s effect on the turbulent energy reduction at $V^* = 1.4 \times 10^6$. The results demonstrate near identical reduction values irrespective of the selected cavity array orifice length, where an average reduction of 6.7% and 8.3% for $l^* = 67$ and $l^* = 133$ is observed, respectively.

Figure 19 shows the energy spectrum at $Re_\theta = 2937$, where it can be seen once again that a significant reduction is occurring at the low and mid-range wavelength values, associated with the small coherent structures. At $V^* = 1.9 \times 10^6$, the largest backing cavity for this Reynolds number, the largest reduction occurs, where the maximum value achieved is approximately 13.4%. The other backing cavity volumes ($V^* = 1.9 \times 10^6$ and $V^* = 9.6 \times 10^5$) show a diminished reduction, reducing the energy spectrum by a maximum of 5.4% and 7.3%, respectively. With no backing cavity volume ($V^* = 0$), negligible change in the energy spectrum could be observed, demonstrating a similar effect as the other Reynolds number investigated ($Re_\theta = 1927$). Figure 20 also shows the effect of the cavity array orifice length on the turbulent energy reduction at $V^* = 1.9 \times 10^6$. Figure 20 demonstrates near identical reduction values irrespective of the selected cavity array orifice length. This figure demonstrates a maximum reduction of 13.2% and 13.4% for $l^* = 81$ and $l^* = 162$, respectively.

Figure 21 shows the energy spectrum at $Re_\theta = 3771$, where it can be seen that a significant reduction is occurring in the low and mid-range wavelength values once again. At $V^* = 3.1 \times 10^6$, the largest backing cavity for this Reynolds number, the largest reduction occurs, where the maximum value achieved is approximately 13.4%. For the other backing cavity volumes ($V^* = 3.1 \times 10^5$ and $V^* = 1.5 \times 10^6$), the energy spectrum is shown to be reduced by a maximum 5.4% and 7.3%, respectively. With no backing cavity volume ($V^* = 0$), negligible change in the energy spectrum could be observed, demonstrating a similar effect as the other Reynolds number investigated ($Re_\theta = 1927$ and $Re_\theta = 2937$). Figure 22 shows the effect of the cavity array orifice length on the turbulent energy reduction at $V^* = 3.1 \times 10^6$, which demonstrates similar reduction values irrespective of the selected
cavity array orifice length. A maximum reduction of 13.2% and 13.4% for \( l^+ = 123 \) and \( l^+ = 245 \), respectively, are achieved.

The results throughout this section show a significant trend between the two Reynolds numbers. As mentioned previously, the reduction is predominantly in the low and mid-range wavelengths (small-scale structures). However, at the higher wavelengths, an increase is noticed between the no control and control cases. This result suggests that the cavity array redistributes the energy from the smaller scale structures into the larger sized structures associated with the high wavelengths. However, as the coherent structures are responsible for the shear stresses in the near wall region, the passive cavity array results in a net turbulent energy reduction at the locations discussed above.

VI. DISCUSSION

Micro-cavities have been shown to have a significant effect in modifying the coherent structures located in the turbulent boundary layer. The reduction in the sweep events causes the turbulence intensity to decrease, as the structures are more violent at the smaller scales and hence reducing the energy at this scale, results in a reduction in turbulence intensity. It was initially hypothesised that the cavities would reduce the turbulent structures in the boundary layer by capturing the sweep events and disrupting the bursting process in the boundary layer. An attempt was then made in this paper to determine what happened to the sweep events when they were captured. The initial hypothesis from the authors suggested that the cavity array was weakening the structure of the captured sweep events by dampening the energy of the events through the friction loses in the cavity array and the large volume of the backing cavity below the array itself (Silvestri et al., 2017b). It is shown that at each Reynolds number studied, no reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity, and the energy spectrum was observed when the backing cavity was absent. Furthermore, the reduction in sweep intensity was shown to increase as the volume of the backing cavity approached \( V^+ = \infty \), as demonstrated in Fig. 23. This result suggests that the losses for a very short length cavity are negligible. Therefore, without the backing cavity, the passive cavity array is not able to control the coherent structures in the boundary layer. The impedance of the passive micro-cavities would be so high without a backing cavity that there would be effectively no flow and hence no losses through the system. The reduction is consequently shown to increase as the volume of the backing cavity is increased due to the fact that the impedance of the system would also decrease causing the flow to be more effective at being drawn into the cavity array. This finding is also supported by the results of the cavity array orifice length on the reduction achieved by the passive control device. The two arrays with different orifice lengths (\( l^+ = 67 \) and \( l^+ = 133 \)) had near identical results for turbulence intensity (4.2% reduction), sweep VITA analysis (4.5% and 4.2% reduction), and their corresponding energy spectrum (8.3% reduction). This behavior was observed at the other two Reynolds numbers (\( Re_\theta = 2937 \) and \( Re_\theta = 3771 \)) demonstrating a pattern suggesting the orifice length of the cavity array has negligible effect in modifying the reduction capabilities of the cavity array. This would once again suggest that the losses for a short cavity are negligible and explain why changing the orifice length of the cavity array had no effect.

However, the authors believe that they have identified another possible mechanism that influences the coherent structures. Once an event enters the cavity array, the energy of the single event is possibly redistributed across all orifices in the cavity array. This mechanism would result in a sweep event being removed from the boundary layer and disrupting the bursting process. However, to maintain a balance of momentum, the energy is redistributed into the boundary layer across all cavities in the array. As the sweep event has such a small amount of energy (small wavelengths), when redistributed across all holes, the resulting ejection of energy back into the boundary layer is negligible and has no detrimental effect on the turbulent energy of the near wall region. This mechanism is also supported by the results obtained in this paper. By having no backing cavity, this redistribution cannot occur. Furthermore, changing the orifice length of the cavity array will have negligible effect on the hypothesis described, which is supported by the results obtained. The orifice length of the cavity array does not influence the capture of the coherent

![FIG. 23. Average VITA event intensity reduction with respect to the volume of the backing cavity at \( V^+ = 100 \). (*black) \( Re_\theta = 1927 \), (o(blue)) \( Re_\theta = 2939 \), (+(red)) \( Re_\theta = 3771 \).](image-url)
structures, which was already identified by Silvestri et al. (2017a) as being based on the diameter of the cavities and the streamwise and spanwise spacing.

The results pertaining to the volume of the backing cavity are also viable with the method specified previously. With a smaller backing cavity volume, the authors have identified that the impedance would increase. An increase in impedance would consequently cause the sweep events to have more difficulty in traversing the backing cavity as there is effectively no flow as mentioned previously. As a result, the authors suspect that in the cases of a smaller volume the sweep events are redistributed over a reduced amount of cavities due to the high impedance of the flow. Therefore, the results support a nonlinear reduction in turbulence intensity with increasing cavity volume. However, there will likely be an upper limit in the cavity volume to achieve maximum reduction, which was beyond the scope of this paper. Future work endeavours to determine the method in which the reduction in the turbulence energy production occurs as well as determining the upper limit of the cavity volume.

VII. SUMMARY

Two plates of varying orifice length and four different backing cavity volumes were considered, at three different Reynolds numbers. The features of each boundary layer investigated were considered using a hotwire anemometry system located downstream of the arrays investigated. The results were used to evaluate the streamwise and turbulence intensity profile, coherent structures properties, and the pre-multiplied energy spectrum.

The results from this work specified different parameters to consider while implementing the flow control technique. The volume of the backing cavity had significant effect on the turbulent energy in the boundary layer, while the orifice length of the cavity array had negligible effects on altering the control devices sweep attenuation capabilities. The data support a nonlinear reduction in turbulence intensity with increasing cavity volume. However, there will likely be an upper limit in the cavity volume to achieve the maximum turbulence energy and sweep attenuation possible, which was not found in this paper.

The conclusions found in this work are based on altering both the backing cavity volume and cavity array orifice length. Future work aims to focus on the results when an infinite backing cavity is present to determine the upper limit of the reduction, as well as analyzing the physical mechanism by which the reduction is achieved and what occurs inside the backing cavity when a coherent structure is captured. This could be accomplished by supplementing the measurements from this investigation with numerical modeling results to quantify the change in the captured structures. The results presented here are only the beginning of the development of the knowledge required for this area of work.
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Chapter 6

Mechanism behind the control achieved by the micro-cavity array

6.1 Paper 4: Mechanism of sweep event attenuation using micro-cavities in a turbulent boundary layer

To further explore the micro-cavity array as a technique to control the turbulent boundary layer an extensive experimental analysis was performed on the backing cavity of the cavity array. The mechanism for the attenuation of captured sweep events was analysed, as well as the non-linear relationship between the volume of the backing cavity and the reduction in sweep intensity found in the previous chapter.

In this chapter a single cavity array was analysed, with two different types of backing cavity. The first group of backing cavities were identical to the models investigated in the previous chapters. This resulted in the orifices in the cavity array sharing a common backing cavity, allowing each orifice to be connected with one another through the backing volume. The second group on the other hand utilised a mesh design which
decoupled the orifices and prevented flow through the orifices interacting via the backing cavity. The results show that the maximum reduction in sweep intensity of 7% was obtained when $Re_\theta = 3771$ and both cases (common backing cavity and individual backing cavities) were capable of producing flow control with very similar behaviour and results.

Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the non-linear relationship between sweep event intensity reduction and cavity volume reached an upper limit in this investigation. The energy spectrum was significantly reduced, by up to 12.5%, in the low and mid-range wavelength values ($\lambda_x^+ < 10^4$), which is commonly associated with the coherent structures.

Consequently this chapter aims to resolve several of the gaps left in previous chapters. More specifically, the mechanism by which the cavity array achieves a reduction of the coherent structures, as well as the backing volume for the optimal attenuation of turbulent structures.
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Mechanism of sweep event attenuation using micro-cavities in a turbulent boundary layer
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Cavity arrays have been identified as a potential passive device to disrupt and capture sweep events, which are responsible for the excess Reynolds stresses in the boundary layer. In the present study, the mechanism of the attenuation of captured sweep events has been analyzed, as well as the non-linear relationship between the volume of the backing cavity and the reduction in sweep intensity. The influence of cavity array on the turbulent boundary layer has been analyzed, with a total of six different backing cavity arrangements with varying volumes. Three of the backing cavities have been used to determine the non-linear relationship between the effectiveness of the cavity array in reducing sweep intensity and the volume of the backing cavity. The other three have been used to determine the mechanism by which the arrays manipulate the captured sweep events. The pre-multiplied energy spectra of multiple velocity histories were significantly reduced, by up to 12.5%, in the low and mid-range wavelength values (\(\lambda_x < 10^3\)), which is associated with the coherent structures. The results show that the maximum reduction in sweep intensity of approximately 7% may be obtained when \(Re_0 = 3771\). It has been demonstrated that the non-linear relationship between sweep event intensity reduction and cavity volume has reached an upper limit in this investigation. Results from this study have revealed that the cavity array weakens the sweep intensity of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the cavity array and also in the large volume of the backing cavity. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5026130

NOMENCLATURE

- \(d\) cavity diameter (mm)
- \(D\) backing cavity depth (mm)
- \(k\) variable-interval time-averaging (VITA) threshold
- \(K_x\) streamwise wavenumber
- \(Re_{uc}\) Reynolds number based on friction velocity
- \(Re_\theta\) Reynolds number based on momentum thickness
- \(t\) time (s)
- \(T_{av}\) averaging duration (s)
- \(T_W\) window length (s)
- \(TU\) turbulence intensity
- \(L\) orifice length (mm)
- \(u\) streamwise flow velocity (m/s)
- \(u_\tau\) friction velocity (m/s)
- \(\bar{u}\) local mean of the streamwise velocity (m/s)
- \(V\) volume of backing cavity (m³)
- \(\overline{\delta'}\) variance
- \(x\) x-distance (streamwise) (m)
- \(y\) y-distance (wall-normal direction) (m)
- \(z\) z-distance (spanwise) (m)

Superscripts

- \(+\) viscous time scale \((\frac{\nu}{\nu'})\) or viscous length scale \((\frac{x^2}{\nu'})\)

Symbols

- \(\lambda_x\) streamwise wavelength (m)
- \(\delta'^+\) displacement thickness (mm)
- \(\Psi\) pre-multiplied energy spectrum
- \(\nu\) kinematic viscosity (m/s²)

I. INTRODUCTION

Skin friction drag is an important problem for many applications found in the world. Such examples include the aerospace industry where the skin friction drag on aircraft is estimated to be approximately 50% of the total drag (Gad-el Hak, 1994; Matec, 2000; and Qin et al., 2017). Consequently, significant research has been undertaken by many to reduce the influence of skin friction drag in turbulent boundary layers through the use of flow control. Two passive mechanisms to control the turbulent boundary layer explored recently are riblets (Walsh, 1983; Choi, 1987; 1989; García-Mayoral and Jiménez, 2011; Greidanus et al., 2015; Benschop and Breugem, 2017; and Kevin et al., 2017) and Helmholtz resonators (Ghanadi et al., 2014a; 2014b; 2015; and Ghanadi, 2015). In the case of riblets, these are aligned in the flow direction and restrict the streamwise structures in the spanwise direction by acting as small fences. This
technique was shown to be successful in reducing the skin friction drag by 8% (Walsh, 1983). Similar to the synthetic jet, a flow excited Helmholtz resonator was used by Ghanadi et al., 2014a; 2014b; and 2015 to provide a jet of suction and ejection to target the ejection and sweep events, respectively. However, unlike the synthetic jet, the device is completely passive and its driving mechanism is provided by the grazing flow. The Helmholtz resonator targets the coherent structures directly and resulted in a 11% and 5% reduction in the intensity and duration of the targeted structures (Ghanadi et al., 2014a; 2014b; 2015; and Ghanadi, 2015). However, results from the work of Ghanadi et al. (2014b) suggested a possible reduction of the intensity and duration by 5% and 8%, respectively, even when the resonator was not activated by the grazing flow leading to the potential of using such a device to achieve sweep attenuation without the need of suction and blowing.

As such, micro-cavities have received significant attention in the past for sound absorption (Maa, 1998) and drag reduction (Choi and Fujisawa, 1993). More recently Silvestri et al. (2016; 2017a; 2017b; and 2017d) investigated the effect of micro-cavities on the coherent structures in the turbulent boundary layer. Their technique utilises a cavity array which targets the flow normal to the wall, i.e., the coherent structures (ejection and sweep events) (Robinson, 1991). It has been hypothesised by Silvestri et al. (2017a) that targeting these structures can result in the disruption of the bursting cycle responsible for the shear stresses in the near wall region. This is achieved during the inrush of the sweep events toward the wall where the structure is broken up when it enters a single orifice in the cavity array. This results in the next ejection event being delayed as a weakened sweep event is present to push the slower moving fluid away from the wall (ejection event). Silvestri et al. (2016; 2017a) have subsequently demonstrated this potential application of the passive micro-arrays in controlling the turbulent boundary layer, where a maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensity by 13% and 14%, respectively, was achieved. Furthermore, Silvestri et al. (2017a) also showed the effect of the orifice diameter on the reduction capabilities. It was shown that when the orifice diameter was less than 20 times the viscous length scale, the sweep events were restricted and no events were captured by the array. However at an orifice diameter of 145 times the viscous length scale, separation of the shear layer occurs, causing an increase in the turbulence energy production in the near wall region. It was demonstrated that the optimal orifice diameter to achieve the maximum flow control is 60 times the viscous length scale.

In addition to the work on optimising the external geometry of the cavity array (orifice diameter), significant research has also been conducted on determining the effect of the internal geometry (orifice length and backing cavity volume). It was shown by Silvestri et al. (2017d) that the orifice length of the cavity array had a negligible effect on the reduction of the turbulent energy by the cavity array. This was in direct contrast to the backing cavity volume, which improved the flow control capabilities with larger reductions in the turbulence and sweep intensity as well as the energy spectrum when the volume was increased. However one of the biggest limitations from their study was the limited number of experimental cases to identify the non-linear relationship between increasing cavity volume and sweep intensity reduction. While it was hypothesised that the relationship would plateau and reach an upper limit, no evidence was provided.

Furthermore, Silvestri et al. (2017d) focused on determining the physical mechanism that occurs once a sweep event is captured by the cavity array. The authors were able to provide two hypotheses that were supported by the relevant literature. The initial hypothesis from the authors suggests that the cavity array was weakening the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the orifice and the large volume of the backing cavity installed below the array. The additional hypothesis from the authors also suggests that once a sweep event enters the cavity array, the energy of the single event is redistributed across all orifices in the cavity array. This would result in a sweep event being removed from the boundary layer and disrupting the bursting process.

Therefore, the motivation of this research is to provide the required experimental analysis to review the gaps left unanswered in previous work (Silvestri et al., 2017d). The present work provides a detailed experimental analysis that ultimately determines which hypothesis from previous work accurately defines the mechanism of the cavity array once a sweep event is captured. Furthermore, the non-linear relationship between increasing cavity volume and flow control is further investigated to provide an upper limit in the cavity volume to achieve the maximum possible turbulence energy and sweep attenuation. The characteristics of the array and the details of the experimental setup will be discussed in Secs. II–VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

All experiments were undertaken in a closed-loop wind tunnel located at the University of Adelaide. The wind tunnel has a low turbulence intensity with an average free stream turbulence intensity of 0.5% for all experiments conducted in this study. A flat plate test section was installed in the working section of the wind tunnel, with a width of 0.5 m and a length of 2 m as shown in Fig. 1. The walls of the test section
were fixed at the leading edge and adjusted downstream to ensure a zero pressure gradient, while a recirculation flap was installed at the trailing edge of the working section to ensure minimal circulation development over the plate. Furthermore, to minimise any possible flow separation effects due to bluff body separation, a super-elliptical leading edge, with a nominal major radius of 114 mm, was attached to the leading edge. All boundary layers examined in the study were tripped using a 3 mm rod edge to ensure a fully developed turbulent boundary layer, as recommended previously by Silvestri et al. (2017c).

A constant temperature hot-wire anemometry (CTA) downstream of the cavity array was used to characterise the changes in the turbulent boundary layer. The hot-wire anemometer was located 180 mm downstream from the leading edge of the array, which itself was located 845 mm downstream from the 3 mm rod used to trip the boundary layer. This location was selected as it was close to the trailing edge of the cavity array where the maximum effect of the cavity array was recorded (Silvestri et al., 2016). All streamwise velocity measurements were made with a TSI IFA 300 CTA system, using a single platinum-plated tungsten wire of 5 \( \mu \)m in diameter, 1.25 mm in length, and an offset prong of 1.8 mm. The over-heat ratio was selected to be 1.8, while the operating temperature was 230 \(^\circ\)C. This resulted in a length-to-diameter ratio of the hot-wire sensor exceeding 200 to minimise attenuation due to end conduction (Ligrani and Bradshaw, 1987). This provided sufficient sensitivity during measurements as discussed by Silvestri et al. (2017a). Each measurement was repeated three times at \( 40 \times 10^3 \) Hz for 15 s to ensure repeatability. This resulted in a sample interval between \( 0.42 < \Delta t^+ < 1.41 \), which remains below the minimum time scale for energetic turbulent fluctuations (\( t^+ \approx 3 \)) as reported by Hutchins et al. (2009).

The cavity array remained the same for all cases investigated, while a variety of backing cavity arrangements were considered. Following the findings and benchmarks of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>( V^+ ) at ( Re_B = 2939 )</th>
<th>( V^+ ) at ( Re_B = 3771 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( D = 25 \text{ mm} )</td>
<td>( 2.05 \times 10^6 )</td>
<td>( 3 \times 10^6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D = 50 \text{ mm} )</td>
<td>( 3.1 \times 10^6 )</td>
<td>( 4.5 \times 10^6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D = 75 \text{ mm} )</td>
<td>( 4.1 \times 10^6 )</td>
<td>( 6 \times 10^6 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. Summary of the cavity array arrangements used in this investigation.**

FIG. 2. Schematic of the cavity array.

FIG. 3. Schematic of cavity array with a common backing cavity, with isometric view of the backing cavity.
previous research (Silvestri et al., 2016; 2017a; 2017b; and 2017d) and design guidelines recommended by Lockerby (2001), the cavity array was manufactured to the specifications outlined in Fig. 2. This resulted in a cavity array with an orifice diameter of 1.2 mm \((d' \approx 60)\), a streamwise spacing of 15 mm \((x' \approx 750)\) between each row of cavities, and a spanwise spacing of 3 mm \((z' \approx 150)\). These viscous length scales correspond to the most optimal boundary layer control as previously discussed by Silvestri et al. (2017a).

Two groups of backing cavities at three different depths were investigated as shown in Table I. The first group of backing cavities are near identical to the previous models investigated by Silvestri et al. (2017d), as shown in Fig. 3. The orifices in the cavity array share a common backing cavity allowing each orifice to communicate with one another through the backing volume. The second group of the investigated backing cavity arrangements utilises a mesh design (Fig. 4) to prohibit the flow being captured by each individual cavity to interact. This design converts the previously common backing volume into an uncoupled backing cavity, which allows each individual orifice to have its own individual backing volume (Fig. 4). The first group of arrays, which are utilising a common backing cavity, are being used to determine the non-linear relationship between sweep intensity reduction and backing cavity volume. The second group of arrays, utilising an uncoupled backing cavity will be ultimately used to determine which hypothesis from previous work (Silvestri et al., 2017b; 2017d) accurately defines the mechanism of the cavity array once a sweep event has been captured.

All streamwise velocity measurements throughout this investigation were non-dimensionalised using the viscous length scale \((\nu u_\tau)\) and friction velocity \((u_\tau)\). This was achieved by applying an initial estimation of the friction velocity \((u_\tau)\)

![FIG. 4. Schematic of cavity array with individual backing cavities via use of a mesh, with isometric view of the backing mesh.](image)

![FIG. 5. Mean velocity profile of the boundary layer at Reθ = 3771. (+ [red]) Experimental flat plate results in this work, (o [black]) data from Schlatter and Örlü (2010) at Reθ = 4064.](image)
of the turbulent boundary layer. An iterative process defined by Kendall and Koochesfahani (2006) and applied by Ghanadi et al. (2014a; 2014b) and Silvestri et al. (2017a; 2017c; and 2017d) was used to estimate the friction velocity. The process uses a varying τr to curve fit the logarithmic region of the experimental hot-wire data with the Clauser (1954) log law. To validate the iterative process, the experimental data have been compared to previously published data by Schlatter and Örlü (2010). Figure 5 shows the non-dimensional mean velocity profile at Reθ = 3771, which has been compared against the work of Schlatter and Örlü (2010). As shown in Fig. 5, the measured boundary layer matches the previously published data very closely (maximum streamwise velocity error in the logarithmic region by less than 1%). The experimental data from the work of Schlatter and Örlü (2010) deviate slightly from the experimental results from this investigation, which is associated with the difference in Reynolds numbers.

III. STREAMWISE VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE INTENSITY PROFILE

The streamwise velocity and turbulence intensity profiles of the turbulent boundary layer were measured downstream of the cavity array and the unaltered turbulent boundary layer. This has been included to give confidence in utilising the Clauser (1954) log law curve fit approach to estimate the friction velocity and viscous length scale for both the unaltered boundary layer and the boundary layer with control. Figure 6 shows the streamwise velocity profile at the Reynolds number Reθ = 2939, where the velocity profiles of each investigated case collapse upon each other. As the boundary layers investigated (with and without control) are not significantly different, it can be assumed that the logarithmic region has a relationship with the canonical friction velocity as per a conventional turbulent boundary layer.

While the mean streamwise velocity profile of the boundary layer is unaffected by the cavity array, the turbulence intensity profile is affected. The turbulence intensity is a statistical concept that measures the magnitude of turbulence in the boundary layer. Figures 7 and 8 show the turbulence intensity profiles of the investigated boundary layers at a Reynolds number of Reθ = 2939 and Reθ = 3771, respectively. All cavity array arrangements produced a significant reduction of the turbulence intensity in the logarithmic region (50 < y* < 200) indicating a significant reduction in the velocity fluctuations. This area has been enlarged in both figures to better represent the reduction achieved and the results have been summarised.
in Table II. At $Re_{θ} = 2939$, the minimum and maximum reduction achieved are 4.7% and 7.5%, while at $Re_{θ} = 3771$ the minimum and maximum reduction achieved are 4.4% and 7.7%, respectively. While the reduction in turbulence intensity reduction varies, it can be easily seen in Figs. 7 and 8 that the cavity array is able to reduce the turbulence energy when there is no mesh present in the backing cavity (common backing cavity) and when the mesh is installed in the backing cavity (individual backing cavities). While there is no noticeable trend or change in the results, this is believed to be due to the backing volume having significantly less effect on modifying the reduction in turbulence intensity in comparison to the cavity array’s other geometric properties (Silvestri et al., 2016; 2017a; 2017b; and 2017d). The cavity array is however successful in controlling the boundary layer irrespective of the individual cavities communicating with one another, suggesting that the cavity array weakens the structure of captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction loses in the individual cavity and the volume below the array in the backing cavity. To confirm this initial finding, the higher order statistics of the boundary layer have been investigated, i.e., the magnitude, duration of the coherent structures, and the pre-multiplied energy spectrum.

**IV. MAGNITUDE AND DURATION OF THE COHERENT STRUCTURES**

The magnitude and duration of the coherent structures has also been considered in this research. To calculate the magnitude and duration of the coherent structures, the variable interval time averaging (VITA) technique, initially applied by Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976), was used to detect and measure the changes in the turbulent boundary layer associated with these structures. The VITA technique has been utilised by many researchers, but not limited to Adrian et al. (2000); Choi et al. (2011); Whalley (2011); and Ghanadi et al. (2015) and more recently by Silvestri et al. (2017a; 2017d) to detect events in the boundary layer using the definitions below, $\hat{u}(t, \Delta y)$ is defined as the local mean of the fluctuating velocity signal and

![Graph showing turbulence intensity profile](https://example.com/turbulence_graph.png)

**TABLE II. Summary of the turbulence intensity reduction achieved in this investigation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$Re_{θ} = 2939$</th>
<th>Turbulence intensity reduction (%)</th>
<th>$Re_{θ} = 3771$</th>
<th>Turbulence intensity reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D = 25$ mm</td>
<td>$2.05 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 50$ mm</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 75$ mm</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity array with individual backing cavities via use of a mesh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>$Re_{θ} = 2939$</td>
<td>Turbulence intensity reduction (%)</td>
<td>$Re_{θ} = 3771$</td>
<td>Turbulence intensity reduction (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 25$ mm</td>
<td>$2.05 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 50$ mm</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 75$ mm</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For this research, the authors have continued to use the method specified by Silvestri et al. (2017a) and Whalley (2011), using a value of 1.2 for $k$ as per the recommendations of Silvestri et al. (2017a) and Whalley (2011). If the local variance, $\text{Var}(t, T_W)$, is greater than the variance of the entire signal $k \text{Var}(t)$, a sweep or ejection event is considered to have occurred. The detection function, $D(t)$, is defined below as outlined by Whalley (2011) and Silvestri et al. (2017a):

$$D(t) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k \text{Var}(t), \quad \frac{du}{dt} > 0, \quad \text{sweep event} \\
0 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k \text{Var}(t), \quad \text{no event} \\
-1 & \text{Var}(t, T_W) > k \text{Var}(t), \quad \frac{du}{dt} < 0, \quad \text{ejection event} 
\end{cases}$$

(4)

The averaged VITA events were used to calculate the intensity and duration of the sweep events. Decreased duration or intensity of the events reveals a decrease in the turbulence energy production. Here a total of 500–980 ensembles were used in each VITA analysis dependent on the Reynolds number. All analyses were performed at approximately $V^+ = 100$, which corresponds to the location of the boundary layer where the maximum turbulence intensity reduction occurs as previously explained by Silvestri et al. (2017a).

Applying the VITA analysis to the boundary layer at a Reynolds number of $Re_{\theta} = 2939$ leads to the results found in Fig. 9. The intensity of the events is calculated based on the peak-to-peak value of the streamwise velocity of the events representing the acceleration of the detected event. A decrease in the sweep intensity coincides with a decrease in the turbulent energy production, which is desired during boundary layer control as it will reduce the shear stresses in the near wall region. Similar to the turbulence intensity results shown in Figs. 7 and 8, all cavity array configurations reduced the intensity of the sweep events (Table III), where a maximum 6.6% reduction was achieved. The reduction achieved is slightly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. Summary of the sweep intensity reduction achieved.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cavity array with a common backing cavity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$Re_{\theta} = 2939$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 25$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 50$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 75$ mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cavity array with individual backing cavities via use of a mesh</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$Re_{\theta} = 2939$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 25$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 50$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 75$ mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
larger than the previously reported value by Silvestri et al. (2017d), which was a maximum reduction of 5.7% at the same Reynolds number and configuration, but at a smaller common backing cavity volume. While the maximum value obtained in this research is higher than the results from the work of Silvestri et al. (2017d) (5.7%), the results vary very little between the two largest backing cavity volumes in this paper. At $V^+ = 4.1 \times 10^3$, the sweep intensity reduction is only shown to increase by 0.2% in comparison to the results from $V^+ = 3.1 \times 10^3$. Thus illustrating a plateau of the achieved sweep intensity reduction as the backing cavity volume is increased. Furthermore the cavity array is successful in controlling the boundary layer once again irrespective of the individual cavities communicating with one another. This consequently suggests that the cavity array weakens the structure of captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction loses in the individual cavity and the volume of below the array in the backing cavity.

The VITA analysis was also applied to the boundary layer at a Reynolds number of $Re_\theta = 3771$, the results of which are shown in Fig. 10 and summarised in Table III. Similar to the results at a $Re_\theta = 2939$, all cavity array configurations demonstrated a reduction in the intensity of the sweep events. For the larger Reynolds number, a maximum sweep intensity reduction of 7.1% was achieved. This is once again slightly larger than 5.7% reported previously by Silvestri et al. (2017d) at the same Reynolds number and configuration, but at a smaller common backing cavity volume. Similar to the previous Reynolds number ($Re_\theta = 2939$), there is strong evidence that the non-linear relationship between backing cavity volume and flow control reaches an upper limit. The two largest backing cavity volumes were once again shown to have a negligible 0.2% difference in the achieved sweep intensity reduction illustrating a limiting value for reduction achieved. Additionally the cavity array was successful in controlling the boundary layer irrespective of the individual cavities communicating with one another (Choi and Graham, 1998).

V. PRE-MULTIPLIED ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER

The average pre-multiplied energy spectra of multiple velocity histories at the different Reynolds numbers have also been investigated. For this investigation, the pre-multiplied energy spectrum is used to show the effect of the cavity array on the energy spectrum at all wavelengths, which is defined as $\Psi_\lambda = \frac{K_\lambda \cdot \text{FFT}(\omega)}{\omega^2}$ (where $K_\lambda$ is the streamwise wavenumber and $\omega$ is the frequency).

FIG. 10. Sweep VITA events at $Re_\theta = 3771$. (x [black]) No control, (o [red]) $V^+ = 3 \times 10^3$ with common backing cavity (Fig. 3), (o [blue]) $V^+ = 6 \times 10^3$ with common backing cavity (Fig. 3), (x [green]) $V^+ = 6 \times 10^6$ with common backing cavity (Fig. 3), (o [red]) $V^+ = 3 \times 10^6$ with individual backing cavities (Fig. 4), (o [blue]) $V^+ = 4.5 \times 10^6$ with individual backing cavities (Fig. 4), (o [green]) $V^+ = 6 \times 10^6$ with individual backing cavities (Fig. 4).

FIG. 11. Average pre-multiplied energy spectra at $Re_\theta = 2939$. (Solid [black]) No control, (solid [red]) $V^+ = 2.05 \times 10^6$ with common backing cavity (Fig. 3), (solid [blue]) $V^+ = 3.1 \times 10^6$ with common backing cavity (Fig. 3), (solid [green]) $V^+ = 4.1 \times 10^6$ with common backing cavity (Fig. 3), (broken [red]) $V^+ = 2.05 \times 10^6$ with individual backing cavities (Fig. 4), (broken [blue]) $V^+ = 3.1 \times 10^6$ with individual backing cavities (Fig. 4), (broken [green]) $V^+ = 4.1 \times 10^6$ with individual backing cavities (Fig. 4).
TABLE IV. Summary of the reduction in the pre-multiplied energy spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cavity array with a common backing cavity</th>
<th>$Re_\theta = 2939$</th>
<th>$Re_\theta = 3771$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>$V^*$</td>
<td>Energy spectrum reduction (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 25$ mm</td>
<td>$2.05 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 50$ mm</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 75$ mm</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cavity array with individual backing cavities via use of a mesh</th>
<th>$Re_\theta = 2939$</th>
<th>$Re_\theta = 3771$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>$V^*$</td>
<td>Energy spectrum reduction (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 25$ mm</td>
<td>$2.05 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 50$ mm</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 75$ mm</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and FFT is the fast Fourier transform). All of the energy spectrum analyses were conducted at a $y^+$ equal to 100, where the buffer and logarithmic regions are located and hence a significant proportion of the turbulent energy production is located (Kline et al., 1967 and Jimenez, 2013). Figure 11 shows the pre-multiplied energy spectra at a Reynolds number value of $Re_\theta = 2937$, where it can be seen that a significant reduction has occurred in the low and mid-range wavelength values ($\lambda^+ < 10^4$), which is commonly associated with the coherent structures (Bandyopadhyay and Hussain, 1984 and Robinson, 1991), consequently providing further evidence that the cavity array weakens the structure of captured sweep events. A maximum reduction in the energy of 8.4% was achieved in this analysis, which is summarised in Table IV. Similar to the previous results found in this paper, the authors are able to achieve a reduction in the energy spectrum when the backing cavity is coupled, illustrating that no communication between each cavity is required for turbulent boundary layer control.

Figure 12 shows the pre-multiplied energy spectra at $Re_\theta = 3771$. Compared to the lower Reynolds number ($Re_\theta = 2939$), a more significant reduction in the energy spectra is observed at the higher Reynolds number ($Re_\theta = 3771$). At a Reynolds number of $Re_\theta = 3771$, a maximum reduction value of 12.5% was achieved as can be seen in Table IV. The cavity array was once again successful in controlling the boundary layer irrespective of the individual cavities communicating with one another strongly supporting the hypothesis detailed in this paper. Furthermore, at the higher Reynolds number a reduction is achieved over a greater range of wavelengths ($\lambda^+ < 10^5$). However, a significant reduction has occurred once again in the low and mid-range wavelength values, which is showing an effect on the coherent structures.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Determining the mechanism of the cavity array that successfully controls the sweep events and the importance of the backing cavity

Micro-cavities modify the coherent structures found in the near wall region of the boundary layer (Silvestri et al., 2017a).
It had previously been hypothesised that the cavities would target the sweep events by capturing the structures to achieve the goal of disrupting the bursting process. The results from this evaluation and previous work (Silvestri et al., 2017b; 2017d) strongly suggest that the cavity array weakens the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the neck of the orifice and the large volume of the backing cavity below the array itself. As shown throughout this paper, the two groups of backing cavities (common backing cavity and individual backing cavities) were capable of producing a significant reduction on the turbulent boundary layer statistics. The case which shared a common backing cavity allowed all of the individual orifices to be connected from the backing cavity. This design has been shown in the past to be successful in controlling the boundary layer, which made it difficult in determining the mechanism of reduction. Consequently the other cases investigated in this analysis implemented a mesh design in the backing cavity to ensure that all the orifices were not connected to one another, creating a series of individual backing cavities for each orifice.

From the results, both cases (common backing cavity and individual backing cavities) were capable of producing flow control with very similar behaviour and results. This demonstrated that the reduction process occurs irrespective of the cavities being connected. Therefore the hypothesis made previously by the authors (Silvestri et al., 2017b; 2017d) suggesting that the energy of the captured event is redistributed across all orifices in the cavity array is invalid. Flow control is therefore associated with a weakening of the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events as discussed. The results throughout this investigation also consistently show that the cases without the mesh and consequently a shared backing cavity are generating a greater reduction in the turbulence properties investigated (turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and energy spectrum) compared to the cases where individual backing cavities are used via a mesh. While initially this might suggest that the mesh affects the mechanism of boundary layer control, the authors do not believe this to be the case. When the mesh is inserted into the backing cavity, a small reduction in the backing cavity volume occurs (≈18% reduction). This would consequently result in the slightly different values between the cases where a common backing cavity is used and when individual backing cavities are applied.

B. Establishment of the non-linear relationship between cavity backing volume and sweep event control

Furthermore an additional aim of this research was to better understand the non-linear relationship between increasing the cavity volume and the reduction in the sweep events, which is depicted in Fig. 13. The previous work by Silvestri et al. (2017d) suggested an upper limit in the obtainable sweep intensity reduction, which was however not found in this paper. While the initial data by Silvestri et al. (2017d) did not examine a large enough range to confirm this hypothesis, additional configurations in this research has been used to show the relationship. The reduction values achieved in this research continued to increase (maximum reduction of 7.1%) beyond the values reported by Silvestri et al. (2017d) (5.7% reduction in sweep intensity). While the maximum value is higher than the previously recorded value (5.7%), the reduction achieved varies very little between the two largest backing cavity volumes in this paper at both Reynolds numbers. The two largest backing cavity volumes at each Reynolds number were shown to have a negligible 0.2% difference in the achieved sweep intensity reduction illustrating a plateau of the reduction achieved.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Micro-cavities have been shown to have a significant effect in modifying the coherent structures found in turbulent boundary layers and targeting these structures results in the disruption of the bursting cycle, which is responsible for the shear stresses in the near wall region. However, despite quantitative measurements showing a reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity, and energy spectra, the exact mechanism for the reduction was unknown. For this investigation, a single plate cavity array has been analyzed with a variety of different backing cavities with different volumes and arrangements. Hot-wire anemometry...
downstream of the investigated arrays has been used to measure the boundary layer, where the results were then used to evaluate the streamwise velocity and turbulence intensity profile, coherent structures, and the pre-multiplied energy spectrum.

The results from this work aimed to resolve the gaps left in previous studies relating to the application of the passive cavity array as a potential flow control device. From this research, it has been shown that the cavity array weakens the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the neck of each orifice and the high dissipation of energy from the large volume of the backing cavity below the array. In addition, the true relationship between the backing cavity’s volume and sweep intensity reduction was investigated. This was shown to be a non-linear relationship with an upper limit and plateau at larger backing cavity volumes.

The conclusions found in this work are based on altering the volume and geometry of the backing cavity. The findings of this paper are shown to be a significant step forward in the future of controlling the turbulent boundary layer. A clear understanding of the cavity arrays ability to capture the sweep structures and diminish the impact of subsequent coherent structures has been established allowing for future work to visualise the flow of the boundary layer over and into the cavity array. Future studies endeavour to complete this task using numerical modeling or experimental flow visualisation techniques. In addition, hot film sensors and cross probes will be used in future research to calculate the shear stresses directly providing evidence to support the cavity array as a potential skin friction drag reduction technique. While continual research is required to optimise this revolutionary passive control technique, the significance of the results in this research will help develop the knowledge for this area in the future.


Silvestri, A., Ghanadi, F., Arjomandi, M., Cazzolato, B. S., and Zander, A. C., “The application of different tripping techniques to determine the characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer over a flat plate,” J. Fluids Eng. 140(1), 0111204 (2017c).


Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this research micro-cavities have been shown to significantly modify the coherent structures found in turbulent boundary layers. This finding was supported through extensive experimental measurements which focused on the influencing parameters and mechanism by which the cavity array was able to achieve attenuation of the coherent structures. The significant contributions made by this thesis include the analysis of boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent and how tripping effects the development length. The results demonstrated that to produce a natural turbulent boundary layer using a 2D protuberance, the height of the trip must be less than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness. In addition the effect that a cavity array has on the structure of a turbulent boundary layer has been investigated. The results showed that when the orifice diameter is equal to a value of 60 times the viscous length scale a maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities of 13% and 14% could be achieved, respectively. Additionally the effect internal (orifice diameter spanwise and streamwise spacing) and external geometry (orifice length and backing cavity volume) of the cavity array on the flow has been identified. The volume of the backing cavity was shown to be the most important parameter in determining the attenuation of streamwise
velocity fluctuations within the logarithmic region of the turbulent boundary layer, while the orifice length of the cavity array was found to have a negligible effect on the impact the cavity array has on the boundary layer. This work culminated in developing an understanding of the mechanism in which the cavity array controls the boundary layer structures. The following chapter summarises the specific conclusions and outcomes of each chapter, and outlines the achievements of this thesis. It concludes with recommendations for future work.

7.1 Characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer

To gain an understanding of the boundary layer and ensure transition into turbulence a thorough analysis of different tripping techniques used to induce a naturally fully developed turbulent boundary layer was investigated. In addition a detailed evaluation was conducted to measure the effect of induced turbulence on the sweep events and other high order statistics of the boundary layer.

The tripping techniques investigated included circular rods, steps and different types of sandpaper. Hot-wire anemometry was used to measure the velocity over a flat plate in a wind tunnel at a variety of locations and Reynolds numbers. The results demonstrated that to produce a natural turbulent boundary layer using a 2D protuberance, the height of the trip must be less than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness. Using such a trip was shown to reduce the development length of the turbulent boundary layer by approximately 50%, which held true for all Reynolds numbers investigated \((Re_x = 1.2 \times 10^5 / Re_x = 1.5 \times 10^6)\).

The statistics of the boundary layer were measured to determine the degree to which the investigated boundary layer approximated a naturally turbulent boundary layer. These
statistics included the streamwise velocity profile, turbulence intensity, sweep intensity/duration, power spectral density (PSD) of the velocity fluctuations and the probability density function (PDF) of the data. A number of the investigated boundary layer trips either adversely affected the boundary layer statistics, illustrating an increased turbulence energy production or had no effect at all resulting in no change in the development length of the turbulent boundary layer. The only technique which was shown to have a beneficial effect was a circular rod with a diameter less than the undisturbed boundary layer thickness. The circular rod (d=3mm) was successful in reducing the development length of the boundary layer by 50% whilst maintaining boundary layer statistics similar to a naturally induced turbulent boundary layer. Larger trips were shown to cause a large regeneration region far away from the trip. This resulted in elevated levels of turbulence (turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and pre-multiplied energy spectrum) and was thus avoided when performing experiments requiring a natural turbulent boundary layer. Consequently all subsequent investigations in this thesis utilised the circular rod (d=3mm) to ensure a fully developed turbulent boundary layer during testing.

### 7.2 Effect on the boundary layer by the cavity array

This study investigated the capability of micro-cavities to control the boundary layer. Experimental measurements of the flow over an array of micro-cavities were analysed and the results showed the cavity array was able to significantly reduce the structures in the turbulent boundary layer. The statistics used to quantify the effect of the cavity array on the boundary layer included the streamwise velocity profile, turbulence intensity,
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Sweep intensity/duration, power spectral density (PSD) of the velocity fluctuations and the probability density function (PDF) of the data.

The turbulence and sweep intensity were shown to be reduced significantly for certain combinations of micro-cavity geometric parameters. Although the values of reduction was shown to be sensitive to the cavity array parameters, the maximum effect was shown to be a 13% and 14% reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensity respectively. Both statistics are very important when investigating boundary layer control, as a reduction in turbulence intensity shows a reduction in the magnitude of turbulence and velocity fluctuations, while a reduction in sweep intensity shows a decrease in the production of turbulent energy.

In addition, the power spectral density (PSD) and the probability density function (PDF) of the velocity fluctuations were also investigated. The maximum PSD reduction was shown to be 13.4% in the low and mid-range wavelength region ($\lambda_x^+ < 10^4$), which is commonly associated with the coherent structures investigated. The skewness (measure of symmetry) and the kurtosis (measure of peaked or flat data) of the PDF also revealed significant information on the effect the cavity array had on the boundary layer. The cavity arrays demonstrated a maximum reduction in skewness and kurtosis by 18% and 12%, respectively. These changes in the skewness and kurtosis of the boundary layer are a strong indication that the coherent structures have been modified by the use of the cavity arrays.
7.3 Impact of the distribution and sizing of the orifices

Once it was clearly established that cavity arrays could manipulate the sweep events in the boundary layer, the sensitivity of the geometry of the array was investigated. This included the diameter of each orifice in the cavity array, as well as the spanwise and streamwise spacing of each orifice in the array. The results showed that when the orifice diameter is equal to a value of 60 times the viscous length scale a maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities of 13% and 14%, respectively, could be achieved.

The results also demonstrated that for a cavity orifice diameter less than 20 times the viscous length scale, the sweep events were not captured by the array. Further, if the diameter of the orifice exceeds 145 times the viscous length scale, separation of the shear layer occurs, causing a smaller value of reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities. The streamwise and spanwise spacing of the micro-cavities were shown to have no significant impact on the reduction capabilities of the cavity array.

7.4 Effect of orifice length and backing volume on sweep attenuation

The sensitivity of the internal geometry of the cavity array arranged flush with the surface was also considered in this thesis. The thickness of the orifice and the volume of the backing cavity were investigated using hotwire anemometry in a wind tunnel at a variety of Reynolds numbers (1927 < Reθ < 3771).

The volume of the backing cavity was shown to be the most important characteristic in determining the attenuation of streamwise velocity fluctuations within the logarithmic region of the turbulent boundary layer, while the orifice length of the cavity array has negligible effect on the resulting boundary layer. The results showed a maximum
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reduction in turbulence generation corresponding to reductions in the average turbulence intensity, peak sweep intensity and average energy spectrum by 7.7%, 7% and 12.5% at the largest backing cavity volume investigated ($V^+ = 6 \times 10^6$).

The non-linear relationship between reduction of sweep event intensity and cavity volume was shown to reach an upper limit, where the energy spectrum was significantly reduced, by 12.5%, in the low and mid-range wavelength region ($\lambda^+_c < 10^4$) commonly associated with the coherent structures.

7.5 Mechanism by which the micro-cavities achieve boundary layer control

The mechanism responsible for the attenuation of sweep events was also investigated. A single cavity array was analysed, with two different types of backing cavity. The first group of backing cavities shared a common backing cavity volume allowing the exchange of mass and momentum between each orifice via the backing volume. The second group utilised a cellular design to prohibit the captured flow interacting by isolating each orifice to its individual backing cavity. The results show that both cases (common backing cavity and individual backing cavities) were capable of producing flow control with very similar behaviour and results.

The initial hypotheses prior to undertaking these experiments suggested:

1) The cavity array was weakening the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the orifice and in the large volume of the backing cavity installed below the array.

2) When the captured sweep event enters the cavity array, the mass and energy of the single event is redistributed across all orifices in the cavity array, resulting in
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the sweep event being removed from the boundary layer and disrupting the bursting process.

The results strongly suggested, however, that the cavity array weakened the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the neck of the orifice and also in the large volume of the backing cavity below the array itself, as the two groups of backing cavities (common backing cavity and individual backing cavities) were both capable of producing a significant reduction in the turbulent boundary layer statistics. This demonstrated that the reduction process occurs irrespective of the orifices being connected and that hypothesis 2), which thus suggested the energy of the captured event is redistributed across all orifices in the cavity array, must be invalid.

In summary, the main outcomes of this research with respect to the objectives of the thesis are as follows:

- **Characterise the turbulent boundary layer and investigate how the cavity manipulates the boundary layer.** This was achieved by first developing a fully transitioned turbulent boundary layer using an artificial tripping techniques. The statistics of the boundary layer were measured to determine if the investigated boundary layer approximated a naturally turbulent boundary layer. These statistics included the streamwise velocity profile, turbulence intensity, sweep intensity/duration, power spectral density (PSD) of the velocity fluctuations and the probability density function (PDF) of the data. Furthermore experimental measurements of the flow over an array of applied micro-cavities were analysed and the results showed the cavity array was able to reduce the structures in the turbulent
boundary layer significantly. The maximum effect was shown to be reductions of 13% and 14% in the turbulence and sweep intensity, respectively.

- **Parameterise the configuration and distribution of orifices required to effectively control the boundary layer across the flat plate.** The sensitivity of the performance of the cavity array to its geometry was also investigated. The results showed that when the orifice diameter is equal to a value of 60 times the viscous length scale a maximum reduction in the turbulence and sweep intensities 13% and 14%, respectively, were achieved. Additionally the volume of the backing cavity was shown to be the most important characteristic in determining the attenuation of streamwise velocity fluctuations within the logarithmic region of the turbulent boundary layer, while the orifice length of the cavity array had negligible effect in changing the effect of the cavity array on the boundary layer.

- **Determine the optimal geometric arrangement for the micro-cavities as a boundary layer control device and the method in which the micro-cavities achieve boundary layer control.** The results showed that the maximum reduction in turbulence generation achieved was a reduction in turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and energy spectrum by 7.7%, 7% and 12.5% when the backing cavity volume investigated was at its largest \( V^+ = 6 \times 20^6 \). In addition the reduction was shown to occur irrespective of the micro-cavity orifices having a common backing cavity or individual backing cavities. Hence it is suggested that the cavity array weakens the structure of the captured sweep events by damping the energy of the events through the friction losses in the orifice and the large volume of the backing cavity installed below the array.
These outcomes align with the aims of the project stated in the opening chapter, which as can be seen have now all been met.

### 7.6 Recommendations for future work

While the results in this thesis have shown that micro-cavity arrays can have a significant effect on controlling the turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate, further investigation is warranted. Controlling the turbulent boundary layer is a complex phenomenon and before this technology can be applied to real life applications a considerable amount of additional work is required. This includes undertaking flow visualisation on the cavity array, as well as measuring the true skin friction values over the flat plate. The recommended future work is as follows.

1. Throughout this investigation the free stream turbulence intensity was shown to change slightly between the different experiments conducted. Consequently some results showed greater reduction in the turbulence statistics which was commonly associated with an increased free stream turbulence intensity. As such the level of turbulence reduction achieved is believed to have a relationship with the free stream turbulence intensity. Therefore this forms a gap for this technology, as in real life the free stream turbulence can change during the course of an aircraft flight and the relationship between turbulence reduction and turbulence intensity would need to be identified.

2. While the results were precisely measured using hotwire anemometry, no flow visualisation was conducted in this study. Flow visualisation is beneficial as it allows the entire volume of flow to be analysed as opposed to only a single point as measured by a hotwire. This type of analysis would allow for the detection and
tracking of coherent structures and the resulting change in the structure as they are captured by the array. As such, future studies would need to be consider the use of flow visualisation to identify the effect of the cavity array on the boundary layer. This could be achieved either experimentally using particle image velocimetry (PIV), or numerically using direct numerical simulations (DNS). Use of these two techniques would provide much needed results to develop an increased understanding of the flow in the vicinity of the micro-cavities, in particular at the entrance to the orifice and in the neck of each cavity.

3. This study utilised a single direction hot wire anemometer to measure all of the data presented in this thesis. Consequently no direct measurements of the shear stresses and consequently skin friction values were obtained. Therefore the reductions reported in this thesis are of the turbulence statistics, which, whilst being highly correlated with the shear stresses and skin friction drag, are not able to provide a definitive value of the skin friction drag reduction achieved. This can however be solved by using an X-probe hot wire anemometer which is able to measure the streamwise and spanwise velocity over a flat plate. This was not considered in this work however, as it was beyond the scope of this thesis which aimed to demonstrate a proof of concept.

The completion of the recommend future work would provide significant further advancement of this area of research building on the results presented in this thesis which provide a significant amount of evidence demonstrating the potential of the cavity array as a low cost flow control device to effectively reduce the skin friction drag on flat plates and in aerospace applications.
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Abstract

The results presented in this paper provide an insight into the effect of a cavity array on the turbulence production within a turbulent boundary layer. In the present study, the turbulent energy production within a fully developed turbulent boundary layer has been reduced using a flushed-surface cavity array underneath a flat plate coupled with an acoustic actuator. The size of the holes in the cavity array were selected to be comparable with the dimensions of the expected coherent structures, based on the friction velocity. Experimental measurements were taken in a wind tunnel at a number of locations along the array in the streamwise direction and at a variety of acoustic frequencies generated by the acoustic actuator. A maximum turbulence intensity and sweep intensity reduction of 11% and 10% respectively occurred at $Re_s = 3.771 \times 10^5$ in the logarithmic region of the boundary layer when no drive frequency was provided. From this investigation it has been shown that the drive frequency of the acoustic actuator has no effect on the turbulence reduction by the cavity array. Instead the physical parameters of the array, including the number and diameter of the cavities in the array have a much more significant effect.

Introduction

By reducing the skin friction drag component of viscous drag, the efficiency of all aerospace applications, including aircraft can be improved. A reduction of 5-10% on the fuselage alone resulted in an annual fuel saving of approximately half a billion dollars in the United States during 1989 [1]. This equates to 1.5 billion dollars in today’s economy with the increased number of aircrafts. A key focus by the fluid dynamics research community has been to reduce the skin friction drag by controlling the boundary layer, which comprises a significant 48% of the total drag for typical aircraft applications [2]. The most important part of the boundary layer are the coherent structures, which are responsible for the total shear stress in the near wall region. Coherent structures consist of the ejection of low speed fluid from the boundary layer and the irnush of high-speed fluid which are known as sweep events [3, 4]. Corino and Brodkey [3] showed that ejection events generated approximately 70% of the total stresses in the near wall region, while the sweep events contributed to the remaining 30%. These two events were shown to be self-replicating and consequently were deemed to be very important during turbulence generation [5, 6]. It is believed a technique which targets this mechanism will cause a more significant reduction in turbulence generation and drag.

One method that will be discussed in this paper is the reduction of the streamwise vortices by producing a local jet at the orifice using an acoustic actuator below the cavity array. This method is very similar to the synthetic jet which has found great success by utilising a diaphragm set in a cavity and driven by a piezo electric element at its resonant frequency. With an open neck and orifice, fluid is drawn in and out of the cavity during the oscillation of the diaphragm. During the inflow cycle fluid is drawn into the backing cavity below the orifice, which does not affect the vortex ring produced during the next outflow cycle. The design is highly desirable in turbulent flow control due to its self-contained nature with no external fluid source. If timed correctly the ejection process from the acoustically excited cavity array targets fast moving fluid (sweep events), which is moved away from the wall. The inflow stage is used to bring the slow moving fluid (ejection events) closer to the wall. This results in the disruption of both events as research from Lockerby [8] has shown this to be successful.

The passive application of the cavity array to reduce the turbulence generation has also been considered by the authors. By using a cavity with a small orifice the shear layer shall be unaffected crossing the small opening, ensuring the resonance of the Helmholtz mode is not achieved [9, 10]. Consequently only the flow which acts normal to the wall will be affected by the cavity array. In the near wall region the sweep and ejection events act in this direction and consequently this would allow the cavity to be used as a drag reduction method for both higher and lower Reynolds’ numbers.

The purpose of the present work is to assess the ability of an array of micro-cavities in reducing the turbulent properties of a fully developed boundary layer using either of the two methods discussed above, namely the active and passive applications discussed. In the subsequent sections the characteristics of the cavity array will be discussed and details of the experimental setup will be given. A discussion on the results will be provided and an insight into the capabilities of the cavities’ success in reducing the turbulent structures will be provided.

Experimental Procedure

All experiments were performed in a closed-return type wind tunnel located at the University of Adelaide. The tunnel can be operated up to a maximum velocity of 30 m/s with a low level turbulence intensity, fluctuating between 0.4% to 1%. The test section is rectangular with a cross section of $500 \text{mm} \times 500 \text{mm}$ and $2000 \text{mm}$ in length. As shown in Figure 1, a horizontal 2000mm long flat plate was positioned inside the tunnel such that it spanned the whole width of the test section. The finite thickness of the flat plate can lead to bluff body separation effects, therefore to minimize any possible flow separation a super-elliptical leading edge of a nominal major radius of $114 \text{mm}$ was attached to the flat plate. A $125 \text{mm}$ long circulation flap was also mounted downstream of the plate to minimize any circulation developed over the plate and to ensure that the stagnation point is on the measurement side of the plate. The flap could also be adjusted as appropriate to balance the pressure gradient along the working section. The boundary layer investigated in the study was tripped by a $3 \text{mm}$ rod located $140 \text{mm}$ downstream of the leading edge as advised by Silvestri et al. [11]. This was done to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer was achieved for the experimental procedure.
This research focuses on the near wall regions, as approximately half of the total turbulence production occurs within this small region [12]. A hot-wire anemometer was used downstream of the boundary layer trip and cavity array to characterize the changes within the boundary layer regions arising from the cavity array located 845mm ($x^+ = 5.13 \times 10^4$) downstream of the leading edge. This length was selected to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer was developed for the experimental measurements. This was done at four locations ($x^+ = 5.5 \times 10^3$, $x^+ = 8.2 \times 10^5$, $x^+ = 10.9 \times 10^5$, $x^+ = 13.9 \times 10^5$) downstream from the cavity array’s leading edge at a single Reynolds numbers and cavity dimension. The streamwise velocity measurements were made with an IFA 300 CTA system, using a single platinum-plated tungsten wire of 5µm in diameter and 1.25mm in length, which was operated in constant current mode at 0.2mA with an over-heat ratio of 1.8 and an operating temperature around 230°C, which provided sufficient sensitivity to measure the velocity fluctuations with minimum thermal effects. The repeatability of each measurement was also verified 3 times and the data were sampled at 10 kHz for 10 seconds to ensure suitable temporal resolution.

The cavity array (Figure 2) was designed based on the friction velocity value equal to, $u_\tau = 0.5$ m/s, a value obtained previously by Silvestri et al. [11] for a Reynolds number approximately equal to, $Re_b = 1927$. Using this friction velocity value the spanwise and streamwise spacing and the approximate orifice diameter were calculated based on the method specified by Lockerby [8], which states the orifice diameter to be 40 times the size of the spanwise spacing of the coherent structures. This resulted in a cavity array being designed, utilising 1.2mm diameter holes, with a spanwise spacing of 3mm and a streamwise spacing of 15mm.

**Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental arrangement**

This cavity array was tested under multiple conditions, including cases in which the array had an acoustic actuator oscillating at a variety of selected frequencies and as a completely passive control technique. This was done to quantify the turbulence reduction by the active and passive control methods.

**Effects of the cavity array on the streamwise and turbulence intensity profiles**

When investigating the effect of the cavity array on the turbulent boundary layer a Reynolds number of $Re_b = 3771$ was selected. Figure 4 shows the streamwise profile of the boundary layer immediately downstream of the cavity array’s leading edge at four locations. The cavity array investigated appears to reduce the thickness of the viscous and logarithmic subregion ($y^+ < 200$), while not changing the overall boundary layer thickness. This can be seen to cause a drag reduction, as with less of the boundary layer consisting of the viscous and logarithmic subregion a reduction in shear stress and skin friction drag will occur.

The array was shown to replicate this for all tested conditions, including the passive array with no excitation and all the experiments conducted with an acoustic actuator coupled at different frequencies. The results indicate that the same amount of reduction was achieved independent on which driving frequency the resonator was set to, including when the array was completely passive and the resonator was not excited.

The reduction of the viscous and logarithmic subregion was also shown to increase downstream of the leading edge. The initial measurement, which was taken at $x^+ = 5.5 \times 10^3$ (the midpoint of the cavity array) demonstrated a 4.6% reduction in the viscous and logarithmic subregion in Figure 3(a). This value was shown to increase to 5.3% at $x^+ = 10.9 \times 10^3$ (the end of the cavity array), as shown in Figure 3(b&c). Thus demonstrating the cavity array was responsible for providing the effect on the boundary layer, as the effect was shown to increase once exposed to a larger proportion of the cavity array.

The decrease in the viscous and logarithmic subregion was also shown to continue significantly downstream after the cavity array ended. At a location of $x^+ = 13.9 \times 10^5$ the cavity array was shown to provide a decrease in the subregion by 4.1% (as shown in Figure 3(d)). Thus demonstrating a significant proportion of the boundary layer was changed downstream of the cavity array, showing the effect not to be localised. To illustrate this proposal further the turbulence intensity of the boundary layer was also considered.

**Figure 2: Schematic of the cavity array**
The reduction in turbulence intensity is clearly evident in Figure 4 and demonstrates a similar pattern to the results obtained in Figure 3. A turbulence intensity reduction was recorded for all the conditions tested, including the passive array with no excitation and all the experiments conducted with the acoustic actuator driven at different frequencies. The results indicate that the same amount of decrease was achieved independent of the driving frequency, including when the array was completely. This was also observed previously when investigating the mean streamwise profile.

The reduction in turbulence intensity was also shown to increase the further downstream the measurements were taken. The initial measurement, which was taken at $x' = 5.5 \times 10^2$ (the midpoint of the cavity array) demonstrated a 6.6% decrease in the turbulence intensity, as shown in Figure 4(a). This value was shown to increase to 11% at $x' = 10.9 \times 10^2$ (the end of the cavity array), as shown in Figure 4(b&c).

The decrease in the turbulence intensity was also shown to continue significantly downstream after the cavity array ended. At a location of $x' = 13.9 \times 10^2$ the cavity array was shown to provide a decrease in the turbulence intensity in the viscous and logarithmic subregion by 10%, as shown in Figure 4(d). Thus demonstrating a significant proportion of the boundary layer was changed downstream of the cavity array, showing the effect is not localised.

**Discussion**

The boundary layer was shown to be modified by the cavity array and consequent several important findings were discovered. The most noticeable finding was the acoustic actuator had no impact on the boundary layer and consequently the driving frequency had no effect on the boundary layer. Therefore the conclusions drawn from this research indicate the reduction achieved from these experiments was due to the passive cavity array. As discussed earlier, one of the methods proposed the cavity array would only impact the coherent structures which act normal to the wall. If this is the case a variable interval time averaging (VITA) technique can be used to detect the changes in the turbulent boundary layer associated with coherent structures. This technique, first applied by Blackwelder and Kaplan [13] for studying the near wall region,

---

Figure 3: Mean velocity profile at $Re_{\theta} = 3771$. a) $x' = 5.5 \times 10^2$, b) $x' = 8.2 \times 10^2$, c) $x' = 10.9 \times 10^2$, d) $x' = 13.9 \times 10^2$. (o) No control, (▼) cavity array – No excitation, (+) 500Hz excitation, (x) 1000Hz excitation, (◊) 2000Hz excitation, (✓) 4000Hz excitation, (*) 8000Hz excitation

Figure 4: Turbulence intensity profile at $Re_{\theta} = 3771$. a) $x' = 5.5 \times 10^2$, b) $x' = 8.2 \times 10^2$, c) $x' = 10.9 \times 10^2$, d) $x' = 13.9 \times 10^2$. (o) No control, (▼) cavity array – No excitation, (+) 500Hz excitation, (x) 1000Hz excitation, (◊) 2000Hz excitation, (✓) 4000Hz excitation, (✓) 8000Hz excitation
This reduction is also observed in Figure 6, at a downstream location of $x^* = 13.9 \times 10^3$, where a sweep intensity reduction of 2.6% was achieved, however the change in duration was insignificant.

**Figure 6:** Average VITA sweep events at $Re_{x} = 3771$, $x^* = 13.9 \times 10^3$. (o) No control, (▼) cavity array – No excitation

It was initially hypothesised that the cavities would operate by capturing the sweep events and disrupt the overall bursting process in the boundary layer. This is supported by the VITA results in Figure 5 and Figure 6. These changes in the sweep intensity and duration are strong indicators that the coherent structures have been modified by the use of the cavity arrays as a passive solution. It is believed that the individual cavity offices are too small to allow the shear layer to break apart during the traverse across the orifice. As such resonance of the Helmholtz mode is not observed, which was previously experienced by Ghanandi et al. [9, 10].

**Conclusions**

The basis of this paper, is the study of micro cavities or perforated plates as a potential control technique in reducing skin friction drag. In this study two mechanisms were considered, with one technique focusing on an active approach and the other as a passive solution. The characteristics of the boundary layer were analysed using hotwire anemometry at four locations; three along the implemented cavity array and one behind, and the results were used to calculate the streamwise boundary layer profile, turbulence intensity and the properties of the coherent structures.

The results from this study indicated the reduction achieved was due to the passive mechanisms suggested. The cavity array was shown to provide substantial reduction to the turbulence intensity, sweep intensity and sweep duration. A maximum reduction in intensity and duration of the sweep events of 7.6% and 10% respectively was achieved at $x^* = 10.9 \times 10^3$. It is believed this occurred due to the cavity array being small enough to be intrusive to the streamwise boundary layer. Consequently, the flow which acts normal to the wall, commonly associated with coherent structures to be impacted upon by the array. The conclusions drawn here are based on the results along a single cavity array.
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ABSTRACT

The streamwise velocity fluctuations within a fully developed turbulent boundary layer has been investigated downstream of a flushed-surface cavity array underneath a flat plate. The size of the holes in the cavity array were selected to be comparable with the dimensions of the expected coherent structures, based on the friction velocity. This study investigates the effect of the backing cavity volume on attenuation of turbulent energy production within the logarithmic region of the turbulent boundary layer. To this end the turbulence intensity profile and sweep attenuation for three different backing cavity volume have been investigated. All measurements were taken in a closed-loop low turbulence wind tunnel at two different free stream velocities. The results show that when the backing cavity’s volume is equal to $V = 3 \times 10^3$ the turbulence intensity and sweep intensity are reduced by up to 8% and 7.2% respectively. From this investigation it has been shown that the dampening of sweep events is not solely due to the walls of each individual cavity.

INTRODUCTION

The most important flow structure of a turbulent boundary layer are the coherent structures, which are responsible for the total shear stress in the near wall region. Coherent structures consist of the ejection of low speed fluid from the boundary layer and the inrush of high speed fluid which are known as sweep events (Corino and Brodkey 1969, Guo et al. 2010). These two events were shown to be self-replicating. It was shown that ejection events generated approximately 70% of the total stresses in the near wall region, while the sweep events contributed to the remaining 30% (Offen and Kline 1975, Kim et al. 1971) and consequently were deemed to be very important during turbulence generation (Offen and Kline 1975, Guo et al. 2010). It is believed a technique which targets the sweep or ejection events specifically will cause a more significant reduction in turbulence generation and drag (Lockerby 2001, Choi et al. 2011, Ghanadi et al. 2014, Silvestri et al. 2016).

One such technique investigated is the passive application of the cavity array to reduce the turbulence generation has been considered by the authors (Silvestri et al. 2016, Silvestri et al. 2017a) due to the easy implementation and absence of a power source, which is favourable for aerospace applications. It was observed that by using a cavity with a small orifice diameter ($d^+ < 10$) the shear layer is unaffected crossing the opening, ensuring the resonance of the Helmholtz mode is not achieved (Ghanadi et al. 2015). Consequently only the flow which acts normal to the wall will be affected by the cavity array, as the streamwise profile will be unaffected. In the near-wall region the sweep and ejection events act in this direction and consequently, this will have the potential to use the cavity array as a drag reduction method for both high and low Reynolds’s numbers. This has been shown previously by Silvestri et al. (2016 & 2017a) to be highly successful in reducing the turbulence intensity and sweep intensity after control was applied where a maximum reduction of 13% and 14% was achieved respectively at a Reynolds number $1.69 \times 10^5 < Re_\theta < 1.18 \times 10^6$.

The events which do enter the cavity array are expected to be dampened by the walls of the cavity and/ or by the large mass of fluid beneath the orifice in the backing cavity. The purpose of the present work is to assess the ability of an array of micro-cavities in reducing the turbulent properties of a fully developed boundary layer and the effect of the backing cavity’s volume on its ability. In the subsequent sections the characteristics of the cavity array will be discussed and details of the experimental setup will be given.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

All experiments were performed in a closed-return type wind tunnel located at the University of Adelaide. The tunnel can be operated up to a maximum velocity of 30 m/s with a low level turbulence intensity, approximately 0.53%. The test section is rectangular with a cross section of 500mm × 500mm an 2000mm in length. As shown in Figure 1, a horizontal 2000mm long flat plate was positioned inside the tunnel such that it spanned the whole width of the test section. The finite thickness of the flat plate can lead to bluff body separation effects, therefore to minimize any possible flow separation a super-elliptic leading edge of a nominal major radius of 114mm was attached to the flat plate. A 125mm long circulation flap was also mounted downstream of the plate to minimize any circulation developed over the plate and to ensure that the stagnation point is on the measurement side of the plate. The walls could also be adjusted as appropriate to balance the pressure gradient along the working section, which was selected to be a zero pressure gradient in this investigation. The boundary layer investigated in the study was tripped by a 3mm rod located 140mm downstream of the leading edge as advised by Silvestri et al. (2017b). This was done to ensure a fully turbulent boundary layer was achieved for the experimental procedure.

A hot-wire anemometer was used downstream of the boundary layer trip and cavity array to characterize the changes within the boundary layer regions arising from the cavity array located ($x^+ = 5.07 \times 10^5$) downstream of the leading edge. This was done three times with a backing cavity of varying dimensions to monitor the effect the backing cavity had on the boundary layer. The streamwise velocity measurements were made with a TSI IFA 300 CTA system, using a single TSI platinum-plated tungsten wire of 5μm in diameter and 1.25mm in length, which was operated with an over-heat ratio of 1.8 and an operating temperature around 230°C, which provided sufficient sensitivity to measure the velocity fluctuations with minimum thermal effects. The repeatability of each measurement was also verified 3 times and the data were sampled at 20 kHz for 15 seconds.

As shown in Figure 2, the cavity array has a varying backing cavity. This was achieved by using backing faces with different geometries to restrict the total volume of the backing cavity. The friction velocity value equal to, $u_f = 0.5 \text{ m/s}$, previously calculated by Silvestri et al. (2017b) was used to design the cavity arrays dimensions. Using this friction velocity value the spanwise and streamwise spacing and the approximate orifice diameter were calculated based on the method specified by Lockerby (2001), which states that the orifice diameter to be 40 times the viscous length scale and the spanwise spacing to be 100 times the viscous length scale. These approximations were based on the expected size of the coherent structures in the boundary layer. This resulted in a cavity array comprising 1.2mm diameter holes and a spanwise spacing of 3mm. The cavity array plate was manufactured using a 3D printer with a constant streamwise spacing of 15mm and constant thickness of 4mm as shown in Figure 3. Literature states that the length of coherent structures can be up to 10 times the spanwise spacing (Blackwelder and Eckelmann 1979). Consequently 15mm falls well below this value. In order to investigate the effect of momentum thickness on the turbulence generation within the boundary layer, all measurements have been conducted at two different Reynolds numbers of $Re_{\theta} = 1927$ and 3771.

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental arrangement

Figure 2: Schematic of the backing cavity

Figure 3: Schematic of the cavity array

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the streamwise profile of the boundary layer immediately downstream of the cavity arrays and the corresponding unaltered turbulent boundary layer for comparison. The three backing cavity arrays investigated appear to shift the viscous and logarithmic subregion ($y^+ < 200$) upwards, while not changing the overall boundary layer thickness. This effect is expected to result in a drag reduction as shown by (Savins and Seyer 1977, Patterson et al. 1977, Hooshmand et al. 1983) where an upward shift of the logarithmic region results in a decreased friction velocity and skin friction coefficient.
This reduction is also clearly evident in Figure 5, which shows the turbulence intensity of the same boundary layers investigated. The cavity array is shown to provide a substantial turbulence intensity reduction within the logarithmic region $15 < \gamma^+ < 200$ for all the backing cavities investigated. The largest backing cavity ($V^+ = 3000$) was shown to cause the largest turbulence intensity reduction by 8%. This value was shown to decrease when investigating the other backing cavities, where the values decreased to 3.3% ($V^+ = 300$) and 4.5% ($V^+ = 1500$). This effect is also shown to continue at a lower Reynolds number. Figure 6 shows the effect of the backing cavity on the turbulence intensity at a Reynolds number of $Re_\theta = 1927$. Similar to the previous figure the largest backing cavity ($V^+ = 3000$) was shown to cause the largest turbulence intensity reduction of 5.6%. As also shown in Figure 6, when the backing cavity volume is reduced by half the turbulence intensity decreases by approximately 3.5% ($V^+ = 1500$). Significant reduction in the backing volume, $V^+ = 300$, results in a turbulence intensity reduction of 2.0%.

A variable interval time averaging (VITA) technique has also been used to detect the changes in the turbulent boundary layer associated with coherent structures. The technique was initially applied by Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976) for studying the near wall region and detecting the sweep and ejection events. The VITA analysis for the current boundary layer analysis will focus on the sweep events, since these are the major contributor to turbulent skin friction (Orlandi and Jimenez, 1993). The sweep events are monitored by calculating the VITA of the streamwise velocity fluctuations according to the definition

$$\hat{u}(t, T_w) = \frac{1}{T_w} \int_{T_w/2}^{T_w+T_w/2} u(s) \, ds,$$

(1)

The intensity of the events is calculated based on the peak-to-peak value of the streamwise velocity of the events. The duration on the other hand is calculated from the time separation of the peaks in each VITA analysis. Increased duration or intensity of the events reveals an increase in the turbulence energy production. Throughout the investigation a total of 950 ensembles were used in each VITA analysis. This occurred at a $\gamma^+ = 100$ for all cases investigated.

At $Re_\theta = 3771$ the cavity array was shown to have an effect in reducing the duration and intensity of the sweep events also. Figure 7 shows a maximum reduction in sweep intensity of 7.2% when using a backing cavity of $V^+ =$.
3000, whilst the reduction that occurs when using the other backing cavities were reduced by only 3.4% ($V^+ = 300$) and 4.4% ($V^+ = 1500$). Sweep duration however was shown to remain unaffected.

DISCUSSION

It has been hypothesised that the cavities operate by capturing the sweep events and consequently disrupt the overall bursting phenomenon in the boundary layer. It is however unclear what happens to the sweep events as it enters the cavity array. One hypothesis from the authors is that the sweep event’s energy is dampened by the cavity array’s walls and the backing cavity’s volume. This would therefore result in the backing cavity having an effect on the reduction of the turbulent energy production.

However an alternative theory would result in the turbulence energy reduction being independent of the backing cavity’s volume. While the cavity array would still form an integral part of passive mechanism, a conservation of energy would occur in the device resulting in no loss of the sweep energy. The corresponding reduction would be a result of a captured sweep event’s energy being ejected back into the turbulent boundary layer across all of the cavity array’s individual openings. Consequently each event would be redistributed across the large amount of holes resulting in a small, but unnoticeable change in the boundary layer while still retaining the turbulence energy reduction and conservation of momentum from removing a sweep event from the inner wall region of the boundary layer.

While both hypotheses described above appear plausible the results from this work suggest the former hypothesis to be valid. Throughout the work presented a clear trend can be identified where by reducing the backing cavity’s volume a reduction in the control of the turbulent boundary layer is visible. This difference is quite significant when comparing the values. At the largest backing cavity volume ($V^+ = 300$) a significant 7.2% and 6.2% reduction in sweep intensity is achieved at the largest and smallest Reynolds numbers investigated. However at the smallest backing cavity volume ($V^+ = 300$) this value is reduced to only 3.4% and 3% respectively. As mentioned above if the backing cavity only acted as a channel to link all the cavities together to allow the redistribution of the sweep event’s energy then it would be expected that these values are much more similar in value.
CONCLUSION

The basis of this paper, is the study of a cavity array as a potential control technique in reducing skin friction drag. In this study the effect of the backing cavity’s volume was specifically investigated and two mechanisms were considered. The characteristics of the boundary layer were analysed using hotwire anemometry at a single locations where the results were used to calculate the streamwise boundary layer profile, turbulence intensity and the properties of the coherent structures.

It has been shown that the dampening of sweep events is not solely due to the skin friction loses from the walls of each individual cavity, as the backing cavity volume also has a significant effect on the sweep attenuation values, where a maximum reduction of 7.2% was achieved when the backing cavity’s volume was selected to be $V = 5.1 \times 10^{-3} \text{m}^3$ ($V^+ = 3000$).

The conclusions drawn here are based on the results along a single cavity array. Future work intends to focus more intently on the volume of the backing cavity and if the effect continues for other cavity arrays with different geometries. Furthermore future work will endeavour toanalysis the effect of having a backing cavity with zero volume. The results presented here are only the beginning of the development of the knowledge required for this area of work.
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